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INTRODUCTION 

 

The story of the Post Glacial Relict Salmonids is the story of the Ferox Trout, Arctic 

Charr and three species of whitefish – the Schelly, the Vendace and the Pollan. 

Beautiful wild fish living in even more beautiful wild settings. A story of  unresolved 

interdependent speciation and angling obsession ten millennia and more in the 

making, which whilst the science may well be accurate at the time of writing, being 

an area of research that is currently fluid and constantly under review make it one in 

which we must anticipate and embrace change, as new projects are taken onboard by 

people coming at the subject at times from diametrically opposing angles.  

These camps are the traditionalists and the trail blazers. Because here we have a 

subject steeped in history stretching right back to the pioneering days of early 

Victorian gentleman anglers and scientists, in some both cases wrapped up in the 

same body, whose work has over the years been superseded by a new way of seeing 

the natural World coupled to technological advances capable of putting previously 

debatable issues beyond even the slightest measure of doubt. And yet for all that, as 

will become clear in the following Chapters, perhaps the Victorians had been right 

all along. 

More often than not, particularly when it comes to the pursuit of Charr on Coniston 

and Schelly in Red Tarn, my rod and line fishing has been done in the company of 

Bob Fitchie. From an angling perspective we are in many ways’ polar opposites. I 

come from a predominantly sea angling background fishing from my own boat with 

game fishing more of an additional preoccupation and area of study. Particularly as 

spring is turning over into early summer, or whenever strong winds prevent me going 

afloat over the rest of the year. Bob on the other hand is an out and out game angler 

happy to tag along on sea fishing trips when the opportunity presents, creating a nice 

area of overlap resulting in us setting ourselves arguably the ultimate ‘adipose finned 

challenge’ available – the game angling Grand Slam. 

There was never any pre-planned intention of setting specific targets. More a case of 

time spent chatting en route to some destination or other, which one day saw the 

conversation exploring the chances of catching all the different game species on rod 

and line, and wondering if that either could be or perhaps already had been done, 

leaving us re-treading a path rather than blazing a new trail of our own. It’s then that 

you realise there are several different ways of both looking at and potentially 

approaching this challenge.  

Over in the US for example, when they embark on a grand slam, it’s usually with 

three premier species in mind such as Tarpon, Bonefish and Permit. But it could quite 

conceivably be three shark species, or a Ferox Trout, a Charr and a Schelly – the Post 
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Glacial Relict Grand Slam which I very happy to say I have completed, though not 

as the Americans do, all in the same day. That would be way too much to ask for. But 

in the same season; well that’s another matter, which is what I achieved in 1992. 

I have to say that once we had taken the Grand Slam concept on board, we explored 

it to death in terms of what combination to go for and over what sort of time scale, 

coming up with a number of variations on the theme. The Indigenous Grand Slam 

was one we looked at, targeting all the natural Salmonid species in the British record 

fish list excluding Ferox and Sea Trout, both of which along with Brown Trout are 

for now at least the same species which is Salmo trutta, though you could always add 

them in for greater degree of difficulty if so minded to.  

More difficult still would be the Super Slam comprising all the record listed 

Salmonids by including the Pacific Salmon Oncorhynchus gorbuscha and American 

Brook Trout Salvelinus fontinalis, which you could extend into a Mega Slam by 

adding in the hybrids such as Tiger Trout, Cheetah Trout, and for even more 

difficulty, the as yet ‘unrecorded’ in angling terms at least, Vendace, though that 

might be taking things a bit too far, even over a lifetime, let alone in a single season. 

So in the end we settled on all the British indigenous species needing to be caught 

within the same season. 

This in turn raises the definition of indigenous. The dictionary defines the word as 

“originating or occurring naturally in a particular place”. On the basis of that, would 

it then be right or even essential to include the Pacific Humpback Salmon, which 

while it is far from native to the British Isles wasn’t introduced here either, having 

somehow managed to swim ‘off course’ ending up in the River Tweed. Then there is 

the Coho Salmon Oncorhynchus kisutch caught by a sea angler fishing from the rocks 

at Guernsey, with other small specimens of similar size caught from the same area at 

the same time suggesting losses from a fish farm, presumably in nearby France.  

Again, a species that has not been artificially introduced arriving under its own steam. 

Add to this ‘wild’ Rainbow Trout, which at around half a pound and less I caught 

several of at a trout fishery fishery in Yorkshire where they are known to breed 

naturally, plus American Brook Trout which are also known to spawn here at a few 

carefully selected locations, and the term ‘indigenous’ suddenly gets a much different 

spin placed on it, making the project either more or less difficult in terms of names 

depending on your particular take on the subject. 

Big Pike researcher, the late Fred Buller, was also a bit of a species collector who I 

knew from earlier conversations had harboured a similar sort of ambition to our 

Grand Slam. I wasn’t sure as to the exact nature of his list, nor of his time scales, so 

I contacted him, and as I recall, being a bit of a purist, it centred around the indigenous 

species only, with the Schelly unfortunately having eluded him. So when Bob actually 

managed to complete it at the first time of asking with a last gasp Sea Trout and 

Grayling from the upper River Ribble to become the first and possibly only ever 
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angler to do it in the same season so far as we can ascertain, for me the pressure was 

off. The race was over.  

Not being a river man, I was still missing a couple of species to mirror what Bob had 

achieved, one of which I had never caught at all, that being the Grayling. So when 

the opportunity to fish for Grayling eventually came along in arguably the most 

spectacular way any purist can possibly ever imagine, with the chance of completing 

my Indigenous Grand Slam there for the taking, albeit spread over a number of 

seasons, as you can imagine, I jumped at it.  

I was staying at Graeme Pullen’s place in Hampshire for a few days of freshwater 

fishing and video making when we were handed an entire prime stretch of the Upper 

Avon at Durrington in Wiltshire to have to ourselves for a day with all restrictions on 

fishing methods lifted. A length that included the very same bend and rapids stretch 

where the legendary Frank Sawyer had developed and perfected his famous upstream 

nymph fishing technique. A piece of river where quite literally to gain membership 

you are stepping into dead men’s shoes.  

Very much well-heeled syndicate membership territory where somebody quite 

literally has to die to create a vacancy which is then filled from an incredibly long 

and wealthy waiting list, and we had the whole place to ourselves for the day armed 

with float fishing gear and a tub of maggots. Sacrilege I hear people say. But what a 

day to remember. And of course, I got my Grayling too. As I say, I’d already caught 

wild Rainbows and had taken Sea Trout while Charr fishing just for good measure. 

That said, the Relict Grand Slam will do me very nicely, which naturally leads in to 

the individual Chapters discussing each of its three component species in the order 

they are thought to have invaded and set up shop here in the British Isles. 
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CHAPTER 1 - RELICT REAL ESTATE 

Genesis 1:1……in the beginning 

 

In terms of naturally occurring fish species, Britain and Ireland, like Northern Europe 

and Scandinavia, tends to be is naturally dominated by euryhaline species; that is fish 

naturally able to tolerate some measure of salinity such as Smelt, Shad, Sticklebacks 

and Salmonids, including the Post Glacial Relict species about to be discussed here. 

To fully understand Britain’s Post Glacial Relict Salmonid species – the whitefishes, 

the Charr, and controversially the Ferox Trout if indeed it is a species; the locations 

they call home; their place in angling, and their availability to anglers, we first need 

to understand the Earth’s climate, yesterday, today, and tomorrow. Yesterday in the 

sense of those factors working either in collusion or isolation responsible for 

‘inviting’ the Post Glacial Relicts to take up residence in what would eventually 

become the British Isles; today, to both understand and appreciate their unique and 

highly threatened position within the fauna of the British Isles; and tomorrow because 

of all the climatic changes currently afoot, which look likely to seriously jeopardise 

and impact not only these fish, but all of our indigenous freshwater fish species.  

 

Unlike marine fish species, and to a lesser extent anadromous (migratory) Salmonids, 

which fortunately for them are to some extent able to ‘up sticks’ and move up into 
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more northerly latitudes if or when their required temperature band is pushed or 

squeezed by climate change, wholly freshwater species have no other option than to 

stay put and try to tough it out. Not easy when your ancestral origins are tied to 

populations with a proven bias towards sub-arctic latitudes, limiting your distribution 

to those lakes still able to mimic this as best they can, which for much of Britain is 

most readily catered for by deep glacial ribbon lakes and thermal stratification.  

Climate change is one parameter in a whole raft of other variously linked and 

independent external natural pressures, the concepts of which also need to be fully 

explored and will be here later, if we as anglers are to fully appreciate the life cycles 

of the Charr, the whitefishes, and the Ferox Trout, which for the moment we can still 

call indigenous species and would dearly like to see stay that way, preferably taken 

by us on rod and line. In the case of Charr and Ferox Trout, deliberately caught, and 

with our whitefish species currently protected by law and therefore off limits to 

deliberate targeting, as welcome accidents while fishing for other things, which as I 

can testify from personal experience does genuinely happen from time to time. 

THE APPEARANCE OF THE SALMONIDS 

The fossil record has it that aquatic animals in a body format we as anglers would 

recognise as being ‘proper fish’ first appeared as part of the Cambrian Explosion, a 

period of geological time lasting 55.6 million years between 541 and 485.4 million 

years ago. Some 35 million years later probably during the Ordovician or Silurian 

Period leading into the Devonian Period (also known as the ‘Age of the Fishes’), the 

first cartilaginous fish species began to appear with an internal structural framework 

of cartilage as opposed to bone, and so began the taxonomic Class Chondrichthyes, 

which today essentially comprises the various sharks and rays.  

Jump forward a further 30 million years and the Class Osteichthyes diverges from 

Chondrichthyes giving us fish with bony skeletons, including the species we are 

primarily interested in here, the Family Salmonidae: a collection of typically slender 

bodied ray finned fish species which in taxonomic terms are said to be relatively 

primitive as freshwater fish species go, on account of their pelvic fins being 

positioned well back on the under part of their body. They also possess a defining 

small fleshy blob on top of the body just in front of the tail known as the adipose fin. 

All salmonids have it. But not all fish species that have an adipose fin are Salmonids.  

Other adipose finned species which British anglers might be familiar with include the 

Smelt Osmerus eperlanus, which is fairly common is estuaries and regularly used as 

a hook bait by Pike anglers. Less regularly seen is the deep-water Argentine 

Argentina sphyraena. A small deep-water fish typically found well down the 

continental slope where I have caught them on rod and line at depths in excess of 

1,700 feet. There are others, and there are people who think that all these species are 

somehow related, despite having examples living as far apart as the base of Helvellyn 
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in the Cumbrian fells and the lower edge of the continental shelf, with no suggestion 

if they are related despite being separated by such environmental extremes as to 

which direction, fresh water or salt water, the group as a unit might be headed in.   

Salmonidae comprises three separate lineages or subfamilies, these being the 

whitefishes (Coregoninae), the graylings (Thymallinae), and the charrs, trout’s and 

salmons (Salmoninae), which in ancestral terms collectively diverged from other 

teleost (bony fish) species around 88 million years ago, after which the oldest 

common ancestor of today’s Salmonids suffered an episode of genetic disruption 

leading to chromosome duplication, taking them from being diploid (having a cell or 

nucleus containing two complete sets of chromosomes with one from each parent) to 

being tetraploid (having a cell or nucleus containing four homologous sets of 

chromosomes), with some salmonid species still partly tetraploid to this day. A 

‘condition’ they are said to be looking to recover from and regain their ancestral 

diploid state through natural selection, which some species have now managed to 

achieve. 

ZONATION 

For ease of general concept presentation here, let’s take it that the Earth is round like 

a tennis ball. It’s actually an oblate spheroid, which is to say that it is flattened slightly 

at the poles with a bulge at the equator causing it to rotate on its shortest axis between 

the north and south poles. The equator being the latitudinal mid-point line at zero 

degrees dividing the planet into its two halves or hemispheres, these being both 

metaphorical and at some levels also physical entities, as an air boundary wrapped 

around the equatorial region rather like a belt for the most part keeps the atmospheres 

of each half distinct from the other. Good news if you live in the less polluted southern 

hemisphere; less so if like me you happen to live in the more polluted northern half, 

with what exchanges there are between the two tending to be both slow and minimal. 

Working ‘up’ from the equator, the northern hemisphere where our Post Glacial 

Relict Salmonids indigenously reside is itself sub-divided into smaller units, bands, 

or zones, the boundaries of which tend to be designated by other specific lines of 

latitude with the areas between them given names such as the tropical zone stretching 

to either side of the equator sandwiched between the tropics of Cancer in the north 

and Capricorn to the south. Above this sits the sub-tropical zone, the northern 

boundary of which lies approximately at the Strait of Gibraltar. Next up is the 

Temperate Zone accounting for all of Europe plus most of Scandinavia, topped off 

by the Frigid Zone from the Arctic Circle northwards to the North Pole. It should be 

noted however that because it is magnetic, the actual North Pole both can and does 

shift its precise position from time to time due to moving magnetic blobs of liquid 

iron beneath the Earth’s surface, which since the 1990’s has been ‘transporting’ the 

pole at a rate of around sixty Km per year across the Bering Strait from Canada in to 

Russia. 
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That is one take on zonation with clearly defined fixed lines of gradation. Mirroring 

this to a degree, though not as tightly bound by it is temperature, especially now with 

global average temperatures over the past few decades at their hottest from a climatic 

perspective since written records began. Other ways of theoretically dividing the 

hemispheres up include chemical zonation based on atmospheric make up; 

desertification; forested regions, mountains, plains, tundra and so on…… an arbitrary 

list which can be as extensive or concise as those researching particular concepts 

might want it to be. For our purposes here the main focus is on the geographical and 

climatic changes brought about by the end of the last glacial period reopening Britain 

and Ireland’s waterways to the fish which for now still call them home. 

In addition to zonation between the poles, there is also the small matter of Axial Tilt. 

This is the driving force behind the concept of seasonality, which for most animals 

and plants has a hand in controlling their breeding behaviour, feeding patterns, 

distribution, and survivability. It also triggers migrations where applicable, which 

while all Britain’s Post Glacial Relict fish species are now for the most part confined 

within specific still water bodies, there will almost certainly still be some measure of 

seasonal migration for feeding and breeding purposes within the larger lakes, 

according to geographical location and whether or not they are of sufficient depth to 

thermally stratify over the late spring, summer, and autumn months.  

SEASONALITY 

Seasonality is a major force in the decisions taken by all flora and fauna on our planet. 

Through evolutionary adaptation, the seasons have for many species become a 

necessary occurrence which can vary both in number and effect depending on where 

they are taking place, with not all locations enjoying the four clearly defined seasons 

seen here in the UK. The result of the Earth’s axis of rotation, or obliquity, being 

tilted at an angle of between 22.1 and 24.5 degrees (currently 23.44 degrees and 

decreasing) relative to the orbital plane on a 41,000 year cycle, which means that 

throughout the year different parts of the Earth receive the Sun’s more direct rays, the 

result of which is seasonality. 

That same 41,000 year recurring cycle also works in step with a hypothesis proposed 

by Serbian scientist Milutin Milanković during the 1920’s. Aptly known now as the 

Milankovitch Cycles, this describes what for us here is a particularly relevant series 

of events known as glacial periods or ice ages, the last one, as the name suggests, 

creating all the necessary ingredients for the Post Glacial Relict Salmonids. Not that 

what we might think of as being the last ice age is now over. According to 

Milankovitch devotees we are currently still in the midst of the Quaternary Glaciation 

which started around 2.6 million years ago, with the time period since Britain was 

last almost completely covered by ice sheets to a depth of 3,000 feet being classed as 

a ‘slightly warmer period’ or interglacial, which according to climate scientists is no 

more than a temporary respite. 
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Of course, that other ‘theory’ climate scientists are currently pedalling – run away 

global warming due to the burning of fossil fuels, might also have something to say 

in any final outcome here. For make no mistake about it, the climate is changing, and 

alarmingly so, at a rate that can now be witnessed within a single observer’s lifetime. 

Typically, geological time is a long, slow, drawn out process. Current climate change 

with nineteen of the twenty warmest years on record occurring since the millennium 

well and truly bucks that particular trend to the point that the next generation might 

be the last one to see all, and certainly some of our Post Glacial Relict Salmonids in 

the wild, with my generation possibly the last one to be able to go out as I have and 

catch examples of each of the three ‘officially catchable’ species on rod and line. 

GLACIATION 

Going back to the Milankovitch cycles, it’s a century now since it was hypothesized 

that the collective effect of changes in the Earth’s position relative to the Sun can 

work as a trigger for the beginning and end of what so far has been a series of at least 

five major glacial periods, with other smaller lesser events interspersed in between. 

And in every instance, life in its various forms has subsequently continued to thrive. 

Had it not been for the last episode then I would not be sat here now writing this book. 

That ended approximately 11,500 years ago, prior to which some 30% of the World’s 

land mass was covered by ice, which for what we now call the British Isles after being 

‘liberated’ from the European mainland as a result of ice melt leading to sea level 

increases, experiencing glacial ice as far south as the Bristol Channel. 

Before pressing on to make the link between 

the last ice age and the fish species we are 

interested in here, now might be a good time 

for me to throw in a couple of observations 

of my own. According to a 2019 National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA) climate summary, since 1880, the 

World’s combined land and ocean 

temperature has increased at an average rate 

of 0.07°C per decade, with the average rate 

of increase since 1981 coming in at more 

than twice that figure at 0.18°C per decade, 

leaving governments and the science 

community ‘concerned’. Figures that appear barely noteworthy when compared to 

the 5 to 8°C average increase which occurred at the Paleocene-Eocene boundary 55.5 

million years ago, after which, as in all other cases, life bounced back and has since 

positively thrived.    

Looking for an example of temperature extremes in the opposite direction, we also 

have in the geological record a period known as ‘Snowball Earth’. A series of ‘proper’ 
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glaciations ending approximately 635 million years ago at around the point when 

complex life was just starting to develop. A time when the whole planet was covered 

by ice through which it is thought sub-surface volcanic activity finally managed to 

break through, spewing out enough carbon dioxide into the atmosphere to create an 

early working example of that which we are so concerned about today, a greenhouse 

effect; a blanket of CO2 sufficient to trap incoming heat from the sun by letting it in, 

then preventing its escape in exactly the same way as a gardeners greenhouse does, 

hence the terminology.  

All interesting stuff I suspect some will readers will say or think, but what has any of 

this got to do with angling? So get to the point, which is to demonstration just how 

bad in climatic terms things can get, despite which life still (eventually) prospers 

through the process of evolutionary change proposed by Charles Darwin about which 

both scientists and the public at large are very well aware, seeing it elevated from 

‘theory’ status now to proven fact to the point that even the Church recognises it as 

such, leaving only the point at which and by what mechanism the Universe came into 

being currently left open for debate. 

Yet despite this, many conservationists are prepared to go to great lengths to try to 

halt their revered process in its tracks. To freeze frame life as we see it today, instead 

of letting Natural Selection ring the changes. For no matter how much our climate 

changes as evidenced by the quoted examples; how devoid of forests and other 

vegetation the planet might become, or how much, as with the Permian Mass 

Extinction example of 252 million years ago which took out 95% of all marine and 

70% of all terrestrial species we lose, life always somehow manages to bounce back. 

The perfect example of winners and losers. Were it not so then we wouldn’t be here 

today about to discuss the catching of Charr, whitefish and Ferox Trout. So back to 

the job at hand. 

The geological epoch known as The Pleistocene spanning the time period between 

around 2.6 million and 11,700 years ago was a period of repeated global glaciation. 

At the time of the last glacial maximum 21,500 years ago, much of the northern half 

of the temperate zone, plus the entire frigid zone was locked down under one massive 

ice sheet beneath which was located much of what would eventually become the 

British Isles. Water take up by the formation of this ice meant that sea levels were 

around 425 feet lower than they are today. There was no Irish Sea or English Channel 

leaving vast tracts of what is now the North Sea exposed as an area of gently sloping 

hills, heavily wooded valleys, and swampy lagoons known as Doggerland, 

connecting the ‘peninsula’ which would eventually become Britain to the European 

mainland, with Ireland supposedly physically linked to Scotland by the Kintyre Land 

Bridge which is a concept currently under scrutiny, with researchers at the University 

of Ulster suggesting that this alleged physical link may never have existed. 
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Some 8,500 years ago, with a small number of early post glaciation human pioneers 

living on Doggerland, as sea levels continued to rise, what are known as the Storegga 

Slides occurred in Norway causing a landlocked sea there to burst its barriers 

triggering one of the biggest Tsunamis ever recorded, wiping out Doggerland and 

many east coast communities for as far as twenty five miles inland. This in turn 

triggered the scouring out the English Channel, which combined with further ice melt 

driven sea level rises finally left Britain isolated as a group of Islands, with water 

levels in the North Sea eventually rising by as much as three hundred feet.  

Initially, part of Doggerland remained as an exposed island, later to become the now 

submerged Dogger Bank. Only coastal people able to make it to high enough ground 

plus those further inland managed to survive. Meanwhile over on the other coast the 

Irish Sea basin was also filling up as water always strives to find its own level, leaving 

what was Lough Hibernia completely submerged; Lough Hibernia being a debated 

body or series of inter-connected bodies of low salinity water supposedly frequented 

by two of our whitefish species which has subsequently been submerged to become 

Beauforts Dyke, an extremely deep trench running up the Irish Sea between Ulster 

and Scotland into which successive British governments have dumped surplus and 

outdated ammunition and armaments.  

The accepted wisdom is that when sea levels rose sufficiently due to ice melt, the 

Kintyre Land Bridge connecting Scotland’s Mull of Kintyre to Northern Ireland was 

overwhelmed. Without this physical link ever having existed which is currently being 

debated, it becomes increasing difficult to explain certain aspects of the flora and 

fauna of the island of Ireland, though hater the outcome it will have little or no bearing 

on Britain and Ireland’s Post Glacial Relict Salmonids.  

Salmon as we know enter the sea as part of their regular life cycle, while Arctic Charr 

and Brown Trout, depending on the circumstances, can produce anadromous 

(migratory) sea going versions of themselves. Similarly, some of what we as anglers 

term ‘coarse fish species’ such as the Three Spined Stickleback, plus the enigmatic 

European Silver Eel Anguilla anguilla, given time to adapt, are able to live in both 

salt and fresh water, with Pike common in brackish areas such as the Baltic Sea where 

I have caught them in the company of Garfish and Cod at the same spot on the same 

day. Unfortunately, the involvement of saltwater when it comes to whitefish species 

and their arrival and distribution is a little less clear cut and far more complex. 

The Kintyre Land Bridge saga however raises questions regarding the presence of 

Ireland’s other coarse fish, which according to Dr. Paddy Fitzmaurice of the Central 

Fisheries Board comprises a total of twenty species. Of these, eight were supposedly 

present immediately after ice melt made habitats available to them, with a further 

seven thought to have been introduced by people within the past four hundred years. 

So it is possible there never was a land bridge. In which case the Latin phrase “quis 

enim, verbi gratia, lupos cervos, et sylvaticos porcos, et Vulpes taxones, et lepusculos, 
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et sesquivolos in Hiberniam deveheret” allegedly written by a monk some 1,400 

years ago translating as “who was it who really brought to Ireland wolves, deer, forest 

pigs, foxes, badgers, little hares and tiny squirrels” then becomes a question in need 

of new answers, which as with the arrival of some fish species there remains a bit of 

a mystery. A point raised in a November 2008 edition of the Irish Examiner, which 

mentions the land bridge, plus winter ice bridges, which animals, though not fish 

might have used, with snakes as ‘we all know’ having been banished from Ireland by 

no less a person than St. Patrick during the fifth century. 

POST GLACIATION BRITAIN 

The last glaciation supposedly ended around 12 to 13,000 years ago and was followed 

by a warm period (in relative terms) lasting around 1,000 years, followed by another 

very cold spell and some additional glacial advance which almost certainly would 

have crept back into Scotland but may well have spared areas to the south.  

As a point of interest, though it would not have affected migration and distribution 

within those Post Glacial Relict Salmonids already present other than perhaps making 

them feel a little more ‘comfortable’, there was a mini ice age known as the Little Ice 

Age (LIA) during the middle ages. This came on the back of the so-called Medieval 

Warming Period (MWP) between 900 and 1300 AD, lasting from around 1300 

through to 1850, with water ways including the River Thames regularly freezing over 

to depths that would safely support ice skating.  

In terms of this discussion, whether there were land connections between Scotland 

and Ireland, and between England and the near continent, interesting though these 

topics are in setting the scene geographically for the period around 11,500 years ago 

when the British Isles finally became ice free, they are fairly academic. The 

importance of knowing how glaciations come about and the physical resculpting they 

deliver is what this Chapter is all about, for make no mistake about it, the British land 

mass was a very different place coming out of ‘lock down’ than when it went into it.  

Soil was stripped back to bare rock and transported away by the glaciers. Other types 

of substrate as any geologist will tell you also tends to get ‘shuffled’ about, which 

indirectly links to some of the fishing we have today by virtue of the commercial 

extraction of materials such as gravel and sand paving the way for some still water 

fisheries when the extraction ends. Even sea anglers are affected, with the Black 

Bream laden reefs of Cardigan Bay having been ‘put there’ by melting glaciers in the 

form of moraines. But it’s the physical sculpting inland that is important for the Post 

Glacial Relict Salmonids in all 4 counties of the UK, plus the Irish Republic. 

Glaciers form when snow accumulations hang around long enough to become 

compressed by further repeated snowfall, the pressure and weight of which acting on 

the buried layers slowly turning this into an increasingly thickening corridor of ice 

which flows with gravity under the pressure of its own weight. A process that can 
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take centuries and go on for millennia travelling down any available gradient, 

growing and expanding over time given the chance, leading to the eroding of long, 

narrow, deep sided valleys of the type commonly seen in the English Lake District 

and Scottish Highlands.  

Rain water, of which in these parts there is often an abundance, along with ice melt, 

then gravitates down the surrounding hill sides to form lakes. Where a number of 

these long, narrow, deep lakes form in the same elongated glacial valley and are 

interconnected by water courses eventually taking the overflow away to the sea they 

are known as glacial ribbon lakes, which have, as the climate of the British Isles both 

before and more especially since the Industrial Revolution, become the last survivable 

refugia for some species of Salmonid fishes which otherwise may well have 

disappeared not long after the glaciers were gone. 

Glaciers are quite literally rivers of ice, moving like a river, albeit at a vastly reduced 

pace, wearing away the land over which they travel. As they do, debris falls onto or 

is collected up by them in the same way as with flowing water, the difference being 

that here it is ‘entombed’ in the ice and must therefore move with it as opposed to 

settling out on the bottom and staying put.  

This debris is then faced three choices and one contribution to make, the contribution 

being abrasion, grinding away at the substrate over which it travels, with the choices 

relating to the positioning of the collected debris within the ice. For while it might 

not appear so, debris does actually migrate within a glacier to the two outer edges 

forming what are termed lateral moraines, and where two glaciers meet you end up 

with a trail of debris at the mid-point know as a medial moraine, which when the 

glacier melts is deposited in long lines of whatever format it existed in before 

becoming entombed. 

However, long, flowing, traditional glaciers are not the only provider of fish habitat 

resulting from the last glacial period. Of particular interest here in respect of the Relict 

Salmonids is a feature known as a corrie in England and Scotland (coming from the 

Gaelic word coire), and a Cwn in Wales, taken from the Welsh word for valley which 

is kʊm. That said, the French term cirque taken from the Latin word circus is probably 

the most appropriate in terms of descriptive value for what are small bowl shaped 

‘indentations’, often at altitude, formed by accumulations of snow and ice typically 

orientated facing in a north or north easterly direction away from the sun which 

prevents them from melting, gradually ‘avalanching down’ from upslope areas.  

Typically, these are three sided affairs rather like a Roman amphitheatre, and can 

either feed into or form the actual head of a glacier, a good example of which in terms 

of geographical layout, plus the fact that it also contains Schelly and Brown Trout 

being Red Tarn pictured below, frozen over after an aborted fishing expedition to the 
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base of Helvellyn in the Cumbrian Fells. The highest altitude water in England 

containing fish.  

 

THERMAL STRATIFICATION 

Without doubt, the single largest determining factor in today’s distribution and 

survival of the Post Glacial Relict Salmonid populations remaining in Britain is 

thermal stratification, this being the phenomenon in which lakes that have sufficient 

depth develop two distinct layers with different temperatures and water densities 

during the summer months due to the warming of the sun, in effect becoming two 

stacked but separate lakes. Unfortunately, however, it isn’t quite as straight forward 

as that brief overview might suggest, with some lakes potentially failing to stratify 

during cold windy summers leading to variations in oxygen and food availability.  

Lakes that stratify over the summer offer refuge to cool water adapted species such 

as Charr and whitefish. It may not be as necessary for Ferox Trout as is the provision 

of suitable shoaling prey fish such as Charr, which as a consequence tend to restrict 

Ferox Trout to stratified lakes. Stratification and water mixing are also dependent on 

surface area and wind, though waters with depths in excess of ten to twelve feet are 

automatically considered as candidates for stratification if temperatures climb high 

enough and last for long enough.  

Depths greater than this approximate minimum should see temperature differences 

sufficient to create a physical force strong enough to resist the potential mixing action 
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of any reasonable degree of wind, though geographical location working in 

conjunction with lake surface area such as long wind funnelling valley’s in which 

ribbon lakes often form also needs to be factored in to any final calculation. 

Water bodies playing host to Relict Salmonid populations must have the ability to 

provide sustainable refuge, though some of the waters in south west Scotland either 

containing or having contained Vendace are probably borderline habitat. Castle Loch 

for example, which had Vendace, has a maximum depth of around eleven feet, and 

in common with nearby Mill Loch with its depths down to fifty feet, has now lost the 

species.  

It is highly likely that in the immediate aftermath of the last glaciation, as water bodies 

became ice free, many more than is currently the case would doubtless have contained 

Charr and whitefish until a point was reached when either thermal stratification or 

altitude, and in many cases a combination of both, no longer afforded them the ability 

to offer viable refuge. That said, the environmental conditions required for long term 

survival is unlikely to be exactly the same across the different species. I say this based 

on the fact that with just a couple of exceptions, Charr and whitefish tend to be 

exclusive to the specific waters in which you find them in due to inter-species 

competition for food often only allowing for one or the other.   

Getting down to the nitty gritty now, when stratification develops, the water column 

within lakes that are deep enough for this to occur divides itself up into two discrete 

layers, with a third layer known as a Thermocline acting as a gradual, though quite 

rapidly changing, barrier between the two. When the temperature of the surface water 

warms sufficiently to create a density gradient, the less dense top layer is known as 

the Epilimnion. More dense cooler water in the lower part of the water column is 

known as the Hypolimnion. These are separated by a layer of rapid change in both 

temperature and density (1°C per metre) known as the Metalimnion within which the 

Thermocline is located, either side of which the density differences can eventually 

become so large that even strong wave action is unable to generate sufficient energy 

to facilitate mixing.  

The Thermocline itself can and will vary in its positioning in the water column in 

response to the degree and duration of warming the Epilimnion receives from the sun. 

Altitude and wind chill will also be factors, as air temperatures are often not as high 

at altitude and in exposed situations as they are elsewhere. Typically, stratification 

should not be observed right up to the very edge due to shallow water around the 

margins being readily warmed right down to the lake bed until the depth exceeds the 

requisite ten to twelve feet or so. But under specific circumstances, even this might 

not prove to be an absolute rule. 

Because deep sided ribbon lakes of the type created by glaciers often occur in long 

steep sided valleys along which strong winds can be channelled, the result at times 
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being some ‘pretty hairy surface sea conditions’. I’m a regular sea angler from my 

own trailed boat, and I can honestly say hand on heart that conditions at times on 

some of these lakes can get every bit as bad as those I have had to deal with at sea. In 

part this is because freshwater fishing tends to generate a greater but mis-placed sense 

of boating security as opposed to being out at sea. But when you are fishing at the 

‘wrong end’ of a ribbon lake on a very windy day, believe me, the waves can become 

mountainous. So much so that we’ve occasionally either not even attempted to 

launch, or have been forced to turn back in what is a very good sea going boat.  

There have also been life threatening in-water rescues too, more of which later when 

discussing the actual fishing. And from a fish distributional point of view, strong wind 

and wave action both can and will alter the structure of lake stratification by pushing 

and heaping up the Epilimnion or surface band of warmer less dense water at the 

down-wind end of the lake. Correspondingly, the Thermocline, or what remains of it, 

plus the cooler denser Hypolimnion must in response come closer to the surface to 

replace it at the up-wind end where the wave action begins, in effect creating a wedge 

shaped or tilted stratification layering with obvious potential knock-on effects to the 

distribution of the fish. 

Other factors can also affect stratification in terms of its extent. Turbid water for 

example does not allow sunlight to penetrate as deeply as clear water. I am reliably 

informed that a lake can be considered to be stratified when the temperature 

difference between the Epilimnion and the Hypolimnion exceeds 1°C. Water below 

the Thermocline in the Hypolimnion is at its most dense at around 4°C, which is the 

temperature it will likely remain at until mixing or ‘turnover’ occurs at between 10 

and 13°C due to its isolation from the air at the surface.  

This in turn introduces other problems in relation to the distribution, growth, and 

well-being of cool water adapted species such as Charr and whitefish reliant on 

stratification for their continued existence. Cold water is able to hold higher levels of 

dissolved oxygen than warm water, which is a bit of a paradox in that the cooler 

Hypolimnion should therefore be more oxygen rich than the Epilimnion, particularly 

that part of the Epilimnion at the surface which is the water-air interface for oxygen 

absorption is located. On the one hand, this situation should be better for the fish in 

terms of oxygen and food energy conversion, while on the other, it could prove to be 

a vertical distribution limiting factor to cool water adapted species, which perhaps 

explains why you rarely but sometimes only ever find Charr at the surface very early 

in the morning, particularly if the weather is in a ‘cooler’ summer mood. 

Unfortunately, without mixing as the summer progresses, oxygen absorbed at the 

surface does not pass down through the Epilimnion and Thermocline to the 

Hypolimnion, where over time what oxygen the deeper parts of a lake might have 

contained from before the layers separated could well have been consumed by its 

inhabitants. This not only includes fish but many of the organisms they feed on, which 
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goes a long way towards explaining why none migratory Charr such as in the British 

Isles for example have become stunted at a size by food availability, a fact which 

suits the feeding regime of their predators, one of which of course is the Ferox Trout.  

 

Vegetation, along with plankton which prefers to congregate in the shallows and 

upper levels of the water column might be expected to put some of the missing oxygen 

back, but it prevented from doing so by being sparse to none existent at depth and in 

turbid peat stained water where the sunlight required for photosynthesis to drive its 

energy delivery is unable to penetrate. Nutrients for weed growth are also typically 

sparse in oligotrophic glacial lakes at the best of times. As a result, life in the 

Hypolimnion can be tough, often with very little food and oxygen as the summer 

progresses, in some cases to the point where at extreme depth and at the lake bed 

itself, the environment can even become completely anoxic. 

Later, as summer turns to autumn, the surface water should start to cool and sink 

generating mixing within the Epilimnion causing the Thermocline to weaken and 

disappear, allowing water currents and wind disturbance to begin mixing the two 

layers, and for the entire water body to eventually become the same temperature 

(isothermal), at which point ‘turnover’ can occur. The timing and rapidity of this is 

unfortunately variable and prone to external factors including the current climate 

change crisis, which, as was said earlier, has resulted in nineteen of the twenty 

warmest years on record occurring since the millennium and is bound to put added 

pressure on stratification reliant species, which in many cases are only just managing 
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to hold their own in those bodies of water that can still support them at the best of 

times.  

So when ‘turnover’ does eventually take place (if indeed it does) opening up the entire 

lake to exploitation by its inhabitants, fish like Charr and Schelly need to grasp the 

opportunity, with the Ferox Trout as ever happy simply to ‘tag along’ as it were, 

shadowing the greatest concentrations of suitably sized prey. A time when that other 

apex predator, the angler, requires a change in strategy to reflect the new, albeit 

temporary reality, until the whole process of thermal stratification reignites, once 

again confining those species reliant on it to those areas of the lake most compatible 

with their ongoing survival. 

COLONISATION  

Of the three fish study groups, only the Arctic Charr Salvelinus alpinus is classified 

as a truly migratory species, and even then, within a very prescriptive set of 

parameters, none of which apply to populations in Britain and Ireland today, though 

very occasionally Charr are picked up at sea by commercial fishing boats out in 

Donegal Bay, presumed to have come out of Lough Eske.  

As a species, in scientific terms, Charr can either be landlocked, which is to say they 

are permanently contained within a given body of still water; anadromous, involving 

a good portion of their life being spent at sea returning to fresh water only to breed; 

or semi-anadromous, which not unexpectedly is something of a halfway house 

between the two previous definitions, such as living in brackish water or in and 

around estuaries whilst away from their fresh water spawning grounds.  

Often the deciding factor is geographical location, or to be more precise, geographical 

latitude, which for Charr is very much the case. This is the World’s northernmost 

naturally occurring freshwater species, which above latitudes of around 65 degrees 

remains anadromous. Below 65 degrees, anadromy starts to become lost across entire 

populations rather than within them. And while conditions immediately following the 

last glacial maximum in Britain would have been similar to those of the high Arctic 

of today, as our post-melt conditions changed creating a more temperate climate, the 

urge to leave the comfort of those fresh water bodies still able to accommodate them 

was subsequently lost. 

When post glacial conditions began to allow Charr (and whitefish) to penetrate deep 

inland, they would not necessarily all have arrived at the same time, or even within 

years, decades, or perhaps centuries of each other. There are arguments for and 

against which came first, Charr or whitefish, to be discussed shortly. The important 

fact to take on board here, particularly with regard to Charr, is that they colonised 

suitable fresh water lakes in waves, with early access to some but not others blocked 

by ice dams and similar obstacles, which when these were eventually gone allowed 

further colonisation at a later stage, accounting for the huge diversity between Charr 
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populations which cannot be explained away simply by 10,000 years of geographical 

isolation and species plasticity alone. Genetics by way of different waves spending 

differing amounts of time at sea prior to colonisation are also a factor. 

The fact that Charr are the most northerly ranging fresh water fish species, coupled 

to scholarly post glacial ‘first coloniser’ suggestions I’d seen in print, led me to 

believe that it was they that were the first fish to access any newly available rivers 

and lakes. Until a subsequent throw away comment made to Andy Ferguson, who I 

have to say did not come back with the response I was expecting, got me thinking 

about the situation more objectively.  

His take on things is that whitefish would be the more likely ‘earliest colonisers’. In 

part due to the likelihood of ice dams and other obstacles preventing access to many 

lakes in the earliest phase of ice retreat, but also because unlike Charr, which are fully 

anadromous, whitefish are only migratory under low salinity conditions of the type 

dilution by ice melt can create, lending weight to the Lough Hibernia theory of a large 

low salinity lake sitting in the middle of the then dry Irish Sea basin containing 

whitefish before rising sea levels flooded it out. That subsequent increase in salinity 

would have pushed the whitefish inland, while at the same time Charr could continue 

to be anadromous, colonising later in response to changing climatic conditions. 

This would also help explain the presence of Schelly, Gwyniad and Powan, all of 

which are Coregonus lavaretus, plus Vendace Coregonus albula, in lakes dotted 

around the periphery of what since sea levels have risen to their current height has 

now become the Irish Sea. The Irish Pollan Coregonus autumnalis is another matter, 

seemingly having gained access to those Irish Loughs in which it is currently found, 

and in the case of extinct populations was previously found, via the Shannon system 

connecting to Ireland’s west facing Atlantic Coast.  

Again, ice melt salinity dilution could well have helped facilitate this even along the 

open Atlantic Coast. The whitefish before Charr proposal also helps explain the 

smaller numbers of lakes occupied by whitefish due to the ice dams and other 

potential obstacles mentioned previously which presumably were gone when the first 

and subsequent waves of Charr colonisation began to take place, which in conjunction 

with ongoing geographical isolation has led to the many physical variations on the 

Salvelinus alpinus theme we see today. 

What this doesn’t explain; in fact, to my way of thinking counters it to an extent, is if 

the whitefish made it to the lakes where they subsequently lost their migratory urges 

before the Charr, why are there so few examples of co-existence between Charr and 

one or other of the whitefish species in lakes which surely must have been open to 

both of them. In part this can be explained away where they do co-exist by the Charr 

there bottom feeding at greater depth, and where this isn’t the case, particularly where 

Vendace are concerned which are primarily planktonic feeders, then by inter-species 
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competition with the Vendace which are known to be more competitive feeders 

eventually winning out.  

Additionally, there is also an argument that wherever you get inter-specific 

competition, the ‘sitting tenant’ should in theory have the advantage, adding further 

weight to the suggestion that the whitefish made it through to their handful of 

‘obstacle free’ lakes before increased salinity levels called a halt for them, but not to 

the Charr, which when they did, found themselves at a disadvantage. What has yet to 

be satisfactorily explained, to me is at least, is why two different whitefish species 

never seem to co-inhabit in the same lake. 

Loss of migratory urge in Charr at latitudes 

below 65 degrees is almost certainly going 

to be linked to the previous sub-heading of 

thermal stratification, though not so much 

one driving the other. This is certainly the 

case in Britain, clearly highlighted by 

evidence provided from Scotland’s Loch 

Arkaig where Charr have been caught 

approaching double figure weights around 

farmed Salmon cages thanks to sufficient 

pellets missed by the Salmon falling through 

the mesh to be consumed by the waiting 

Charr.  

Otherwise, as with all the other resident 

British and Irish Charr populations they 

would be reliant on much leaner pickings, 

unlike their better fed migratory relatives 

north of the 65 degree line, which after several years of exclusive fresh water living 

spend approximately fifty days of the summer feeding up in coastal and intertidal 

areas before returning to their lakes of origin, which then freeze over for the winter. 

All the same species, with sea run examples maintaining the potential to exceed thirty 

pounds, and land locked lake Ferox Charr such as in Russia, weights of twenty 

pounds. 

It has been clearly demonstrated from studies of Salmon and those Brown Trout 

which develop and follow the urge to become Sea Trout on the home waters scene 

that a spell spent at sea can prove highly lucrative in helping pile on the pounds. There 

is evidence also to suggest this may have a genetic component to it with those Salmo 

trutta which do become sea run when they later mate by ‘breeding true’. The converse 

of this is an article I once read regarding a shipment of British Sea Trout to New 

Zealand, which when they were released decided to revert back to freshwater 

exclusivity. Other salmonids elsewhere in the World such as Rainbow Trout 
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Oncorhynchus mykiss which become Steelhead Trout should they decide to migrate, 

follow a similar pattern.  

Time spent at sea, distance travelled, plus age, coupled to ability to survive and re-

return obviously, varies species by species, but the general principles remain the 

same. As such, expect all British Isles Charr living under ‘normal’ home waters 

conditions to be small; typically, less than a pound or so in weight, with the earlier 

Loch Arkaig example being an un-natural exception. Similarly, Schelly, though both 

can by way of exceptional individuals occasionally buck that trend.  

Large deep water ribbon lakes, and in particular those located at altitude, tend to be 

the most oligotrophic, which is the scientific one word way of saying of low primary 

productivity and nutrient status though usually of good water quality, as opposed to 

eutrophic, which are waters with the highest amount of biological productivity but 

often of poor water quality, or mesoeutrophic, which is another halfway house often 

occurring when human populations with septic tanks or practising intense agriculture 

increase in areas previously ranked as being oligotrophic. 

A good example of how a jump in nutrient loading might affect relict fish populations 

can currently be seen at Coniston in Cumbria, my regular stamping ground for Charr 

fishing. When I first visited the area it typically produced two or three fish to the 

pound, though I did also very occasionally catch specimens in excess of a pound, with 

an early days PB of 1.2.0.  

In 2011 I recorded an audio interview with Coniston locals Geoff Carrol and Bill 

Gibson who were still enthusiastically trolling for Charr in the time-honoured way in 

an attempt to keep the tradition alive. So much so that they would put on practical 

demonstrations, one of which I videoed in 2013 for archive purposes, which along 

with an in-depth audio recording, has been placed in the Ruskin Museum in the 

village, with both also loaded up to YouTube, the links to which are provided below.  

YouTube Video - (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iipO-LEisHI&t=35s) 

YouTube Audio - (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3IfMxs_QYVQ 

What the video day reinforced in me and was already well appreciated by Geoff and 

Bill, is that since the 1970’s the typical size of the Charr currently being caught has 

almost doubled, though to keep things in balance, the numerical catch rate has 

become greatly reduced. You could almost say the same biomass of Charr divvied up 

into different sized portions. A fact which Geoff and Bill put down to urban expansion 

in the catchment adding increased levels of nutrients to the lake progressively pushing 

its status from oligotrophic towards mesoeutrophic in the way that nearby 

Windermere with its bigger human population and visitor numbers has seemingly 

already gone. A lake where Charr along with their attendant Ferox Trout and Pike 

predators have always been larger than anywhere else in the immediate area. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iipO-LEisHI&t=35s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3IfMxs_QYVQ
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CHAPTER 2 – THE WHITEFISHES 

With regard to rod and line fishing, this Chapter is very much a historical account, as 

it is now illegal to deliberately target any whitefish species other than for strictly 

regulated scientific research here in the UK. That said, anglers will doubtless continue 

to catch the odd specimen accidentally here and there at one or other of the more 

regularly fished locations containing them, such as Ullswater, Loch Lomond, and 

Llyn Tegid, if, or when, one picks up a bait intended for something else.  

If so, the fish must immediately be returned to the water with a minimum of handling 

or fuss in an effort to help ensure the long-term presence of what is widely 

acknowledged as being British anglings rarest group of fresh water fishes. A genus 

naturally limited to just sixteen cool well oxygenated locations throughout the British 

Isles. Maybe even less than sixteen, if as has been suggested, some populations are 

already extinct, with the rest just managing to hang on in there at the very limit of 

their survival range, not helped by the current climate change situation.  

 

It is worth noting here that historically our climate has warmed to ‘worrying levels’ 

in the past while both the whitefish and Charr were present, which obviously in some 

cases have managed to make it through to the present, highlighting a degree of natural 

resilience, while at the same time hinting at the lethal potential of this and other man 

made problems such as eutrophication, acidification and the like, to be discussed in 
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more detail in the final Chapter entitled ‘Troubled Tenants’. With specific regard to 

the main ‘villain of the peace’, uncontrolled climate change, this has as much to do 

with rapidity and longevity as it has severity in not giving animals and plants time to 

adapt, the future of which at the moment is something of an open book, and not 

necessarily one that is assured of a happy ending. 

Coregonines (whitefishes) are classified as being a group of holarctic anadromous 

species found throughout the cooler regions of the northern hemisphere, renowned 

for the level of phenotypic variation displayed both between and within populations. 

In layman’s language, a collection of Salmonid species found at high latitudes 

throughout the Northern Hemisphere including all of Europe with Britain at the 

southern limit of their range, which can tolerate semi-saline conditions, in this case 

coastal waters and estuaries of low salinity, but must return to fresh water to spawn, 

and now find themselves isolated in a small number of large, typically deep, glacially 

derived oligotrophic or pristine low productivity lakes which often lie on bedrock, 

offering very little calcium availability to assist invertebrate development, thus 

limiting food availability.  

As for renowned levels of phenotypic variation, this implies an ability to physically 

adapt within species limits to whatever set of environmental conditions a particular 

population finds itself in. In the case of the three whitefish species found in Britain 

and Ireland which are thought to have originated form three different distinct major 

sea basins prior to losing their migratory urge then becoming confined to just a 

handful of typically deep, clean, well oxygenated lakes, with no opportunity for 

overlap between with other whitefish species, and only rarely co-inhabiting with 

Charr such as in Haweswater and Loch Eck.  A level of ‘plasticity’ allowing them to 

physically change as they adapt that has led to all sorts of speciation difficulties for 

fishery scientists, some of whom are still trying to unpick the threads connecting the 

various whitefish populations, including here in the British Isles.  

Being the most northerly distributed fresh water species in the World, Charr may have 

been the first fish to enter new water bodies forming and becoming freed up when the 

glaciers went into full retreat, but would very likely not initially have colonised them. 

Whitefish species, whether they entered first or second, with their lower salinity 

tolerance having followed more brackish coastal routes prior to entering rivers and 

eventually lakes, would be more likely to colonise fresh water bodies first, with 

Coregonus lavaretus (Schelly, Powan and Gwyniad) and Vendace Coregonus albula 

arguably being ‘forced’ up rivers into lakes scattered around the Irish Sea basin by 

rising sea levels, with the Pollan Coregonus autumnalis entering its Irish still water 

homes via the Shannon system over on Ireland’s west coast. 

There was a slight misunderstanding on my part when discussing Charr and whitefish 

colonisation with Professor Andy Ferguson who researches not only these species, 

but also Ferox Trout, and has been of immense help to me in presenting some of the 
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more complicated material throughout this book. A highly complex area of study as 

you will no doubt agree. I hope therefore that I have listened well and understood, 

adding that if there are any ‘howlers’ these are all down to me, including initially 

some misunderstanding in respect of the rarity of relict species co-habiting and 

‘sitting tenants’ having the strongest shout on who stays and who goes. I thought 

Andy was using the ‘sitting tenants’ suggestion of the first species to take up 

residence as being difficult to displace to explain why Charr and whitefish are rarely 

found together, when in fact it was to explain why, despite the close proximity of 

Vendace and Schelly, for whatever reason, it is they that either won’t or can’t share 

a body of water, despite being so closely related.  

After access to their current homes, ten millennia of phenotypic adaptation 

progressively followed; the ability to change physically in response to a specific 

environment, which has in turn fuelled considerable debate regarding the allocation 

and definition of species (Berg, 1962; Wheeler, 1969; McPhail & Lindsey, 1970); 

something both whitefish species and Charr appear to be very good at exhibiting. In 

some cases, to the point where the differences are immediately obvious even to the 

untrained eye, while in others, subtle to the point of being easy to overlook, even by 

those who are aware of their presence. 

The current, generally accepted view on whitefish speciation both within the British 

Isles and across Europe has recently been challenged by Kottelat & Freyhof (2007), 

who claim to have now ‘clarified’ this much debated area of fishery science by 

suggesting that there are in fact fifty nine separate whitefish species across Europe, 

with the likelihood of more yet to be identified in the future. This includes the English 

Schelly, Scottish Powan and Welsh Gwyniad, currently accepted as being the same 

species Coregonus lavaretus and the species most readily taken by anglers on rod and 

line, which they suggest should be seen as three separate endemic species assigned 

the new scientific names of Coregonus stigmaticus (Schelly), Coregonus clupoides 

(Powan) and Coregonus pennantii (Gwyniad).  

Compounding this problem is the fact that certain supposedly ‘informed’ online 

publications use not only different common names for the various British and Irish 

whitefish species, but also different scientific names, which is misleading, 

unfortunately adding to what is already for a lot of people a highly confused situation.  

Take as an example Coregonus lavaretus. In England we use the name Schelly, in 

Scotland it’s the Powan and in Wales it’s the Gwyniad. But in all instances across the 

World it remains Coregonus lavaretus, allowing people wherever they travel to be 

certain they are discussing the same fish. Then along comes Wikipedia and others 

including NBNatlas suggesting that the English Schelly already has the scientific 

name Coregonus stigmaticus and the Scottish Powan is Coregonus clupeoides 

suggested by Kottelat & Freyhof (2007) but as yet not ratified As if it isn’t tough 

enough even for those studying the group to understand the relationship between the 
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various populations and species, here we see more rather than less confusion thrown 

into the mix.  

Whilst this is primarily a book aimed at anglers, some understanding of what is an 

extremely complicated situation which might even prove fascinating for some 

anglers, is unfortunately necessary, and as such will be discussed here for 

completeness. This includes our other two whitefish species, the Vendace and Pollan, 

which are not officially on the angling radar, despite occasional isolated reports of an 

odd one turning up on either a small baited hook or a tiny fly.  

Once again, Kottelat & Freyhof (2007) recommend endemic some ‘rebranding’, with 

the Vendace Coregonus albula and Pollan Coregonus autumnalis becoming 

Coregonus vandesius and Coregonus pollan respectively. In reply to this in the 

Journal of Fish Biology, Etheridge et al. (2012) suggest that until and unless more 

detailed taxonomic and genetic evidence supports a different view, the Schelly, 

Powan and Gwyniad should continue to be considered as Coregonus lavaretus, and 

that before changes of such a radical degree are adopted into widespread use, the 

supporting case for these needs to be rigorously assessed. So, to be crystal clear here, 

until informed to the contrary, the naming and distribution situation for whitefish in 

the British Isles is as follows…… 

Schelly, Powan & Gwyniad (Ullswater, Brothers Water, Red Tarn, Haweswater, 

Loch Lomond, Loch Eck, Llyn Tegid) – Coregonus lavaretus. 

Vendace (Bassenthwaite, Derwentwater & translocated populations to several sites 

in Scotland) – Coregonus albula. 

Pollan (Irish Lough’s Neagh, Allen, Lower Erne, Ree and Derg) – Coregonus 

autumnalis. 

FOOTNOTE: Andy Ferguson is however of the opinion that consideration might be 

given to sub-species status for the Irish Pollan, which in some publications is referred 

to as Coregonus pollan instead of Coregonus autumnalis, suggesting that Coregonus 

autumnalis pollan might be a more appropriate trinomial scientific sub-species name. 

POST GLACIAL LOUGH HIBERNIA 

When I first started to develop an interest in the Post Glacial Relict Salmonids, the 

wisdom of the day suggested that as the ice sheets pulled back at the close of the last 

glaciation, a large low salinity or even fresh water lake refuge known as Post Glacial 

Lough Hibernia formed in what is now the Irish Sea basin, fed presumably by melt 

water, with an ‘overflow’ river outlet at its southern extremity connecting it to the 

distant ice free sea, the level of which at that stage was insufficient to flood in and fill 

the entire basin.  
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Increasing volumes of melt water would no doubt have been carried to it by a number 

of rivers feeding in run-off from the surrounding land mass, which in conjunction 

with ice melt throughout the entire northern hemisphere leading to rising sea levels 

globally, would see a widescale ‘re-jigging’ of the World’s geography, including the 

isolation of the island of Ireland through the severing of the controversial Kintyre 

Land Bridge connecting Ireland to Scotland (or not as the case may be – see below). 

But not the separation of England from mainland Europe by way of the English 

Channel which is the result of the Storegga Slides in Norway and one of the biggest 

Tsunamis ever recorded, all of which is detailed in Chapter 1. However, recent 

research suggests this large low salinity lake may in fact have been a number of 

smaller interconnected fresh water or low salinity lakes, including Lough Hibernia.  

Wearing my sea angling hat, I am aware of Post Glacial Lough Hibernia for reasons 

other than the last glacial maximum and whitefish distribution. Since the ice sheets 

melted raising global sea levels, which along with other physical processes resulted 

in Britain and Ireland becoming geographically isolated both from each other and 

from the rest of mainland Europe, what was back then Lough Hibernia has since 

become Beauforts Dyke. The deepest area of the seabed in British coastal waters 

sitting in the middle of the Irish Sea, with its southernmost edge located roughly off 

the Llŷn Peninsula, now a long, deep, narrow trench extending northwards past the 

Isle of Man on through the North Channel separating Scotland from Ireland to just 

short of Islay, into which military ordnance past its use by date is dumped.  

Obviously, at the time of the last glacial maximum, the Irish Sea basin was dry, and 

probably to some extent covered by ice, suggesting that the trench could well have 

been scoured out by glacial activity, which as the ice began to melt and pull back, 

allowed Lough(s) Hibernia to form by gravity being the deepest gradient in the area. 

The low salinity aspect to its history is a topic I am not certain about, with suggestions 

of a connection to the sea not really coming up as a satisfactory answer. Either way, 

when the sea did eventually fill the basin it would have sent its stenohaline (in this 

case non salt water adapted) occupants scurrying up its melt water connections, which 

if this was the case, explains very nicely why the surviving Coregonines found in 

mainland Britain are sited around what today is the Irish Sea.  

Whatever the source and route finally prove to be, it is widely accepted that our 

current whitefish populations result from anadromous (migratory) ancestors entering 

watercourses and eventually lakes from some low salinity ‘refugia’ at the close of the 

last ice age around 10,000 years ago. Fortunately for me, one of my uni lecturers Dr. 

John Haram was a Gwyniad researcher, and therefore able to point me at research 

papers by Professors Peter Maitland, Andy Ferguson, and others, which I ‘devoured’ 

at any and every opportunity. Based on a rough consensus, the thinking I came away 

with was that the whitefishes had occupied Lough Hibernia as the ice retreated, and 

as suggested previously, vacated the place as sea water inundated it, which to me at 
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least fits nicely with their scattered presence in the lakes of western England, 

Scotland, and Wales. 

At face value, a potentially plausible arrival and distribution explanation which might 

yet either in its entirety, or in part, still turn out to be the case, though not for the Irish 

Pollan, on top of which there are definite rumblings of discontent coming from some 

quarters of the science community with regard to some aspects of this line of thought. 

As I hinted earlier, one in particular concerns the presence of the Kintyre Land Bridge 

supposedly once having physically connected Southwest Scotland with Northern 

Ireland. A concept originally championed by Dublin Trinity College Professor Frank 

Mitchell now finding itself challenged by Dr. Andrew Cooper of Ulster University, 

which if the latter is correct, could put a totally different slant on the distribution 

theory given in the previous paragraph.  

Lough Hibernia, the Schelly, and the Vendace, represent one discrete part of our 

whitefish story. The Pollan Coregonus autumnalis represents the other, having first 

made its way into Ireland, then its way in life more generally by becoming physically 

isolated from its British mainland counterparts. A fish which based on molecular 

studies makes a half decent case for complete separation from other Arctic Cisco 

Coregonus autumnalis populations in places like Canada, Siberia and Alaska, Cisco 

being the regular name used outside of Ireland, though there are those who argue the 

Pollan is perhaps deserving of full species designation with a new scientific name 

marking it as a species endemic to Ireland, having entered the Shannon system then 

losing its anadromous or migratory urges maybe as much as 14,000 years ago. 

This ‘second strand’ takes nothing away from the Lough Hibernia theory as being the 

original distribution hub for the two British mainland species, which despite just 

about managing to hang on in England, Scotland, and Wales, is widespread across 

much of Northern Europe. As ‘British’ whitefish go, only Ireland’s Lough Neagh 

Pollan population has for whatever reason managed to go beyond mere survival and 

actually thrive, where at around 25% of the Lough’s total biomass it is abundant 

enough to be harvested commercially for the food market, even given ‘Protected 

Designation of Origin’ status as a food source by the European Commission. 

However, following Britain’s exit from the EU, that level of status may well change. 

Pollan might also be at risk of change for environmental reasons, as Lough Neagh, 

which is the UK’s largest water body by surface area situated just to the west of 

Belfast and surrounded by a number of small towns in what is an otherwise rural 

setting, raises the question as to why a body of water situated within a known 

phosphorous rich area leading to massive blue-green algal blooms dating back to the 

1960’s, remains able to support such a thriving population, when similar species 

living in supposedly more pristine locations elsewhere such as Bassenthwaite, Mill 

Loch and Castle Loch, all of which are at least as rural if not more so than central 

Ulster, are either struggling, or have already been declared extinct, prompting yet 
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another suggestion by Andy Ferguson that this could be down to increased levels of 

oxygenation due to wave action on account of the loughs size and shallow depth. 

According to the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), the Schelly 

is said to be our most vulnerable whitefish species, with the Vendace sitting in their 

category of ‘least concern’. A situation I suspect the Environment Agency and those 

who study Vendace in Bassenthwaite might take a different view on, despite the fact 

that of our 3 whitefish species, the Vendace is considered the most competitive when 

sourcing food, which goes some way towards explaining why Charr often come off 

second best in mixed community scenarios when whitefish have been introduced to 

lakes containing them where they have not had the opportunity to co-adapt, put there 

in many cases by the nomadic peoples of Russia and Scandinavia as an additional or 

alternative source of food. 

 

 

NATURAL POPULATIONS OF BRITISH & IRISH WHITEFISH SPECIES 

SCHELLY Coregonus lavaretus 

Ullswater (depth 205 feet) – holding up. 

Brothers Water (depth 70 feet) – struggling. 

Haweswater (depth variable; 200 feet, raised by 95 feet) – struggling. 

Red Tarn (depth 80 feet) – holding up. 
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Lyn Tegid (Lake Bala, depth 140 feet) – struggling. 

Loch Lomond (depth 623 feet) – struggling. 

Loch Eck (depth 141 feet) – holding up. 

 

POLLAN Coregonus autumnalis 

Lough Neagh (depth 80 feet) – thriving and supports a commercial fishery. 

Lower Lough Erne (depth 213 feet) – very rare since 1970’s and now absent from 

Upper Lough Erne. 

Lough Ree – endangered. 

Lough Derg (depth 120 feet) – endangered. 

Lough Allen (depth 95 feet) – endangered. 

Pollan have also been found in the Erne Estuary at Ballyshannon, and downstream of 

Coleraine on the Lower River Bann. 

 

VENDACE Coregonus albula 

Bassenthwaite (depth 69 feet) – considered extinct but recently ‘rediscovered’. 

Derwent Water (depth 72 feet) – endangered. 

Castle Loch (depth 5 feet) – declared extinct. 

Mill Loch (depth 50 feet) – declared extinct. 

Loch Maben (depth 50 feet) – declared extinct.  

In addition to those Scottish Vendace populations having been designated extinct, 

following a survey in 2008 the species was also declared extinct in Bassenthwaite, 

only to be ‘rediscovered’ in 2014 when two specimens appeared in a subsequent 

follow up survey, suggesting their status either to be so sparse that either the 2008 

survey had simply missed picking any up, or that the fish in question may have 

‘reinvaded’ the lake via the River Derwent from nearby Derwentwater where their 

current status is much more sustainable.  

‘Top up’ rearing and relocation of both Charr and whitefish have also taken place in 

a small number of waters carefully selected for their depth, chemistry, availability of 

spawning substrate, and presence or absence of other competitor fish species. Fish 

movements such as these are strictly regulated and can only be done under license as 
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whitefish are protected in the UK under Schedule 5 of The Wildlife and Countryside 

Act of 1981, which in the case of the Schelly and the Vendace, came into force in 

1988. The introduction of farm reared Charr to enclosed put and take fly fisheries is 

regulated by the Environment Agency. 

Translocations of Vendace from England to Scotland in the form of fry from 

Bassenthwaite introduced into Loch Earn in 1989, plus Loch Skeen on the Annan 

system in 1999, and from Derwentwater to Loch Valley on the Upper Cree system in 

2011, all appear to have been successful, particularly the Loch Skeen introduction 

which has thrived, with, as a point of interest, some catch reports made by anglers, 

which certainly flies in the face of the supposed ‘non-angling’ status of this species.  

In addition, twenty eight adult Vendace along with unfed fry and eggs from 

Derwentwater went in to Daer Reservoir in 1998, unfortunately resulting in poor 

follow up survey recapture results. Similarly, a translocation from Bassenthwaite to 

Loch Earn carried out in 1990, which whilst it was deemed to have been a success, 

also resulted in poor follow up survey results. Yet Powan translocated from Loch Eck 

and Loch Lomond to Loch Sloy, Carron Valley Reservoir, and a further four lochs in 

Argyll have become established in the three named lochs, with the species status in 

the others as yet to be accurately ascertained. 

So vulnerable is the Vendace, particularly in Bassenthwaite due to eutrophication, 

spawning ground sedimentation, and non-native species in the form of released Roach 

and Ruffe unused as Pike live baits, that despite my personal reservations with regard 

to translocating fish and setting up new populations in carefully selected monitored 

waters where previously there were none; they have become extinct, or they remain 

extant with current population numbers recorded as being sparse, as has already been 

discussed and will continue to be on the table, there is much talk within the science 

community of using organisations like the Environment Agency, English Nature, and 

Scottish Natural Heritage to do exactly that before we lose some populations, even 

some species, altogether.  

I can to an extent appreciate some of the sentimentality in addition to the raw logic 

behind this line of thinking. But I have to say it reminds me of comments made in the 

Steven Spielberg movie ‘Jurassic Park’. Like the dinosaurs, the British whitefishes 

have had their throw of the dice, which if they are destined to be ‘lost’ to science 

regardless of the reason as a step in the evolutionary progression, then what right have 

we to go about artificially resurrecting their prospects.  

History through the natural process of survival of the fittest is what decides an 

organism’s fate, and that for me should be the end of it. We have no autocratic right 

to play God in any of this. Just because we can do something doesn’t automatically 

mean that we should by going along with proposals such as those laid out in the 

following summary of a paper entitled ‘Translocation of Vendace from Derwentwater 
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to Safe Refuge Locations 2005/2006 Final Report’ by Alex A. Lyle, Peter S. 

Maitland, and Ian J. Winfield, which reads…… 

“The Vendace Coregonus albula is a silvery, medium sized, lake dwelling fish that 

is currently the rarest indigenous freshwater fish species in Great Britain. Of four 

populations that existed here at the start of the 20th Century, Derwentwater in 

Cumbria is believed to be the last remaining lake which continues to support a 

Vendace population in acceptable condition. The Vendace is protected in Great 

Britain by the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981). 

Several conservation projects for Vendace have been undertaken in the last decade 

on behalf of the Environment Agency, English Nature and Scottish Natural Heritage. 

These include Vendace introductions to two new sites in Scotland. The objective of 

this project is to create new, safeguard stocks in Sprinkling Tarn, Cumbria and in 

Daer Reservoir, Lanarkshire. Both these sites were surveyed earlier to assess their 

suitability for this purpose.  

The approach taken was first, to attempt to collect live adult Vendace in October 2005 

using surface nets to capture them during their dusk migration up from deep water. 

Fish were then to be transported either by helicopter to Sprinkling Tarn, or by road to 

Daer Reservoir. Second, depending on the success of the above, in December 2005 

pre-spawning Vendace would be caught in nets to supply eggs for transplanting in 

the new sites. If possible, the eggs would be held in special boxes in the lake at a 

secure location during their incubation period prior to transfer. Also, some would be 

held at a local hatchery. This work was carried out with considerable staff and 

equipment contributions from the Environment Agency. 

The adult transfer approach in October was not successful. In sixty hours of netting, 

only 11 adult Vendace were caught and their survival in holding tanks was poor. 

Consequently, maximum effort was focused on egg collection in December. Intensive 

netting on and around recognised Vendace spawning locations over a three week 

period produced a catch of 146 Vendace. From these, eggs were obtained from 82 

females and were fertilized with milt from 38 males. An estimated total of over 

200,000 fertilized eggs were collected. Low lake levels prevented the use of the 

special incubation boxes and eggs were transferred on the day of their collection. 

Some 40,000 eggs were taken to the hatchery, over 130,000 to Sprinkling Tarn and 

almost 30,000 to Daer Reservoir. In addition, 25 adult Vendace were taken to Daer 

Reservoir and released there. The hatchery proved to be unsuitable and surviving eggs 

were returned to Derwentwater in January 2006, except for ca. 100 eggs given to the 

Aquarium of the Lakes under appropriate licences. 

Overall, the project achieved its aims but whether it is ultimately successful in 

producing new, self-sustaining Vendace populations will not be known for several 

years. The most disappointing aspect was the failure of the adult collection 
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programme. An advance in non-destructive collection methods (e.g. trapping) is 

required, particularly for fragile populations as at Derwentwater. The physical, 

biological and legislative difficulties in finding suitable new introduction sites are a 

major problem for future exercises of this type.” 

On the basis of both the Pollan and the Vendace not being considered deliberately 

achievable angling species, and therefore mentioned in this Chapter only for 

completeness, that is all I intend to say with regard to those particular fish. As a group, 

the three British and Irish whitefishes look physically similar to each other, and in 

many ways other than having an adipose fin which clearly places them in the family 

Salmonidae, are not dissimilar at a glance to a large Dace. In all three cases, the 

handling, particularly of dead specimens, results in quite a distinct odour of cucumber 

or thyme.  

In the case of the Schelly, this is a fish with a protrusive down angled mouth 

suggesting to me time spent grubbing about in the bottom sediments for invertebrates 

to prey on rather than putting in any appreciable amount of time feeding mid water 

or at the surface, governed by the daily nocturnal/diurnal rise and fall of plankton in 

the water column, though surface feeding may occasionally happen over short periods 

if there is a good hatch of stoneflies or olives underway.  

From the angling based research I have done I have come across just the one report 

of a Schelly being taken on the fly by a trout angler, despite there having been 

sufficient practitioners of the art in the springtime and early summer from small boats 

fishing on Ullswater targeting small wild Brown Trout, which you might expect 

would provide additional evidence should such encounters regularly ever take place.  

ROD AND LINE FISHING FOR Coregonus lavaretus 

For the purpose of ease and of clarity, from this point on I shall confine myself 

wherever possible to the name Schelly for all angling discussion regarding Coregonus 

lavaretus, which as I’ve repeatedly explained, is the same fish as the Powan and 

Gwyniad which are its Scottish and Welsh ‘regular’ names.  

Generally speaking, as with Charr and Ferox Trout, the waters inhabited through 

choice by the Schelly tend to be large. That is most certainly the case with Loch 

Lomond, which along with the much smaller Loch Eck, is one of only two locations 

for the Scottish Powan. England comes out top of the Coregonus lavaretus pile with 

four Schelly locations, these being Ullswater, Haweswater, Brothers Water, and Red 

Tarn, with Wales having just the one, Llyn Tegid. Of these perhaps the Haweswater 

population is under the greatest amount of pressure, in part due to Cormorant 

predation, but also fluctuating water levels as this is now a public service reservoir.  

Interestingly, when I first began researching the Schelly, Brothers Water did not 

appear on the English list. That population was discovered by Bob Fitchie (pictured 
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later with a brace of Schellies from Red Tarn) and myself during a trout angling 

survey of Goldrill Beck which links Brothers Water to Ullswater. Just beyond the 

point where the beck enters Brothers Water, we spotted a dead fish in the margins 

which to our surprise turned out to be a Schelly, a fact I reported to Alwyne Wheeler 

at the Natural History Museum in London.  

It was already known that Schelly do 

occasionally exit Ullswater at the Pooley 

Bridge end of the lake, evidenced by isolated 

captures during winter coarse fishing matches 

on the River Eden maybe eight miles away. 

This in turn connects to the Solway a good 

forty or more miles to the north as the fish 

swims and probably did so around 10,000 

years ago. Our Brothers Water find was a 

‘brand new’ population in terms of its 

discovery, though doubtless they will likely 

have been in the lake undetected for who 

knows how long and nobody previously knew 

about it. 

Despite their proven desire to occasionally 

leave Ullswater and enter the Rivers Eamont 

and Eden, I personally cannot see Red Tan 

Schelly deliberately nosing their way up such 

a steep incline through fast water with a few bits of pools acting as staging posts to 

an altitude of 2,356 feet in the expectation of finding a new safe refuge at the other 

end of their ordeal. A journey with parallels to some of those early Polynesian human 

pioneers building sea going rafts and heading off across the distant horizon, beyond 

which they could not know they might find a scattering of islands, and eventually 

New Zealand.  

There is no biological reason or even likelihood for an Ullswater to Red Tarn 

migration. And yet they are there. Not only that, despite the cold nutrient sparse nature 

of the place, angling catches over the decades suggest they could even be thriving, as 

there seems to be a reasonable enough level of aquatic invertebrate fauna in the tarn 

to support them, plus the occasional bonus influx of windblown winged insects both 

from lower levels and from the surrounding hill sides, though not to the extent that 

you might want to consider fly fishing. Unless by sheer luck you just happen to be 

there on a day when stuff is blowing in bringing fish to the surface. Something I’ve 

yet to see happen. But interestingly, I did once find frog spawn in the margins. 

I recall reading somewhere years ago that monks in medieval times are thought to 

have translocated Schelly from nearby Ullswater to the tarn as an alternative food 
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source to fulfil their religious requirement of eating fish on a Friday. In short, they 

got sick of eating Brown Trout, and look to have decided to do something about it. 

But annoyingly, try as I may, I have never managed to ‘rediscover’ this particular 

reference, leaving me now kicking myself as I look to provide the necessary support 

evidence.  

Discussing the matter with Andy Ferguson who has his finger much more firmly 

placed on the research pulse than I have when it comes to all things Relict Salmonid 

got me no nearer to a resolution, though he agreed that some level of intervention was 

the most likely reason for their presence in the tarn. A bit of inspired translocation as 

it would turn out if true, with at least one Schelly picking up one of our baits during 

most visits, mixed in amongst literally dozens of the most beautifully marked wild 

Brown Trout you could ever hope to catch or see, as illustrated below. 

 

Adding another angle to the breeding and seeding debate, ‘top up’ farm reared Powan 

fry from Loch Lomond stock have also been released back into the same loch, which 

I suppose could be argued as not being detrimental. But what about fry and eggs from 

Loch Lomond and/or Loch Eck going in to Carron Valley Reservoir and Loch Sloy, 

populations of which now look to have become established, along with the following 

four sites in Argyll - Allt na Shira, Lochan Shira, Loch Tarsan and Loch Glashan, 

where the outcome is currently less clear. Sites which natural selection never intended 

should contain whitefish, or they would already be there.  

Genetic integrity; disease control; predator control - all of this seemingly goes out of 

the window when well-intentioned do-gooders start interfering with the natural 
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balance of things. You need only look at what happened when Ruffe Gymnocephalus 

cernua were introduced to Loch Lomond, probably as unused Pike live baits, to see 

the potential folly of unauthorised fish introductions, with the explosion of their 

progeny now busily chomping their way through the eggs of the various indigenous 

species including Powan since their discovery there in 1982. With this in mind, you 

have to ask, do IUCN endangered species really need additional pressure in their 

already precarious lives? 

Getting back to the fact that ‘relict’ populations invariably (though not always as in 

the Red Tarn example) live in vast expanses of water, my thinking behind raising that 

particular point is to say that unlike Charr and Ferox Trout, in my experience when I 

was deliberately targeting Schelly on rod and line, there is no obvious advantage that 

I can see to be gained by fishing for them from a boat.  

Thermal stratification and all that goes with it will most definitely have a controlling 

influence on the distribution of whitefish species within a lake. Arguably less so the 

Schelly than the Vendace and Pollan, the two latter species being more inclined 

towards planktonic feeding. For while it is rare in the extreme to find Charr and 

whitefish co-existing, allegedly due to competition for food, Schelly in my 

experience, certainly from an angling perspective, are likely going to find trout and 

Perch their biggest competitors, as indeed might Charr in some lakes, lochs and 

loughs. But rarely is there direct competition between Charr and whitefish, and never 

between two whitefish species in Britain and Ireland.  

Small bottom loving invertebrates along with angling baits such as maggots and 

worms will be readily gobbled up by Schelly at any and every opportunity, which 

while it might sound obvious, I must add in the proviso - providing you get to place 

these in front of them, which at times is easier said than done. Exactly the same food 

items Perch and trout are not going to turn their noses up at, yet you never (or 

extremely rarely) pick up Vendace on these baits in Bassenthwaite or Derwentwater, 

with only rare isolated reports of translocated Vendace taken by anglers from Loch 

Earn. Similarly, few if any fly fishermen after Brown Trout in boats at Ullswater 

report catching Schelly. So, if fishing from a boat was going to offer some sort of 

advantage, I think we would know about it by now. 

THE ULLSWATER CONTRIBUTION 

When I first started fishing ‘The Lakes’, particularly for Charr and to some extent 

initially trying to locate a Schelly, pretty much any bait lobbed out in a shallow 

shelving area would be under threat of being eaten by a Perch, and if not, if you were 

lucky, then by a Brown Trout. Then towards the end of the 1970’s, Shallow Ulcer 

Disease came along and all but wiped out Britain’s entire Perch population, leaving 

just a few resistant or refuge populations tucked away and ready to start the long slow 
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process of reseeding the whole country once the epidemic was over, which has now 

thankfully happened.  

Around that same time, a chap I know called in at my house one day on his way home 

from Ullswater with a bag of Brown Trout, plus this ‘mystery fish’ he couldn’t put a 

name to. I recognised it immediately as being a Schelly. I also recognised its 

importance to me in wanting to catch one, and to researchers at the British Museum 

who I would go on to collect research specimens for. That however would be in the 

seasons to come. I first had to learn everything I could from the people who were 

catching them quite regularly, including a duo tagged ‘The Naughty Boys’ whose 

precise identity I will keep to myself.  

They were a couple of likeable angling rogues who would fish what they called ‘The 

Method’ at any and every opportunity during April and May on Ullswater. Doing this 

they would pretty much always come away with between fifty and a hundred Brown 

Trout, plus more often than not, a Schelly there too in the mix. ‘The Method’ as they 

called it, was to fish a small shingle beach close to the Sharrow Bay Hotel on the 

western shore. A small layby marks its position adjacent to a path down shielded by 

trees next to an old stone-built boat house. These days moored yachts limit the fishing 

there to a degree. Back then it was more open with an old upturned rowing boat on 

the shingle which had a crucial role to play in the proceedings. 

With the Brown Trout season in full swing by April, maggots and ground baiting 

were officially off limits. This however didn’t stop the ‘Naughty Boys’ who would 

blitzkrieg the whole bay with large balls of maggot laden ground bait before setting 

up, hiding the remainder, along with a tub of maggots, under the upturned boat. They 

also took along an old dog which would lie there and bark out an alarm if anyone 

including a fishery bailiff tried to approach down the path, and as such, successfully 

fishing ‘The Method’, had got by undetected for years. So I tagged along looking to 

glean as much information from them and from my own experience as I possibly 

could, including walking off down the road (which eventually dead ends) looking for 

and talking to other anglers, some of whom were also familiar with the Schelly.  

Though it took me a fair few visits, I eventually caught my first Schelly at Sharrow 

Bay, though not I hasten to add fishing with maggots, which for the reason given in 

the Charr Chapter for sticking to the rules I refused to use, in case it blotted my copy 

book with regard to job prospects in fishery research at some later stage. A wise 

decision as it would turn out, as on one particular morning, typically with the dog 

taking a nap, the bailiff finally managed to get down without it barking out a warning 

leading to the ‘Naughty Boys’ eventually having their case discussed in the Carlisle 

and District Magistrates Court. I of course was fishing with worm. An incident which 

marked a parting of the ways between us, by which stage I had picked up pretty much 

all I needed to know about fishing that area of the lake. Time to go off exploring other 

locations and possibilities.  
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Unfortunately, unlike some of the other large lakes in the area, Ullswater isn’t 

especially deep close in, with the gradient of the immediate shore around much of the 

margins suggesting nothing in the way of rapid sub-surface fall away in a lot of places 

either. More of a gradual deepening with depths in excess of two hundred feet scoured 

out by the glaciers further off beyond casting range. So the need to systematically 

suss out the deepest water you can find is paramount, as is distance casting, being 

sure always to leave the bale arm of the reel open as the bait drops until the lead 

settles to maximise your range.  

The following season I decided to investigate the eastern shore of the lake over the 

same sort of time period, which is where I got to know a chap called Wally 

Wainwright and his pals from St. Helens on Merseyside, who as a coarse fishing club 

laid off for the closed season, would charter a coach every Sunday morning to take 

them up to the lake for a trout fishing match using their coarse gear and tactics, though 

I stress that in this instance, and to a man, they all fished with worm, typically pennel 

rigged on a short flowing trace. Each had his particular favoured spot where the coach 

would drop off and collect him from later in the day. Wally just happened to be at 

one end of the line which is how we got chatting through me slotting in next to him 

away from the rest of the participants. 

The area in question lies immediately to the 

west of quite a large headland close to where 

the A5091 meets the A592 running along the 

shore of the lake. Wally always fished where 

the road and lake shore re-join, and as you do, 

we would regularly chat, in addition to 

which, over time, I also probably walked the 

entire length of the match stretch talking to 

everyone else too, gathering in any 

information available regarding where, when 

and how to catch more Schelly.  

Most of the club members had caught an odd 

one over the years. But the consensus was 

that Wally was the Schelly man. Not so much 

because he was doing anything different to 

everyone else. More a case of being in the 

right place at the right time, which sitting a 

few rod lengths away from him, I felt put me 

in with a great chance of catching more specimens myself, and if not, then Wally 

would very likely catch another one soon with the promise that he would call me over 

if or when he did, which didn’t take him long as shown in the photograph of him here 

disgorging what would later become a new British record for the species. 
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By the time I got to him it was almost ready for the net. A fish which just happened 

to be the biggest specimen either he or any of the others had ever seen. So big that 

when we put it on the scales it well topped the British record, which was still listed 

as being open to claims back then. A fish which after a few photographs he entrusted 

to me as a research specimen which I promised I would make a record claim for on 

his behalf, and in due course, record status was awarded. Not only a British record, 

but a World record too, photographs of which went to the World Records Hall of 

Fame in the USA, eventually superseded by a fish from Haweswater in 1986, after 

which record claims for the species were suspended on conservation grounds.  

THE RED TARN CONTRIBUTION 

As previously mentioned, to create conservation refuges or ‘arks’ to help with the 

current viability of some whitefish populations, there has been some authorised 

redistribution of Vendace. For despite what the IUCN might think, this is the British 

whitefish species most under threat, making it the rarest fresh water fish in Britain. 

‘Tinkering’ seems to have been less of a consideration when it comes to the Schelly, 

though early attempts at manually moving fish around may in fact be responsible for 

what I personally consider to be the most interesting, and from my angling 

experience, the most readily available source of Coregonus lavaretus, the Schelly out 

there waiting to be caught, this being the population living in Red Tarn  

As anyone who has ever ‘braved’ the trek from Genridding up to the base of Striding 

Edge which leads on to the final Helvellyn leg will know only too well, the ascent is 
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steep; in places, bloody steep. Way too steep in my opinion for the piddle of water 

known as Red Tarn Beck (if or when it’s running) which takes the overflow from the 

tarn down to Ullswater to provide a reasonable Schelly access route between these 

two bodies of water. The fact that there are fish in Red Tarn at all is testament to the 

relentless drive of what must have been tiny Brown Trout moving up over time from 

pool to pool when conditions allowed. Maybe even being repeatedly washed back 

down again when the beck was in flood thereby requiring multiple attempts before 

success was finally achieved. No Perch or other coarse fish species have made it up 

the incline to join them. But as we know, the trout up there don’t have the place 

exclusively to themselves. 

In precise geological terms, the tarn is a corrie located at an altitude of 2,356 feet, 

with depths down to eighty feet gouged out by glacial activity as detailed in Chapter 

One. Quite a small tear drop shaped body of water located between the start points of 

both Striding Edge and Swirral Edge at the base of the sheer rock face of maybe six 

hundred feet in height jutting up to the summit of Helvellyn, England’s third highest 

mountain. Also England’s highest altitude water to contain fish, one of which as I 

pondered over previously inexplicably just happens to be the Schelly. The location 

voted Britain’s favourite walk by viewers of the ITV program of the same name. 

The ascent to the base of Striding Edge from Glenridding is not for the feint hearted, 

particularly with a rucksack full of fishing gear, ground bait, and maggots, which 

unlike on the larger lakes such as Ullswater outside the coarse fishing season, are still 

permitted. With obligatory rests to catch your breath it takes a good couple of hours 

to get to the tarn. At the top of the path, following a short particularly steep lung 

bursting section, you come to a dry stone wall with a style. Cross this, then take the 

centre path, as the other two lead to Striding Edge on your left and Swirral Edge on 

your right. Don’t be concerned at not being immediately able to see the tarn. This lies 

beyond a peat ridge, so just keep walking. Then all of a sudden close to its overspill 

into Red Tarn Beck, it will come into full view.  

A potentially wild, grim place early season, where the weather can change in an 

instant, usually involving wind and rain. Even snow as late as June on one occasion. 

We’ve been up there when it was a total snowfield, and once unfortunately after all 

the effort, when the whole tarn was iced over. The good news is that it can be 

successfully fished right throughout the season, so getting the baits in during the 

spring months is not as important there as it would be at say Ullswater. Even so, with 

shallow areas and depths down to 80 feet in places, you still need to suss out where 

to fish and where to avoid. And once settled in, it’s also a good idea to change into a 

dry shirt and jumper instead of freezing half to death as the sweat on your back caused 

by the rucksack starts to go cold and ruin your day. 

Whilst I have fished Red Tarn on many occasions, despite its small size, I have not 

fished all of it. With opportunities too thin on the ground to squander, having located 
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a successful spot early on, I must confess to having stuck with it, though other 

members of our group have had success elsewhere. So there will be more and 

potentially better pegs around the tarn than the one I fish which is about half way 

round on the Swirral Edge side looking out over quite deep-water close in. Most 

definitely an area for the flat bottomed rod rests and bite indicator bell described in 

Chapter Three for the Charr, though the elevation of the grassy bank in places does 

also allow you to lay the rod down on the ground with the tip and line submerged, 

which cuts down on the weight of gear that needs to be carried in the rucksack.  

The angling options there are ‘blitzkrieg’ or swim feeder, both of which I’ve used to 

good effect. If weight in the rucksack is an issue, go for the swim feeder with a short 

tail, either as a link, or my preference as a flowing trace with three maggots on the 

hook for bait, and expect lots of interest from those beautifully marked Brown Trout. 

But you should also expect rather than simply hope for a Schelly, which experience 

has shown come at a ratio of around 20:1 Schelly to Brown Trout, which is way 

higher than on any of the larger lakes, with one per visit by someone the norm. We 

did once see two in the same visit, both of which fell to Bob Fitchie pictured above 

with them on a particularly wild and gloomy day. The only instance I personally can 

recall of one person ever taking more than one Schelly in the same session. 

While tactically speaking, what has already been said should carry over well any of 

those locations I have yet to visit, I must confess to having no personal experience of 

fishing either Llyn Tegid or Loch Lomond, though I have spoken with people who 

have not only fished these waters, but have taken Gwyniad and Powan there as a 

result. All were coarse fishermen after trout in the coarse close season, with Loch 

Lomond in particular coming up trumps pretty much every visit to maggots and 

worm, where I’m told some were caught from a small jetty, which again suggests 

deep water close to hand for boats to get in close enough. Described as sparse at Llyn 

Tegid, the tactic there was long range legering. I have fished Haweswater, though for 

Charr and Ferox Trout, not Schelly.  

The thing to bear in mind these days is that if you visit any of these waters, you are 

not there to catch Schelly in the way I used to catch and collect them for research 

purposes back in the 1970’s and early 1980’s. The primary objective now must be to 

fish for trout, and will undoubtedly now also involve a lot of Perch. Should a Schelly 

come along, then it’s a bonus; a fish of a lifetime. Officially the rarest indigenous fish 

any British fresh water angler fishing home waters is ever likely to catch. So if it 

happens, savour the moment. Grab a quick picture if you feel you must. But above 

all treat the fish with the utmost respect by disgorging it both carefully and with 

urgency, getting it back in the water and away quickly and safely, on what must surely 

be the red-letter day of all red-letter days.  
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CHAPTER 3 - ARCTIC CHARR 

The genus Salvenlinus, the charrs, enjoys a northern circumpolar distribution 

extending into North America, Europe, and Asia. In total, 51 charr species are 

described in the science literature, of which three are now designated extinct. 

According to the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), a further 

ten of the remaining extant populations are currently listed as threatened; three are 

endangered, and a further three critically endangered. A situation with the potential 

to change rapidly, and not necessarily for the better if climate change continues at its 

current pace. 

 

In the recent past, fish taxonomists placed the many populations of charr found 

throughout all the countries of the British Isles under 15 separate species headings. 

This was based on a mix of phylogeographics, which is the study of processes 

controlling the geographic distribution of lineages (direct lines of ancestral descent), 

and phenotypic characteristics, which in this case are the physical manifestation of 

interactions between genetics and the environment, such as slight variations in body 

shape, colouration, and markings, the validity of which as an indicator of speciation 

has often been questioned within science community (Adams and Maitland, 2007).  

Also contributing to the way these fish were being separated and labelled was the 

name of body of water each was taken from, though most if not all fishery scientists 

would be very hard pressed to pin the ‘correct names’ on say half a dozen Charr put 

in front of them taken from as many different waters without advance knowledge as 
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to which one came from where. I pulled short a moment ago of saying Victorian 

fishery scientists, though much of the naming and mis-naming within the Post Glacial 

Relict Salmonids does date back to that particular period of time.  

More recently, certainly within my time, there has been a degree of back pedalling in 

all of this. Taxonomists have now decided that all the charrs are a single species with 

varying amounts of within species variation accounting for the physical differences 

previously responsible for the earlier speciation verdicts. A decision that has led to 

the deleting of the third component each had to its scientific name which is/was a 

process known as trinomial naming, which had they not done so might continue to 

imply taxonomic differences, if not at species level, then certainly as sub-species. A 

level of designation which for some reason a number of scientists find difficult to 

stomach. As a result, the current name for the species throughout the British Isles (for 

the moment at least) is the Arctic Charr Salvelinus alpinus. 

Having said all that, I am now hearing on the jungle telegraph that the renaming 

exercise I’ve just described might in the not too distant future also find itself reversed, 

implying that perhaps the Victorians had in principle been right all along. There is 

even talk of the current species designation Salvelinus alpinus perhaps being re-

divvied up into something like twenty separate species, each with a new scientific 

name, with all but one losing the current specific epithet - the species identifying 

second portion of its scientific name which for Charr is alpinus - in favour of either 

an unique binomial name, the first half of which obviously will remain Salvelinus, or 

reverting back to the earlier trinomial naming system, an example of which was the 

so-called Orkney Charr Salvelinus alpinus inframundus, which when all our charrs 

were brought under the one umbrella became just another example of Salvelinis 

alpinus, but is now being promoted in some quarters as deserving of the separate new 

scientific name of Salvelinus inframundus.  

Based on the fact that it took me literally hours of brain aching stress to fully research, 

write, and several times over painstakingly, re-write just the first few paragraphs here, 

is it any wonder that people are becoming confused; put off even? This goes for 

scientists as well as anglers, which with me having a foot in both camps and therefore 

coming at it from two different angles, left me with a double helping of brain fog and 

overload. 

Next item on the agenda is whether the correct spelling here should be Char or Charr. 

A decision determined by whether you are American or European. As my Chapter 

title suggests, I prefer the European option of Charr, as do many fishery scientists 

working in the field who are then compelled to back track in order to get their work 

published in International journals. Either way, it doesn’t matter. It’s an artificial 

debate in part stoked up by the Committee on Common Names of the American 

Fisheries Society, who in 1951 reversed their earlier 1948 approval of the spelling 

Charr in favour of Char. So it’s an academic decision with no right or wrong answer 
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and both versions used widely throughout the literature, though a correct spelling in 

the English language is traditionally determined by common or popular usage over 

time, which should therefore favour of the double ‘rr’ spelling, though it’s the 

scientific name Salveninus alpinus which is the only label that truly matters.  

In his 1758 edition of ‘Systema Naturae’, Swedish botanist, zoologist, and physician, 

Carolus Linnaeus, a scientist who was and very much still is World renowned for his 

work on binomial nomenclature as a means of precise classification of the natural 

World (Linnaean taxonomy), placed the Charr into the genus Salmo with the 

scientific name Salmo alpinus, and was later also responsible for the name Salmo 

Salvelinus, which is presumed to have been a synonym for the same fish. Then in 

1836, along comes John Richardson who separates the Charr from the other 

Salmonids by placing it into the subgenus Salvelinus, which has since become a full 

genus in its own right encompassing all true charr species Worldwide. So Char or 

Charr but always Salveninus alpinus, whatever is your preference, mine being to go 

with Charr, as do Professor Andy Ferguson and Ron Greer, both of whom I have the 

greatest respect for when it comes to all things Post Glacial Relict Salmonid.  

The next academic point I would like to raise, and one very dear to my heart, is the 

Local Government Act of 1972 which came into full force on the 1st of April 1974. 

A highly appropriate choice of date don’t you think, it being April Fool’s Day. Need 

I say more. Conservative Prime Minister Edward Heath was responsible for the 

original decision to present this to Parliament, with minority Labour government 

leader Harold Wilson having been at the helm for just a couple of weeks when the 

fiasco was finally enacted and put onto the statute books.  

This piece of legislation, amongst other things, ‘stole’ part of my home county of 

Lancashire along with a small part of Yorkshire, which when they were merged with 

Cumberland and Westmoreland collectively became the new county of Cumbria, 

having ‘consumed’ amongst other traditional locations the Lancashire towns and 

lakes of Coniston and Windermere, two very important venues on the English Charr 

and Ferox Trout scene. Fortunately for me I was already Charr fishing by that stage 

and am therefore one of the few people who hand on heart can honestly claim to have 

caught Charr and Ferox Trout in Lancashire. And to this day, the old boys, some of 

whom continue to troll their plumb lines on Coniston and Windermere for Charr, still 

regard themselves as Lancashire Folk.  

Interest in catching Charr dates as far back in time as recreational fishing, later termed 

angling, was first practised, which is more than 500 years. The oldest written 

reference to angling is attributed to English prioress Dame Juliana Berners through 

her instructional writing entitled ‘A Treatyse of Fysshynge wyth an Angle’ published 

in 1496, more than 150 years before Izaak Walton’s better-known volume ‘The 

Compleat Angler’ of 1653, from which work the following quote is borrowed……  
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“But scholar, there is a fish that they in Lancashire boast very much of, called a Charr; 

taken there (and I think there only) in a mere called Winander Mere; a mere, says 

Camden, that is the largest in this nation, being ten miles in length, and (some say) as 

smooth in the bottom as if it were paved with marble. This fish never exceeds fifteen 

or sixteen inches in length, and is spotted like a trout; and has scarce a bone, but on 

the back. But this, though I do not know whether it make the angler sport, yet I would 

have you take notice of it, because it is a rarity and of so high esteem with persons of 

great note.”  

The following century saw William Gilpin publish his book ‘The Lakes of 

Cumberland and Westmoreland, 1786”, in which the Windermere Charr again gets a 

mention…… 

“Among the great variety of fish, which inhabit the extensive waters of this lake, the 

Charr is the most remarkable. It is near twice the size of a herring. It’s back is of an 

olive-green: it’s belly of a light vermillion: softening in some parts into white; and 

changing into a deep red, at the insertion of the fins……Charr are caught only in the 

winter-season, when twenty dozen in a day are sometimes taken by a single boat. In 

summer they retire to the rocky caves below, some of which are said to be 

unfathomable: nor do they breed in any lake, in which such deep recesses are not 

found.” 

As a young, impressionable, natural history mad child of the 1950’s, I was interested 

in fish long before I became interested in fishing. An interest in part stoked by 

collecting Brooke Bond Tea cards, full sets of which, including of fish, I still have. I 

also saved up and bought a number of Observers Books including the volume on 

Freshwater Fishes, an early edition of which I will at times be referring to and quoting 

from here. A little slice of history, particularly on the Salmonids scene, referencing 

the various types of trout and whitefish, plus the supposedly different charrs as 

separate species with those confusing scientific names, some though not all of which, 

particularly with the trout and charrs, has supposedly been sorted out by placing all 

the trout under the single name Brown Trout Salmo trutta, and all Arctic Charr under 

the single name Salvelinus alpinus, which as I’ve already hinted, might be about to 

change again. 

Sticking with speciation, according to my copy of the ‘Observers Book of Freshwater 

Fishes of the British Isles’ (Frederick Warne & Co. Ltd, circa 1954), the Charr in 

Windermere is known as Willoughby’s Charr Salvelinus alpinus wiillughbii. A triple 

barrelled or trinomial scientific name, which along with the other trinomials the book 

quotes, suggests to me at least sub-species designation as opposed to full species 

status, which in part is what spiked my interest in the Post Glacial Relict Salmonids 

in the first place. Incidentally, Incidentally, A. Laurence Wells who authored the 

edition in question uses the single ‘r’ spelling of the name Char. 
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In it Wells suggests that Willoughby’s Charr are also found in Lochs Grannoch, 

Dungeon, Doon, Builg, and a few other Scottish waters, so you can appreciate the 

chaotic taxonomic scene back in the 1950’s. The Londsale Charr Salvelinus alpinus 

lonsdalii is said to look similar to Willoughby’s Charr but occurs only in Haweswater. 

His Charr index also includes the Torgoch Salvelinus alpinus perisii found only in 

Wales, which translates from Welsh to English as red belly; the Struan Charr, the 

Haddy, the Large-Mouthed Charr, Malloch’s Charr, and the Blunt-Snouted Irish 

Charr plus several others, all of which we now see as being local within species 

variations of the same fish after several thousand years of isolation and adaptation to 

suit whatever habitat some once sea run predecessor version found itself in once the 

urge to migrate had been lost.  

It's important to make the point here that the urge to migrate was ‘lost’ as opposed to 

being prevented by some physical barrier or other. There are a number of situations 

in Britain where currently, lake dwelling Charr could, if they wanted, become 

migratory and access the sea, yet make no attempt to revert back to their previous 

anadromous or migratory life style. A reversal refusal which does not hold true in 

some other countries, the single ‘local’ exception to that statement being Donegal 

Bay, where on several occasions recently Charr have been taken by commercial 

fishing boats well out to sea, presumably having exited nearby Lough Eske. 

Taking the British Isles as a whole, exactly how many lakes contain Charr is difficult 

to quantify, because even scientists working in this field aren’t exactly sure. Ron 

Greer, author of the book ‘Ferox Trout and Arctic Charr’ and a seasoned Charr 

researcher himself discovered a new race recently in Loch Rannoch, demonstrating 

the presence of three distinct Charr feeding strategies there - planktonic, bottom 

invertebrates, and small fish, yet still all Salvelinus alpinus, despite a different 

speciation outcome precedent having been set for a similar situation including a 

cannibalistic ‘Ferox’ Charr in Russia’s El’gygytgyn Lake, which interestingly is not 

of glacial origin, having been caused by a meteorite impact 3.5 million years ago 

creating a ten mile wide indentation, presumably with inflow access for invasion by 

an adjacent Charr population, or as has been suggested, by two ‘unrelated’ ancestral 

populations from which these fish have subsequently evolved. 

The position in England, Wales, and Ireland, is pretty well documented, though some 

populations here are struggling and may now even be extinct. The Scottish Highlands 

with its many deep glacial lochs is another matter, and may in fact never be accurately 

documented. It’s even possible that some populations or races – call them what you 

will, could become extinct before anybody even knows they were present in the first 

place. There are also unsubstantiated anecdotal suggestions (Maitland and Adams, 

2018) that some Charr might still occasionally be sea run in Scotland, with the rivers 

Hope and Naver rumoured as being potential candidates.  
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So far as I have been able to ascertain, there are 344 bodies of fresh water in Britain 

and Ireland which supposedly contain Charr derived from a historic anadromous 

(migratory) ancestral parent stock originally residing in the Arctic Sea basin. From 

this location, as the ice pulled back, some began living and feeding in British coastal 

waters and estuaries progressing on into rivers and lakes, arriving in different waves 

and at different times controlled by the waxing and waning of the glaciers between 

18,000 and 12,000 years ago, which along with specific location adaptation, has 

collectively contributed much to the current land-locked variability of those species 

remaining in British and Irish lakes, with all Charr below a latitude of 65 degrees said 

to have lost the urge to migrate.  

Clearly, this is not the same as saying there are currently 344 Charr populations 

remaining in the British Isles, because as mentioned previously, some bodies of water 

of which Loch Rannoch is the example I have already used can contain two or even 

three distinct populations, which in some cases are said to breed true. This could be 

by making different choices in terms of timing and spawning grounds, or for other 

reasons, which given even more time than the 10,000 years or so they have already 

had could see them diverge ever further, and who knows, maybe at some point even 

become independent species in their own right. But for now, or until somebody says 

otherwise about which there are rumblings, all remain Salvelinus alpinus. 

Charr generally only thrive in temperatures below 8°C. Consequently, Scotland has 

the highest number of Charr waters, variously quoted as being between 258 and 295 

depending on the information source, all of which, with the exception of two extinct 

river resident populations reside in that countries many lochs, a list of which for a 

whole raft of reasons I will not even attempt to provide here. A further nineteen loch 

populations are also now thought to be extinct, though there very likely is, or in some 

cases that should read ‘very likely was’ Charr in many more of Scotland’s 

approximately 30,000 lochs scattered about the place, all the way from sea level to 

altitudes of around 2,000 feet, around 1% of which are thought to contain or to have 

contained Charr since the ice sheets pulled back.  

In addition to this, Maitland and Adams (2018) record a further eighteen sites 

showing evidence of translocation. Some for conservation reasons, and possibly four 

accidentally caused by engineering works, an example of which is Cruachan 

Reservoir which received its influx in the form of eggs or fry pumped 1,200 feet up 

vertically from Loch Awe. With regard to translocation when it is done deliberately, 

provoking a wide range of responses not all of which are favourable, my feet are very 

firmly planted in the leave well alone camp. The Cruachan Reservoir example was 

an accident, so there isn’t much else to be said regarding that one. Deliberate 

translocation of Charr and Vendace is another matter about which more will be said 

in due course. 
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Ireland is the second most prolific Post Glacial Relict recipient, with the Charr there 

(as with the Pollan) appearing to have accessed inland still waters via rivers draining 

to the west coast as the ice retreated, in contrast to England, Wales and some of 

Scotland possibly having been ‘seeded’ in part at least by Post Glacial Lough 

Hibernia or its alternative, with 84 Irish loughs said to contain or to have contained 

Charr, which again, and for the same logistical reasons used for Scotland, I do not 

intend to list here by name. Of these, 47 populations are confirmed as recently as 

2013, with nine previously unrecorded populations reported by Kelly et al, (2008) 

having been discovered since 2003, suggesting that there could yet be more to come.  

That said, the wider picture taking account of historical records dating back to the 

1830’s suggests that Ireland’s Charr populations are contracting, with at least twenty 

seven further populations seemingly having become extinct, including Lough Neagh 

in 1844, plus in some of the country’s other larger bodies of water such as Lough 

Corrib and Lough Conn as recently as within the past forty years, with supportive 

evidence pointing the finger of blame in part if not in total towards eutrophication 

(enrichment derived either from intensive farming, human encroachment, or in many 

cases a combination of both), though Pike in Lough Allua are also implicated in the 

demise of the Charr there.  

Next comes England with its eight natural Charr waters which I can name, these being 

Windermere, Coniston Water, Buttermere, Crummock Water, Ennerdale Water, 

Haweswater, Thirlmere and Wastwater,  all now in the Cumbrian Lake District, with 

populations said to have been lost from Rydal 

Water, Loweswater, and Ullswater, in the case 

of the latter as recently as the 1940’s due to the 

polluting of Glenridding Beck by lead mining 

discharges going directly on to their sole 

spawning ground. A Goat’s Water population is 

now also presumed extinct, though it was never 

listed as being a naturally occurring population 

anyway, placing Wales at the bottom of the 

numerical ranking with, depending on the 

information source used, eight current Charr 

populations, of which only three are natural and 

a further five officially translocated.  

I stress the terms ‘naturally occurring’ and 

‘officially translocated’ here on account of 

unwanted tinkering by persons unknown 

misguidedly trying to boost some failing Charr 

and whitefish populations with unauthorised introductions from elsewhere, thereby 

‘polluting’ the genetic integrity of what Mother Nature has provided us with. Add to 

this new populations being established in places like Kielder Water in 
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Northumberland, which in 2013 saw the authorised introduction of 10,000 small 

Charr bred from Ennerdale stock, plus a small number of put and take fly fisheries 

currently buying in farm reared Charr to boost their attraction to paying customers, 

and you begin to appreciate the fuller picture.  

NOTE: The status of the Kielder experiment is still being monitored. With Ennerdale 

struggling in Charr terms, and with no other Charr in the Kielder Reservoir, this may 

for once be a means of preserving rather than diluting a historic genetic line, and may 

even provide a source carrying the right genes to eventually go back in to Ennerdale 

should that be deemed to have any chance of taking off. But first they need to account 

for the current Ennerdale demise and look to rectify that. 

Not surprisingly, Welsh Charr are restricted to the Snowdonia region, the three 

natural populations there occurring in Llyn Padarn, Llyn Cwellyn and Llyn Bodlyn, 

with a fourth now thought to have become extinct in Llyn Peris. In addition, there are 

a further four translocated populations coming as a result of the effect of the Dinorwig 

pumped water storage scheme on Llyn Peris, these having become established in Llyn 

Ffynnon Llugwy, Llyn Dulyn, Llyn Cowlyd, and Llynnau Diwaunedd. A fifth 

translocation of 7,000 hatchery reared fry between 2010 and 2012 from Llyn Padarn 

to Llyn Crafnant has yet to be assessed in terms of ongoing viability.  

Welsh Charr being predominantly planktonic feeders perhaps explains the apparent 

lack of recreational fishing for Charr there, indicated by declining catch reports for 

Llyn Padarn, which from a reported catch total of 600 in 1997 collapsed down to just 

eight in 2008, suggesting that in Wales at least, there is more pressing work to be 

done. Whether that should include yet more translocations or tackling the root cause 

of the problem, which climate change aside is often man made, is a question for 

serious debate, though as I have said openly elsewhere in this volume, sometimes 

natural selection decides that a particular species or population has had its throw of 

the dice and it isn’t for us to try to influence that ‘decision,’ just because we can. 

That’s how evolution works.  

While I understand the good intentions behind moving indigenous fish from one 

location to another to help supplement ailing populations, you also have to ask serious 

questions with regard to genetic integrity. Particularly for species like Charr and 

whitefish, which are at best, for the moment at least, just about hanging on in Britain 

and Ireland at the southern edge of their natural range. To quote Ron Greer (1995) on 

the British and Irish scene, Charr are “fish which make a rich living out of poverty” 

by eating whatever is available, where in my opinion, for what that’s worth, 

populations having adapted to the specific locations they now call home should be 

allowed to get on with it and if necessary go extinct, if that is the outcome history has 

planned them.  
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Mixing gene pools is in itself another form of extinction. The fish may still be there, 

but not the indigenous forms we were left with when the ice sheets pulled back. And 

in some cases, they don’t always survive anyway, as in Ireland during the 1970’s 

when 135,000 eyed ova supposedly of Icelandic Sea Trout arrived in the country of 

which half were introduced and subsequently found to be Arctic Charr from which 

only three recaptures were ever reported. Add to this the zero recapture results from 

another injection of 4,277 Charr in 1971, and again of 30,000 Charr ova put into the 

Crumlin River, plus an unsuccessful attempt at reintroducing Charr to Lough Owel 

in 1997 and to Glendalough Lake in 2009 and you start to appreciate that perhaps we 

should leave well alone and allow history to run its course, which regardless of the 

reason, in evolutionary terms, is the way it was meant to be. 

COMMERCIAL CHARR FISHING 

I don’t think anybody really knows the full and accurate history of commercial fishing 

for Charr on Windermere and Coniston, though there is a body of opinion which 

suggests it could all have started with monks in the middle ages and their obligation 

to eat fish on a Friday. By the seventeenth century, the delights of eating Charr had 

reached as far south as the royal courts of London. Initially transported by stagecoach 

and later by railway, they obviously couldn’t be delivered over such long distances 

in any sort of a pristine palatable state, so they were cooked and placed inside fancy, 

shallow, purpose made pots with clarified butter and sold as potted Charr.  

These pots were also sold locally in hotels and 

other eateries and would have been a way in 

which Charr could be given a longer ‘shelf life’ 

in the days before refrigeration. For make no 

mistake about it, while today we might regard 

commercial plumb lining for Charr as a 

traditional novel hobby pursuit, a couple of 

hundred years ago it would have been an 

important, albeit bit part player, in putting food 

on the table for working people in the area. 

Particularly amongst quarrymen, who, after a 

long hard day working with slate would put in a 

few extra hours rowing around the lake in the 

hope of supplementing whatever other food they 

could afford to buy in. 

Traditional Cumbrian Charr boats have long, 

narrow, shallow drafted hulls built from wood. 

Perfect for ease of rowing and dragging up onto the shore between sessions, but as a 

small boat angler myself, not a design I personally ever feel safe or comfortable in. 

But that’s just my opinion. Had there been a better design for the job at hand then I 
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feel sure somebody would have come up with it. With their pin located oars, they are 

easy boats to row at low speed with minimal effort. Good boats also to clamp a pair 

of fifteen foot long outrigger trolling poles to, which in years gone by would have 

been made from Ash. Now they are Bamboo, which is one small concession to 

modernisation and having an empire from which to could import new, novel 

materials.  

In its current finally ‘perfected’ form, plumb line trolling with lures probably dates 

back to around the early part of the twentieth century. Prior to that, Minnows were 

used as bait backed up by small flashing blades as attractors, until it became apparent 

that even when the Minnow was absent the blades still caught fish. And so began the 

evolutionary and often secretive process of developing the traditional Charr lure, 

which out of necessity were all hand crafted from polished brass, copper, and bronze 

in a variety of incarnations. It is said that even precious metals such as silver and gold 

were used by some, though with the ever-present threat of tackle losses due to 

submerged hang-ups, I think that aspect of the Charr lure history is likely to be urban 

myth. 

Being shoaling fish, if you find one Charr, chances are there will be more in the 

vicinity. Less so these days on Coniston where changes in water quality through 

enrichment have led to the same biomass being spread over fewer, but larger fish. 

The problem is that a shoal could be feeding anywhere from not too far down to near 

the bottom in depths than can exceed a hundred feet in many Charr holding lakes. 

Add in the fact that a shoal or lose aggregation of feeding fish will itself have depth 

to it, placing a lure in exactly the right spot can become something of an art-form as 

we shall see when it comes time to discuss the angling aspect of catching Charr. Less 

so it you have a spread of lures covering a range of depths, which is exactly what the 

outrigger and plumb line system allows.  

The pole itself has a large bell fitted to its end acting as a bite indicator and a line also 

coming from the tip reaching inside the boat to which the Charr line and tackle is 

attached. The working component of the outfit typically is very carefully placed in a 

special box to avoid tangles and is attached to a couple of pounds of lead at its bottom 

end. There is also the matter of a lazy line which allows the working line to be drawn 

back within grabbing range when a fish takes hold. This is a length of line fixed to 

the boat with a loop at the other end through which the main lines runs. A similar set 

up to that which I use for anchoring my boat at sea so I don’t have to risk walking 

around the side of the cabin to the front to get the anchor up. 

The correct speed at which the boat should travel can be gauged by having a roughly 

45 degree angle in the main trolling line. Spaced out evenly along the working length 

of the main line are metal rings to which attach the traces to the individual spinners. 

Spacing between these is optional but is typically around ten feet, with each trace or 

dropper being progressively longer than the one beneath it so that when the 45 degree 
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mainline angle is achieved the lures work in a neat vertical stack so that when a shoal 

of Charr is located, all the lures are in with the same theoretical chance, though not 

all will catch, as some will be too high in the water column and others too low, 

depending on the preferred feeding depth on the day. 

  

Usually, the top trace will be around thirty feet in length and the bottom one ten feet, 

with the others in between staggered to maintain a good working stack. So when a 

fish, or a number of fish if you are lucky takes hold, the bell sounds out, the lazy line 

is used to bring the main line within reach, then the business end of things is brought 

back into the boat and carefully laid out in neat coils so as not to self-tangle, placing 

the circular metal trace attachment shackle over a nail (now a purpose made metal 

pin) allowing each lure to be placed carefully within the boat, again to avoid tangles. 

Then, with the fish disgorged, it can then be sent back down in the correct order, again 

without tangles, as demonstrated in a YouTube video I made for archive at the Ruskin 

Museum in Coniston with local Charr trolling traditionalists Bill Gibson and Jeff 

Carroll, accessed by using the link below 

http://www.fishingfilmsandfacts.co.uk/?page=vtraditionalCharr 

BOAT LURE ANGLING FOR CHARR 

When I first started Charr fishing at Coniston, as I recall, though not everyone agrees 

with me on this point, the season for some reason opened on the 3rd of March, a full 

eleven days before the trout season to which it was later aligned before being pushed 

forward again to the 1st of May to prevent unscrupulous anglers fishing from boats 

http://www.fishingfilmsandfacts.co.uk/?page=vtraditionalchar
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over cropping the Charr on their spawning aggregations and ‘hawking’ them around 

the local hotels. Initially, I fished for them with bait too, more of which later. My 

reason for doing so was similar to the ‘hawkers’ in that it was easy, though for totally 

different reasons to them, as we never took away more than half a dozen or so fish 

each in a sitting.  

Moving the start of the season forward to May certainly solved the problem of 

‘unethical targeting’ at or around spawning time on Coniston, which is unique in that 

it is the only known Charr lake in the British Isles in which the entire population 

spawns in deep water during the spring. It must also have helped on Windermere 

where spawning is split across the spring and the autumn. Elsewhere, Charr are late 

autumn into winter spawners, which means that it might be possible towards the 

season end to fish areas of a lake where they are starting to congregate, with spawning 

typically taking place over loose gravel around specific areas of the shore often also 

involving running water, with some populations actually spawning a short distance 

inside streams or rivers such as the Rivers Bratha and Rotha entering Windermere 

close to Ambleside, and at Ennerdale, which has small river entering and exiting the 

lake at either end. 

Scotland of course makes its own angling legislation, including the fishing season, 

which for trout and coarse fishing at the time of writing is March 15th to October 6th. 

I mention this because like Windermere, Loch Awe Charr are divided in their 

spawning between spring and autumn. However, fish tightly gathered up on the 

bottom at depth don’t readily avail themselves to lure fishing, which meant that if we 

were to continue fishing when the season was pushed forward to May, then we would 

need to take a leaf out of the commercial plumb liners book and go searching for them 

with lures. A task made all the harder for us by virtue of fishing just the one lure each 

as opposed to a spread covering pretty much their entire potential feeding band. 

Frustrating and gripping are two words which sum up our early efforts particularly 

well. It was most definitely a very steep learning curve – what lures, what speed and 

depth, and how to achieve and maintain a suitable depth were just a few of the 

questions we had to ask ourselves and answer. Every trip therefore was as much a 

fact finding mission as it was an angling outing, and I have to say that while it took 

us a while to answer all those questions to our own personal satisfaction, fortunately 

we began finding fish pretty much straight away, with the carry over that eventually 

taking the same tackle and tactics to other Charr holding waters has also proved 

equally effective.  

So yes, we looked long and hard at how the plumb liners approached their fishing, 

then reverse engineered it to suit the single lure approach. We also looked long and 

hard at their lures, many of which were hand crafted and highly polished with all sorts 

of personal nuances thrown in, none of which in the final analysis probably added to 

or detracted from the actual catch rate. In my experience, Charr are not especially 
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choosey or demanding fish. When food is scarce you can’t afford that level of luxury. 

Being in the right place at the right time with something eye catching at the right 

depth pretty much sums up what Charr fishing is all about in terms of lure choice.  

As a slight aside, more or less coinciding with all of this, I trailed my boat down to 

Christchurch in Hampshire one annual family holiday which we would launch close 

to Pontins holiday camp very early in the morning on those days when low tide 

coincided with noisy holiday makers and other boat traffickers still being tucked up 

in their beds. We had no real plan as to what to fish for or how to approach things, so 

Keith Philbin and I took along a good selection of everything, and off we went to 

chance our arm.  

We chose low water in theory to concentrate up what fish there might be and narrow 

our search area. And seeing fish crashing about which we presumed to be Bass, 

Mullet, or Sea Trout, we tried casting spinners at them with a bit of ragworm on each 

hook for no other reason than we had it with us so was hedging our bets, and bingo. 

We were straight into Thin Lipped Grey Mullet as fast as you could throw a lure at 

them. The problem was that it being a shallow, reedy estuary, and the water being 

well down, the heavier lures kept getting snagged. So later that day we nipped into 

Christchurch to Davies Tackle Shop looking for the lightest bodied spinners we could 

find. These turned out to be a three gram Jenspin which we stocked up with, the 

surplus going back with us and out on to Coniston at the next opportunity. 

Hand crafted commercial Charr lures can be quite weighty. So too are some of the 

shop bought patterns such as the Toby, all of which on their day caught us fish. Where 

the Jenspin came into its own was its light fluttering action at the slowest of speeds. 

For while it is possible to catch Charr on lures from the shore, our intention was for 

three-dimensional water coverage which means fishing from a boat. Jeff Carroll and 

Bill Gibson aim to row 

their boat at roughly 

walking speed which is 

going to be around two 

to three miles an hour. 

Fine if you have a 

vertical spread of lures. 

You can afford to be a 

bit out in your depth 

positioning and still 

catch fish. Less so with 

just a single lure, which 

if you intend it to fish 

effectively and slowly 

at a particular depth is best approached with the lightest bodied lure you can find, 

which for us was the Jenspin pictured above. The fact that it combined the favoured 
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colours of silver and red also helped, which through further experimentation with 

other lures and also fly patterns we now know Charr find an attractive combination.  

The problem with any lure is getting it to fish at exactly the level in the water column 

where it is going to be seen by fish. Ambient light, wave action, and peat staining can 

all have a part to play here and might demand more positional accuracy than when 

out on a nice calm sunny morning. A recurring theme for later when it comes to 

catching Ferox Trout. So best to sort out ways of getting around this early on in the 

campaign, the solution to which can come in a variety of guises, depending on the 

depth both of your commitment and of your pocket. 

The intricacies of trolling are explored in minute detail in Chapter 4 dealing with 

Ferox Trout as that is where they best belong. However, they also need a degree of 

specific mention here too. Initially, we took the cheap and cheerful approach. Not so 

much on the grounds of cost as lack of knowledge as to what was out there, 

particularly on the American and Scandinavian lure scene during the early 1970’s 

after finding ourselves reluctantly pushed into the lure fishing as opposed to openly 

embracing it from the onset. 

Initially this was a case of either two or three of us in the boat trying different patterns, 

sizes, and weights of lure in the hope that one might come up trumps, which we could 

then all switch to. An approach which most definitely produced results. Often very 

good results in fact as we rowed the full length of the lake not too far from the shore. 

Then over time you start to pick out patterns; holding areas, and specific lures, on top 

of which as the lake begins to stratify with the onset of the warmer weather once May 

had become established as the annual kick-off date, we found ourselves having to 

search out deeper water and get further down in the water column.  

This in turn brought the realisation that vast tracts of the lake were to all intents and 

purposes ‘barren’. A potentially long, slow, frustrating realisation to come to terms 

with, so I decided to invest in a small portable echo sounder. Not so much as a means 

of finding fish, because on days when fish marks were showing on the screen, we 

sometimes couldn’t get a hit, while on others, our lures were suggesting that 

seemingly barren areas were in fact stuffed with fish. What the sounder most 

importantly gave us the low down on contours, deep scours, and when we did see fish 

marks, how deep down in the water column they were feeding on the day for accurate 

lure placement. 

This proved to be a huge step forward. Previously, we would catch Charr without 

really knowing much in terms of accuracy about the locations they were holed up in. 

But while the echo sounder to some extent suggested where we might want to be 

placing our lures, what it didn’t do was tell us how to get them there. Particularly the 

lighter bodied versions such as the Jenspin. Placing them accurately obviously was 

going to require on-line weight, which when you factor in forward momentum, either 
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by rowing, a Min Kota electric outboard, or a 4 hp petrol outboard in gear on tick 

over, all of which we used and calculated for separately, meant we needed to put time 

aside specifically for the job at hand, which one day on Coniston we did.  

This involved tying a spinner armed with an over-sized treble to the end of the reel 

line and adding lead weigh immediately ahead of the lure in half ounce increments, 

propelled in turn by oar power and the two outboards, taking the boat out into deep 

water, paying out the usual amount of line, then working a straight line back into the 

shallows until the treble hook (intentionally for once) snagged or at least struck 

bottom pulling the rod tip over. At that point the boat was quickly turned around and 

taken back out until the line was vertical in the water, the depth of which was 

measured with the echo sounder. 

I read in Ron Greer’s ‘Bible’ on the Post Glacial Relicts ‘Ferox Trout and Arctic 

Charr’ (Swan Hill Press, 1995) that he was suggesting an ounce of lead thirty yards 

to the stern at the slowest trolling speed would get his wobbled or rotated dead baits 

down around to between fifteen and twenty feet. I expect that the weight of the bait 

itself would also have played some part here as opposed to the three gram Jenspin 

which actually appears to lift as it travels forward. Even so, our findings in this regard 

were very similar, though Ron hadn’t published his book by that stage. We found that 

a one once lead would typically work a Jenspin approximately fifteen feet down. We 

also found that incremental additions of lead gave a proportionally pro-rata increase 

in working depth, with 1½ ounces giving say twenty three feet; two ounces thirty feet, 

and so on.  

Obviously, different lure body weights and indeed actions such as a Toby versus a 

Jenspin would also need to be factored in for absolute accuracy, if indeed that is ever 

needed which it probably isn’t, particularly in clear water with good illumination 

allowing fish to pick up on the lures visually as well as by vibration. Not so much a 

‘back of a fag packet’ calculation as a reasonable working approximation which 

certainly helped us, not only in getting our lures to the right depth, but also keeping 

them there, thereby giving us the confidence that when for whatever reason the 

pickings were a bit on the lean side, we knew it was only a matter of time until we 

located a feeding concentration, as opposed to doubting what we were doing and 

making unnecessary, possibly even counter-productive changes. 

Depending on time of day, time of year, and a myriad of other external factors, Charr 

can be feeding anywhere. Theirs is very much a three-dimensional World, which on 

some of the biggest bodies of water in the country can be a mind-blowing concept to 

get your head around. That said, thinking it through logically, vast swathes of many 

lakes can be immediately taken out of the equation, with some way too shallow, while 

others (from an angling point of view) are way too deep, though Charr can be taken 

high up over vast depths of water such as in Loch Ness. Add to this, experience gained 

simply by being there with lures in the water making long runs without fish, or in 
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areas which regularly seem to produce, and the picture slowly builds. But even with 

a good wealth of experience in the bank and a good selection of regular producing 

areas to go at, it can still be quite a daunting task.  

The other side of that statement is that Charr can be particularly aggressive, 

determined, and often easy fish to catch when you can place a lure in front of them. 

We have experienced a fair number of ‘missed hits’ over the years. For their size, 

Charr have quite a large mouth, so getting the hook inside deep enough to connect 

should not be as much of a problem as it sometimes is. Fortunately, when they do hit 

and miss being hooked, they can be determined enough to come back for another go. 

I’ve actually seen this happen in the water close to the boat when retrieving a lure. 

They seem to saunter up and grab as opposed to darting in like a missile on a smash 

and grab raid as might be the case with other species such as Pike or Brown Trout. 

Commercial Charr fishermen with their vertical stack of lures have the situation 

covered in a way we as anglers can never hope to do. And while they will catch fish 

both well up and well down in the water column, generally speaking it will be the 

mid-section lures that do most of the damage; some days those marginally higher than 

mid-point, while on others the ones just below it. The day I spent with Bill and Geoff 

making the video mentioned earlier was mid-summer. It started off warm and sunny, 

but by the time we got afloat it was raining quite heavily. Not exactly a thunder storm, 

but it could have gone either way. Fortunately, the wind stayed away.  

As I’ve already said, I 

am never comfortable 

in these long, narrow, 

traditional Cumbrian 

boats. Even less so 

standing up as I had to 

do operating the video 

camera. As I recall, we 

worked an area with 

about eighty feet of 

water beneath us well 

out from the shore half 

way down the lake, 

with the bulk of the fish coming to lures numbered six to ten. Not an area I would 

have fished using our approach. Most of my fishing takes place much closer to the 

shore with us moving off a little deeper when we come to any suggested obstruction 

such as a rocky promontory jutting out, as these tend to indicate rapid shallowing 

with either tackle hang-ups or Pike using them as ambush points. I don’t mind 

catching Pike, and I’ve had them in the past topping twenty pounds, but on a light 

outfit with just four pounds breaking strain line, the fight, for as long as it lasts before 

parting company, tends to be a bit one sided. 
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When you are following the contour of a lakes margins as a positional guide, without 

the use of an echo sounder, and even at times with one, you are bound to pass over a 

range of water depths, any one of which on its day could produce Charr. There will 

however be favoured feeding depths in different lakes, and these will depend on water 

temperature, time of day, time of year – we all know the drill by now. That said, in 

my experience, bearing in mind that prior to the season on Coniston being pushed 

forward to May I was predominantly a bait fisherman, more of which shortly, the 

angling trolling window I worked was quite a short one, with the fish deemed to have 

moved into water too deep for us to readily fish at the height of summer.  

It would in all likelihood still be possible to catch Charr had we been determined 

enough. Indeed, we did catch them and on a number of different lakes while fishing 

for Ferox Trout when it was almost obligatory to have at least one Charr lure out there 

as well, if for no other reason than to have a nice fresh bait. So generally speaking, 

our Charr only lure fishing trips would take place mainly in May and June, when after 

an early morning launch, we would head immediately to one of a handful of known 

holding areas where we would have around sixty feet of water under the hull with the 

Charr typically feeding in a band between twenty and forty feet down, precisely 

determined by setting up a range of lure weighting options with everyone then 

switching to the one which eventually came good on the day. 

Of course, when things are slow, it can still pay to fish blind by trailing a ‘spread’ of 

lures anywhere and everywhere. Just because you can’t see any fish on the echo 

sounder screen, as we’ve found on numerous occasions, doesn’t mean they are not 

there. The converse of this is seeing them and catching nothing, which also happens. 

It’s the Charr that make the rules. Our task was to try are determine what on any given 

day these might be, and in that regard, we have on occasion, particularly in the early 

days when the learning curve was steeper, simply worked the entire contour of the 

lake shore with between thirty and say sixty feet of water under the hull.  

This is when you start to catch other stuff and see other things. Perch were numerous 

in the early days before Shallow Ulcer Disease all but wiped them out, at which point 

we never saw any either on the lures or bait for decades. We did see quite a few Pike 

though, along with Brown Trout including Ferox, plus the odd Sea Trout. We also 

witnessed things which none-lake users may well have missed. One in particular 

which sticks in my mind was a very cold grey early season day working the entire 

lake shore, when in the distance we could see somebody stood out in the water off 

one of the small headlands. As we got closer, using binoculars, we could see it was a 

young woman stripped to the buff wearing a Roman soldier’s helmet and holding a 

Union Jack flag up behind he, with another young woman on the shore taking 

photographs. It was absolutely freezing. I think of her every time I see a set of 

Landrover wheel nuts. 
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BOAT BAIT FISHING 

When I first took up Charr fishing, as mentioned earlier, it was using bait. Huge 

numbers of spring spawning Charr in beautiful full breeding livery would (and 

probably still do) congregate early in the year in deep water along Coniston’s eastern 

shore. Spawning site choice on other lakes will differ. Those in Ennerdale for 

example use stream mouths, with maybe twenty Scottish populations entering the 

actual streams or rivers themselves. You could argue that there are so many things 

wrong with fishing for Charr under those circumstances, and these days I would offer 

little in the way of counter argument or justification. What I can say is that’s how it 

was fifty years ago, besides which, on account of the way the seasons were set up 

back then, spawning was supposedly over by that stage anyway, and in my defence, 

I would add that only once did I catch a Charr oozing eggs.  

The bright vermillion breeding colours of the mature males can linger on well into 

the early summer, so there is no correlation there either with catching them at 

spawning time. We initially did this from the bank at Brantwood headland until 

Coniston and Torver Angling Club ‘acquired’ the land and stopped people fishing. 

They also stopped people launching boats there too, which, like eventually shifting 

the season forward to the 1st of May had implications, forcing me to buy a light 

weight eleven foot double skinned boat which could be man handled into the water 

anywhere there was a big enough gap between the trees. But initially we used our sea 

going boats, which in light of some of the stuff that happened was probably no bad 

thing. 

When the Charr season opened on the 3rd of March and the Brown Trout season on 

the 14th, we had eleven days ‘grace’ in which it was legal to fish with maggots. Later 

when the Charr and Trout seasons were aligned that was no longer the case. Out in 

the boat you could say ‘it didn’t matter’, as people would trail up and continue to fish 

with maggots in the secure knowledge they were not going to get caught doing it. 

When they came ashore with maggots crawling everywhere, they would simply 

blame other people for having fed them in and the fish spewing them out into their 

boat. And if a fishery bailiff approached in a boat, they would simply tip their maggots 

into the water and switch to worm on the hook.  

The numbers of Charr people took doing this then ‘hawking’ them around the local 

hotels were vast. It’s no wonder the Coniston and Torver Club did what they did, and 

why North West Water who were the licensing authority back then pushed the season 

forward in order to stop the ‘over cropping’. Yes, I used maggots during the eleven 

days when it was legal to do so – if I could find space to squeeze in to fish from the 

headland that was. You needed to be up early to be sure of getting a peg. When 

maggots were no longer an option, I switched to collecting Caddis Grubs from a 

stream near where I live. But you can only do this for so long until they are all gone. 

Dock Grubs are another good maggot substitute. I refused to fish maggots illegally 
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because I harboured ambitions of working with North West Water Fisheries and 

couldn’t afford to have a blot on my copy book. But with so many legal bait 

alternatives, there was no need to break the rules in any case.  

The first Charr I 

ever caught shown 

here in a rather poor 

quality photograph 

was taken from a 

boat. At the time I 

was working with a 

chap who claimed 

to know ‘X-marks 

the spot’ and caught 

around half a dozen 

small examples at 

my first attempt. 

Little did I realise at 

the time that I had just sparked off a lifelong obsession, after which I was up there at 

every opportunity. Weather was no deterrent, though at times it should have been, 

such as the day the boat was half filled with blizzard level snow. But it was the danger 

strong winds posed that was the real problem.  

With the prevailing wind in the area coming from the south west, and the spot where 

we did our bait fishing located at the north eastern end of the lake, by the time any 

waves reached us in bad weather they were sometimes truly mountainous. One day 

in particular fishing from a 16 foot Pebble, which is an excellent sea going boat based 

on the Yorkshire Cobble design, we had waves coming in over the cuddy roof as the 

bow dipped down the deep troughs while fishing at anchor on a short rope. We were 

safe enough. Not so three lads in a smaller open boat close by who decided enough 

was enough and headed back to shore. Unfortunately, as soon as their boat turned 

broadside to the waves they were rolled and thrown into the water on a freezing cold 

morning in March, with hailstones rattling down and big swells washing them along 

parallel to the shore. If we hadn’t been there, they would most surely have perished. 

One big drawback encountered when bait fishing a specific small holding mark in 

fresh water is anchoring. Because there is no tide to hold the boat straight and tight 

on the anchor rope as there would be at sea, you are at the mercy of the wind, which 

if its swirling, means you start ‘wandering’ all over the place. Add to this, difficulty 

in getting a conventional anchor to grip in the soft bottom sediment. This means 

paying more rope out to get it to bite, which in turn leads to a greater arc of swing. A 

problem we got around by filling a sack with rocks before launching and using it as 

a dead weight anchor on a very short rope. Perfect. Until that is the time comes to 

bring it up from depth.  
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So there we were looking at three people in the water with no hope of ever getting 

out and we have a huge heavy sack of rocks to haul up at emergency speed. But 

eventually we got it up and zoomed over, only to find ropes, butty bags, and all 

manner of other propeller tangling floating ‘debris’ surrounding them which we 

needed to carefully pick a route through. Fearing we might get rolled ourselves, we 

dared not even attempt to drag them onboard. Instead, we took them back slowly one 

at a time hanging on to the side of the boat with one of us hanging on to their arms, 

unceremoniously dumping them in the shallows and off back out for the next one. I 

can only imagine how the last one must have felt when fisherman number two was 

being dragged to the shore. But we got them all back, and presumably they lived to 

tell the tale.  

Bob Fitchie and I did another in water rescue on Coniston a few years later down on 

our lure trawling grounds. By this stage we were in the smaller boat which had a 

petrol engine for distance travel and a Min Kota electric outboard for slow trolling. 

It’s a good job we were on the electric outboard at the time, otherwise the people on 

this occasion would almost certainly have drowned. Being so quiet on a beautiful 

mirror calm morning we could hear somebody shouting for help, but try as we may, 

we couldn’t see anyone. In the end, curiosity got the better of us and we headed out 

towards the middle of the lake where we eventually spotted a chap and his terrified 

girlfriend in the water holding on to a partially submerged canoe. How they got to be 

in the water is anybody’s guess, though I would suggest that ‘canoodling’ in a canoe 

isn’t perhaps the best idea, however attractive and willing she might be.  

This time more so than with the previous incident we were fearful of ending up in the 

water ourselves due to the smaller size of our boat and the girl going into panic mode. 

Anticipating that she might lunge and grab, I eased to boat in towards her engine first 

using the propeller to keep her at bay until the ground rules were laid. We gave each 

of them a life jacket, then she then took hold of the boat with Bob holding her wrists, 

and as previously, we dragged her into the shallows before going back for her partner, 

also managing to rescue the canoe into the bargain. All of which goes to show that 

you can easily end up in the water, even on a calm day, so be sure and have a good 

set of safety gear to hand including life jackets and flares. Also, be mindful of those 

in the water dragging you in there with them in their sheer panic to be rescued. 

From a tactical perspective, boat bait fishing for Charr is like boat fishing for say 

Ballan Wrasse at sea, only greatly scaled down of course. A short light rod, fixed 

spool reel loaded with four pounds breaking strain monofilament as modern braids 

for the deeper water fishing were not available back then, and a single size 12 hook 

dropper rigged and loaded with the bait of the day. The boat fishing ‘naughty boys’ 

using maggots would constantly drop handfuls of loose feed in over the side, which 

in settled conditions, and obviously with no tide, would fall straight to the bottom 

establishing a very successful fish attracting carpet.  
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Some would also use swim feeders which I would have thought would be difficult to 

explain away if approached. That’s the level of morons we would see bait fishing 

there, though with hindsight, their illicit activities forcing the hand of the fishery 

legislators pushed us into a much better style of fishing with the lures and fly tackle. 

Self-preservation on the part of a caddis or dock grub wanting to bury itself under 

dead leaves or in the soft mud meant that a dropper rig presenting the bait either at or 

just off the bottom was preferable to say a flowing trace type of terminal rig; all of 

which became academic for us, but could be usefully resurrected on any Charr 

holding lake even today with legitimate baits including worms, which Charr are also 

particularly fond of eating.  

BANK FISHING 

With the exception of fly fishing, Charr are every bit as catchable from the bank as 

they are from the boat – if you can find holding areas within casting range. It may 

well be that stream mouths during the autumn on lakes other than Coniston where all 

the population are deep water spring spawners, and at Windermere where at least part 

of the population spawn deep in the spring, is one way of locating them. At Ennerdale, 

those Charr that are left (if any) are as I’ve already said, even thought to enter the 

becks for some distance up them. Whether fishing these marks at that point is ethical 

is another matter.  

The first Charr I ever 

saw caught was taken at 

Windermere close to the 

track running alongside 

the Low Wood Hotel. 

Wray Castle on the 

opposite side also is, or 

was, another shore Charr 

fishing hot spot, and 

doubtless there will be 

others if you bother to 

hire a rowing boat from 

Ambleside and take 

along a small portable echo sounder and hand-held GPS.  

The same would be true of pretty much any Charr holding water in the country. Low 

Wood on Windermere also produces some excellent Brown Trout too, and although 

this is the Chapter about Charr, let’s not forget both the number and the size of some 

of the Ferox Trout which Pike anglers fishing Windermere inadvertently end up with. 

Cannibalism of small Brown Trout obviously can play some part in the diet of Ferox 

Trout, but it’s more economical for them to rely on small shoaling fish such as Charr 
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to provide the most efficient mode of feeding where energy expenditure needs to be 

offset against nutritional gain. 

Brantwood on Coniston was where it all started for me. And while my first ever Charr 

was from a boat, the bulk of my early Charr fishing was done there midweek in March 

and April when I knew I could get a prime spot on the bank. Deep water which drops 

off rapidly with a freshwater inflow such as a small beck often make the most 

promising locations. Distance casting leaving the bale arm open allowing the lead to 

drop vertically to maintain the distance of the cast is also a big must to be in with any 

sort of reliable chance.  

Our challenge wasn’t so much getting the bait out there in front of the fish as getting 

the gear back in again, either for a bait check, or when landing a fish. For while it 

might be muddy at the base of the drop off, coming up the sometimes sheer rock face 

presented a virtual guarantee at some point of a tackle hang up. It could either be the 

hook or the lead when retrieving without a fish, or just the lead when playing a fish. 

A problem we got around by collecting old metal nuts from say a scrapyard, or using 

thin strips of lead flashing, and tying them on with a piece of cotton thread which 

would snap if the weight became snagged. Providing you had enough replacements 

for the day you only had the hook to worry about, which if it was stuck inside a 

Charr’s mouth when the cotton snapped was most likely still going to be yours. 

It's essential to sink the rod tip then tighten and submerge the line if you are to have 

any real chance of bite detection fishing large, exposed, potentially choppy waters 

such as these. The problem is that with so much shoreline rock, or at best gravel, 

finding somewhere to get a rod rest to stick into the ground is an achievement, never 

mind placing it exactly where you want it and at the correct height front and back. To 

get around this I had a pair of rod rests made specifically for the job, comprising a 

short metal tube welded to a large heavy circular metal base, and a second tube with 

a rod rest on top placed inside the first so it could telescope up or down, using a screw 

with a wingnut through the side of the lower tube to lock it in place once the correct 

height had been achieved to get the rod butt high and the rod tip submerged.  

Complementing this was another ‘homemade’ accessory in the form of an online bite 

indicator. There are all sorts of over the counter variations for on line bite indicators 

which can work. But none nearly so well as one of those bells on a spring and peg 

which years ago amateurish sea anglers would clip to the end of their rod. Remove 

the bell from the peg then insert and glue the head end of a plastic cable tie into the 

open end of the spring. This done, with the bale arm left open, ‘hook’ the cable tie 

head lightly over a loop drawn out in the line and wait for the audible ‘tinkle’ as it 

gets pulled over the stones. You don’t even need to watch it. I’ve had the same one 

now for over forty years and wouldn’t dream of using anything else. 
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Like me, sea angling journalist Dave Lewis from South Wales is an avid ‘species 

collector’, and some years ago, catching a Charr was very much a priority for him. 

He got me my Trigger Fish out in Oxwich Bay, so I repaid him with a Charr. I can’t 

remember the precise circumstances, probably a shortage of time in light of the 

journey from Cardiff and back in the same day, but we didn’t take the boat, which 

was a very big gamble in that it might take us all day to catch just one Charr from the 

shore. To compound the problem, we were also well into the lure fishing era, besides 

which, it being a glorious summers day, there may well have been few if any fish 

over at Brantwood, even if we had been allowed to fish there.  

Knowing I would be taking Dave and not wanting to leave things to chance, on a 

prior visit with the boat I had taken a bit of time out to explore with the echo sounder 

looking for potential marks within easy shore casting range, one of which  by chance 

happened to be in our most productive trolling bay immediately below a layby at the 

southern end of the lake on the road in to Coniston village. Quite a bouldery area, and 

potentially very snaggy, but a mark which with perseverance, additional lead on the 

line, plenty of spare spinners, and an open bale arm while the lure was dropping 

through the water column might just produce, which thankfully it did with plenty of 

time to spare to get Dave on his way back to South Wales, which was a bit of a relief. 

Job done. 

FLY FISHING 

While the comparison might sound a little tenuous, Charr and Ferox Trout are in some 

ways a bit like Pollack and Coalfish at sea, in that they can be taken on a very wide 

range of approaches including fly fishing, because all four species can either be found 

to be feeding, or are willing to travel to feed well up off the bottom. I say this because 

I have experience of fishing for Pollack and Coalfish on the fly, which from a drifting 

boat also having the tide also to contend with, should make getting a suitably 

patterned fly down in front of a Ferox more than a possibility, though this is 

something I have not yet tried. Getting flies down to Charr however is something I 

have successfully done.  

Circumstances allowing (see Chapter 1) on some lakes, and at certain times of the 

year, Charr will feed close to or even at the surface. The norm however is to find them 

feeding deeper, which when you consider the Pollack and Coalfish example with tide 

at depths down to around thirty feet, should, given the right approach, be perfectly 

achievable. The Pollack event in question is on another YouTube video, the link to 

which is given at the end of this paragraph. Allan Hetherington who is a Salmon 

angler did the business with an Orvis 600 grain Depth Change fly line. My approach 

for the Charr on the other hand, obviously from a boat with wind providing the 

movement instead of tide was to use a lead core shooting head and plenty of backing, 

which with the right stuff down at the business end, should be a formality. 
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http://www.fishingfilmsandfacts.co.uk/?page=vpollackonfly. 

Bob Fitchie, my regular co-conspirator in most 

of my Post Glacial Relict fishing is an excellent 

and innovative fly tier. We thought long and 

hard on this one, with Bob churning out quite a 

wide range of suitable patterns designed to 

appease what we already knew of the Charr’s 

taste for lures from our trolling exploits, 

ranging from dressing a single long shanked 

hook through soft bodied tubes to a variation on 

the Hugh Falkus ‘Secret Weapon’ which is the 

option I prefer with its small treble, as Charr can 

be notoriously difficult fish to hook at times, 

sauntering as opposed to rushing in and 

grabbing at lures, which the flying treble seems 

best able to overcome.  

We also looked at a range of traditional as well 

as none traditional dressings from other 

countries where Charr are regularly caught on the fly in lakes, and especially in rivers, 

to the point of buying in a patch of Polar Bear fur to copy one particular pattern. But 

in the final analysis, it was the red and silver, as ever, which won the battle, both for 

my attention and that of the Charr. A pattern with a silver mylar body overlaid with 

silver tinsel and a red hackle. A lure we affectionately named the ‘Charr Lady’, 

though I’m certain that pretty much any eye-catching pattern put in front of a Charr 

would get a positive result. It’s where, when, and how you present rather than what 

you present which is 99% of the battle here. 
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CHAPTER 4 – FEROX TROUT 

 

Evolutionary science relies heavily on a range of disciplines, which some people, 

myself included, are more than happy to embrace as a single subject. Within this 

collective, one particular fascination for me has always been the possibility; 

probability even, that we are not alone in the Universe. Yes, it’s vast, but there must 

be other life out there to be found, complex or otherwise, if we put in the time, energy, 

and money to search for it. A similar effort requirement for successfully searching 

vast deep lakes for Ferox Trout, making the Ferox-85 study group put together to 

recreate some of the outstanding feats of those great Victorian pioneers whose cased 

fish adorn bars and whose names are spoken with mystical awe, the SETI (Search for 

Extra Terrestrial Intelligence) institute of the game fishing World. A group myself 

and the late Dr. Malcolm Greenhalgh were given membership to some 30 years ago.  

Sticking with the cosmological analogy for a moment, perhaps I should also mention 

the Fermi Paradox as proposed by Enrico Fermi in relation to extra-terrestrial 

civilizations based on the contradiction between optimistic estimates for finding 

these, and lack of evidence when it comes to actually finding even one. A dilemma 

which again at times mirrors the World of Ferox Trout fishing, contrasting the 

distribution I am about to discuss with repeated runs of consecutive blanks, 

highlighting the contradiction between proposed population numbers and actually 

making contact with them; the Ferox Paradox.  
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Perhaps a Ferox based remastering of the famous Drake equation based on Frank 

Drakes probabilistic attempt back in 1961 at estimating the number of extra-terrestrial 

civilizations in the Milky Way Galaxy is taking things a little too far - but you get the 

gist? Huge deep lakes, which like deep space, offer vast three-dimensional expanses 

of emptiness harbouring at best small numbers of target species capable of becoming 

either your worst angling nightmare or your greatest motivation. A situation in which 

inevitably, to quote F.D. Holcombe’s Halibut fishing Chapter in his 1921 book 

‘Modern Sea Angling’, “The blanks are many and the prizes but few”. 

Relict or Response: Did Ferox Trout follow the Charr and whitefish as the ice pulled 

back, or are they expressing a response to a specific availability of abundant high 

quality food that is there waiting to be triggered in all Brown Trout? Before 

attempting to provide an answer, we must be careful here not to get too far ahead of 

ourselves. With so much to discuss in terms of within species division and feeding 

strategies, it might help to offer a definitive description as to what exactly a Ferox 

Trout is, with arguments and counter arguments as to whether Ferox are simply 

piscivorous (fish feeding) Brown Trout Salmon trutta; a Salmo trutta sub-species, or 

even an independent species in its own right. 

As a species, the Brown Trout Salmo trutta is  recognised as being highly polyphonic 

(high levels of potential plasticity or natural within species environmentally driven 

variation) recognised as representing two resident varieties - river resident and lake 

resident, and three facultative migratory life histories (occurring optionally in 

response to circumstances), these being fluvial/adfluvial potadromy, which is 

downstream upstream migration within a river; lacustrine adfluvial or allacustrine 

potadromy which are within fresh water migrations to inlets and outlets respectively; 

and anadromy, which is migration between fresh water and the sea as in the Sea Trout. 

In all cases, decisions made early in life driven by some generally accepted measure 

of genetic control. 

In all instances and with all fish species, the case for migration needs to be balanced 

between the potential for enhanced feeding and growth and that of increased mortality 

threat and/or energy expenditure. Something Natural Selection will no doubt sort out 

amongst those attempting the various available alternatives over time. As to the actual 

definition of the term ‘Ferox Trout’, in both the angling and the science communities 

the slant put on this has often depended on who it is you are talking to. And while I 

most definitely have my own views, as the person at the helm here, it is probably 

advisable I should keep my counsel and take the middle ground, quoting a definition 

put out by Hughes, Dodd, Maitland and Adams (2016) who suggest that any Brown 

Trout over five pounds in weight must be showing some signs of piscivory, and must 

therefore be deemed to be a Ferox Trout. Not, I guess, the definition precision some 

will have been hoping for. So while still striving to maintain neutrality, let me throw 

in a few observations of my own. 
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In all but a few circles of influence regarding subjects as important as speciation, the 

Ferox Trout is seen as nothing more than a large lake dwelling Brown Trout that has 

turned either fully or in part to eating other fish and has piled on the pounds. A 

statement which itself implies two totally different strategies. Wholly piscivorous 

examples feeding exclusively on other fish are going to grow larger and quicker than 

those which eat other fish either on an occasional opportunistic basis or not at all. A 

line which could at face value imply yet another level of speciation. But let’s stick 

with the job at hand. If Ferox Trout were not distinct from other trout in speciation 

terms, then why are they only found in deep glacial lakes of the type favoured by 

Charr and whitefish which they preferentially predate. Yes, they will eat other fish 

including trout and coarse fish species. But by that stage they are already ‘Ferox’ 

taking the opportunist line when these other food sources either present themselves 

or their preferred prey becomes scarce. 

If, as the generally accepted wisdom dictates, Ferox are nothing more than examples 

of a species, Salmo trutta, which can take on a number of life style forms, why does 

this only seem to occur where other Post Glacial relict species are present, even if the 

entirety of their piscivorous feeding isn’t always wholly directed towards Charr and 

whitefish. If ‘becoming Ferox’ is simply an occasional within species response to 

easily targeted, abundant, high energy food availability, then why does it not happen 

in some of the larger reservoir fisheries stocked with both Brown and Rainbow Trout 

such as Rutland or Grafham.  

If, as Hughes, Dodds, Maitland and Adams (2016) suggest, all Brown Trout in excess 

of five pounds are showing some signs of piscivory, then the within species switch to 

becoming Ferox must already have been flicked in these waters and others of similar 

size, depth, and stocking strategy. I have both caught and seen a number of excellent 

Brown Trout at ‘fry feeding’ time at Draycote near Rugby, which with a surface area 

of 260 Ha and depths down to seventy feet more than meets the arbitrary 100 Ha 

Ferox requirement set by Dr. Niall Campbell in 1979. But never do you hear of fish 

in the proportions caught by the Ferox-85 crew, despite there being ample feeding 

opportunity to grow that big. Is it that either anglers are not approaching Rutland or 

Draycote Ferox or in the right way? Or is it that they don’t exist simply because they 

are not ‘true’ Ferox; a different species, only found in deep glacially derived lakes. 

Without fear of contradiction, the British Isles stronghold of the Ferox Trout is 

unquestionably Scotland. For the really big ones, Loch Awe, or F*** Awe as the 

Ferox boys often refer to it on account of its regular unwillingness to part with fish, 

being the absolute pinnacle. Tough fishing. But with the biggest specimens to be 

found there anywhere in our home waters, a destination to which all devotee’s must 

eventually gravitate. And while England sits in a rather distant second place on the 

Ferox venue availability list, Ireland in third place has by far the most complicated, 

while at the same time most ‘interesting’ contribution to make, with fourth slot going 

to the Snowdonia National Park area of North Wales.  
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Snowdonia in Wales with its glacial lakes and supporting concentrations of suitably 

sized Post Glacial Relict prey fish should be prime Ferox territory, which a small 

number of the lakes in the area either have, or have had, in the form of Charr. 

Unfortunately, in the case of the biggest natural lake Llyn Tegid (Lake Bala), Charr 

are now absent, though the Gwyniad Coregonus lavaretus remains. A lake which 

over the years has produced some respectable Ferox Trout both to deliberate targeting 

and accidentally to Pike anglers, one of the best examples being a specimen of fifteen 

pounds caught by Sam Sheaf in 2013, though seven to ten pounds is probably more 

typical for this particular lake.  

Snowdonia and the English Lake District, about which much is already known with 

regard to their lake ecology and biology, should be fairly straight forward in terms of 

predicting potential Ferox presence or absence. Scotland on the other hand with its 

more than 30,000 freshwater lochs is very much less so. Obviously, many of these 

can be readily ruled out on the basis of size, depth, prey fish etc., just as for the same 

reasons many might also rule themselves in. It’s that ‘grey area’; the ‘inbetweeners’ 

if I might call them that which pose the greatest problem when it comes to the 

investment of effort and time required to investigate.  

In 1979, fishery scientist Dr. Niall Campbell proposed the arbitrary figure quoted 

earlier in relation to Draycote Reservoir of 100 hectares as a rough estimate of surface 

area in which, prey fish allowing, we might expect to find Scottish Ferox Trout, with 

around 10% of Scottish sites known to contain Brown Trout suggested by the same 

study as being likely to have the potential for some becoming Ferox Trout. There are 

however proven exceptions to this prediction, of which at twenty Ha in surface area, 

Loch Bhrotain is one.  

Knowing the number of Scottish lochs containing Charr could also prove to be an 

indicative parameter, which again remains something of an unknown quantity, 

though I have seen the figure of 258 quoted as being known to have Charr in them. 

That must however be taken as an under estimate, as not all populations of Scottish 

Charr have as yet been identified. Indeed, so little is known about them even today 

that ‘new’ populations with at times two or even three distinct races within the same 

loch are still being discovered.  

Obviously, it isn’t a given that a loch, lake or lough containing Charr and Brown 

Trout, or alternatively whitefish and Brown Trout, is also going to ‘throw up’ Ferox 

Trout. In some cases the prey source might even be supplemented by escapee farmed 

Rainbow Trout or Salmon and Sea Trout smolts, all of which are readily acceptable 

alternatives, as indeed are most coarse fish species where these have been recently 

introduced by Pike anglers as unused live baits in waters having the requisite surface 

area of around 100 hectares or more with sufficient depth for thermal stratification. 

It’s not a given that any or all of these will contain Ferox Trout, but they both could 

and should.  
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Put another way, a paper published by Hughes et al. (2016) states that 192 Scottish 

lochs show evidence of currently supporting, or historically having supported Ferox 

Trout, with arbitrary estimates based on surface area suggesting that there are at least 

a further 366 lochs theoretically large enough to support them. A situation which 

contrasts markedly with the Irish scene, where in some cases the waters in question 

are biologically more productive in terms of all the species they support, with Ferox 

Trout there becoming just one of a number of ‘Brown Trout Variants’, about which 

there is even less certainty and more controversy than on the English, Welsh and 

Scottish scene.  

Without wishing to provoke or to become embroiled in a full-blown speciation debate 

here, a contested level of distinction, controversial as that may be with regard to 

‘normal’ Brown Trout and ‘other’ Brown Trout variants is hotly debated on the Irish 

scene. A situation in which we possibly have a third, fourth, fifth and maybe even 

sixth alternative to the more straight forward situation ‘enjoyed’ by the rest of the 

British Isles only having Brown Trout and Ferox, with separate speciation talk being 

bandied about in Ireland, not only by anglers on the unsupported evidence of their 

own eyes and experience, but also by fishery scientists investigating genetic markers 

in these fish, which in some cases have already been assigned separate scientific 

names; some recognised, and others rejected. It all boils down to which side of any 

particular argument you decide to align yourself with, or in my case, remain neutral.  

  

If ever a diplomatic path was called for in setting aside personal views then this is it, 

not only regarding the Irish Brown Trout situation, but the Ferox debate more 

generally, not to mention the suggested re-divvying up of Salveninus alpinus into a 
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number of separate Charr species once again as discussed in Chapter 3. Labels such 

as Gillaroo, Sonaghen and Ferox, all of which occur in Lough Melvin alone, are 

names traditionally given to supposed variations on Irish Brown Trout Salmo trutta 

by anglers and by local folklore, an ingrained line of thought now seemingly 

vindicated to some extent by genetic classification work done by Professor Andy 

Ferguson. 

A counter argument to this is published research work done by Dr. Alastair Stephen 

using electrophoresis techniques on Scottish Ferox Trout, which unfortunately does 

not completely support the work done on Lough Melvin. Interestingly, confusingly 

even, other studies suggest that the Ferox in Lough Melvin and in Lochs Awe and 

Laggan separated by the Irish Sea are genetically similar to each other, but not to the 

other indigenous Brown Trout found in the same waters. So don’t hold your breath 

when it comes to expecting a final definitive answer here, ‘cos clearly that just ain’t 

going to happen.  

Like much of the mainland portion of the British Isles, Ireland too was affected by 

the ice sheets of the last glaciation, stated in some publications to be total coverage 

and in others with a small ice-free area to the south west. Either way, the effect was 

not nearly so severe as in the Scotland Highlands which bore the brunt of the 

resculpting, Ireland today being more typical of south west Scotland with a bit of 

Cumbria mixed in, where amidst the numerous water bodies shown on the Irish map, 

only a handful have that long, corridor-like, characteristic glacial ribbon lake look to 

them, with others having a bank geography full of twists and turns more reminiscent 

of a Scandinavian fjord.  

Some are deep; deep enough certainly for any or all of the Post Glacial Relict 

Salmonids, though typically not as deep as many of their English, Welsh and Scottish 

counterparts, the deepest of these being Muckross Lake maxing out at around 250 

feet. On the other hand, with a surface area of 151 square miles and depths down to 

around 80 feet, Lough Neagh just to the west of Belfast is the largest body of water 

in the British Isles in which all three Post Glacial Relict groups have been represented, 

with Ferox Trout and whitefish currently, and Charr up to 1844 when the species 

there was declared extinct.  

Other large loughs of interest in the context of this Chapter include Currane, Melvin, 

Corrib, Mask and Allen. All of which have or would have had suitable shoaling Ferox 

prey species – preferentially Charr, though Pollan will do, and now in some cases 

with their prey species either missing or in decline, coarse fish such as Roach which 

are a much more recent introduction now having to make good the shortfall in 

supporting whatever Ferox Trout might remain. 

The Republic of Ireland has a long, and in the past, well-funded tradition of 

conserving while at the same time promoting its fish and fisheries, plus of course the 
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visiting angling interest this attracts to help boost rural economies, something the 

British government could do well to take note of. Scotland too is now starting to tread 

a similar path with a much more vocal and supportive interest by its residents in doing 

‘the right thing’ when it comes to its natural resources. I’m not sure about the Welsh. 

But I am sure about the English, of which I am one; a country where when wearing 

my sea angling hat, I have to say that apathy reins. A far cry from all the tagging and 

conservation work done in Western Scotland with sharks and skate. Similarly, in 

Ireland with large piscivorous trout, which I will shall now collectively refer to as 

‘Ferox’, for no other reason than the general meaning of the word is ‘fierce’ as 

opposed to using it to define speciation. 

Between 2005 and 2006, around eighty large piscivorous trout from Lough Corrib 

were fitted with electronic tags in an effort to better understand their feeding, life 

cycle, and spawning behaviour, the results of which pointed to the River Cong being 

used as the main focus for ‘Ferox’ reproduction. In response to this, in 2008, the Irish 

government introduced a bye law prohibiting angling on the river operating between 

the 1st of September and 15th of February, which while this reduced the time period 

in which anglers there could fish for other species as they had done previously, 

increased the potential for catching more large trout when they were allowed back, 

adding that the more of these large fish that are subsequently returned safely, the 

greater the overall long term benefit would be to all concerned. 

Glancing at my trusty little Observers Book of Freshwater Fishes of the British Isles, 

the pocket sized volume which kick started my Post Glacial Salmonids interest back 

in the 1950’s, with regard to Britain and Ireland’s indigenous trout species, the books 

author A. Laurence Wells describes ten species, each with its own scientific name, 

which today are collectively grouped under the single scientific name Salmo trutta, 

the Brown Trout, these being…… 

Sea Trout or Salmon Trout Salmo trutta 

Sewen Trout Salmo cambricus 

Common River Trout Salmo fario 

Phinock or Eastern Sea Trout Salmo brachypoma 

Galway Sea Trout Salmo gallivensis 

Orkney Sea Trout Salmo orcadensis 

Welsh Black-Finned Trout Salmo nigripinnis 

Loch Leven Trout Salmo levenensis 

Great Lake Trout Salmo ferox 
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Gillaroo Salmo stomachius 

The Common River Trout Salmo fario is now referred to as the Brown Trout Salmo 

trutta, the scientific name used by Wells for the Sea Trout, which we now know to 

be an anadromous within species variation on the Brown Trout theme. His Great Lake 

Trout is currently our Ferox Trout, tagged by him as being Salmo ferox. Further 

adding to the confusion, some of these now antiquated scientific names are 

occasionally still bandied about here and there, and in some cases may eventually be 

resurrected, when or if this whole speciation debacle ever finally gets satisfactorily 

sorted out. 

The online encyclopedia Wikipedia for example suggests that another Irish ‘variant’, 

the Dollaghan, may have evolved from Sea Trout which became land locked, which 

to my way of thinking is just another way of describing a bog standard Brown Trout, 

leading up to the whole speciation issue being nicely summed up by Andy Ferguson 

who has studied the classification of these fish for many years, with the single word 

‘chaotic’. A group probably best referred to as a species complex, with other scientists 

working in this field, such as Kottelat and O’Grady, suggesting there are twenty five 

and possibly more different species of trout in Europe, though quite where this leaves 

the British Isles remains to be seen.  

A further strand to this confusion comes from those who look after our national 

angling records. Fish recorders at the Irish Specimen Fish Committee list all 

freshwater species, coarse and game, together in a single list containing Sea Trout, 

Brown Trout (river), and Brown Trout (sea), all three of which to the science 

community are currently referred to as being Salmo trutta. No mention is made of 

any of their ‘Ferox related varieties’ present, suggesting that in the Ireland’s fish 

recorders opinion, Dollaghan, Gillaroo and the rest, along with ‘normal’ Brown Trout 

including Sea Trout, all belong to the same single species which is Salmo trutta.  

The British Record Fish Committee on the other hand operate separate lists for coarse 

and game fish species, and similarly make no distinction between Ferox and Brown 

Trout, though the Salmo trutta category is available in four options, the Brown Trout 

and the Sea Trout (the same species) each having a natural and a cultivated record 

category with a Loch Awe Ferox Salmo trutta of 31.12.0 occupying overall Brown 

Trout top spot, none of which helps our speciation deliberations here. Something I 

hope to be able to help clarify, as in September 2020 I was invited to join the British 

Record Fish Committee with a view to pushing forward modernisation proposals I 

have been openly vocal about for the years. 

Ireland’s piscivorous trout situation isn’t clarified or even helped by the finding of 

other so-called Irish trout ‘species’ mentioned in both old, and sometimes not so old 

supposedly ‘well informed’ texts. Fish like the Croneen, which is a large lake trout; 

the Slob Trout Salmo estuarius which not unexpectedly lives in estuaries; the Bull 
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Trout, which is a type of Irish Sea Trout; the Bog Trout, and the Grey Trout. Nobody 

promised untangling this particular ‘birds’ nest’ was ever going to be easy. Even with 

today’s advanced DNA techniques 

As I sit here writing I am ‘shielding’ from the 2020 Covid-19 pandemic, so indulge 

me as I borrow and tweak a line from the governments daily update bulletin. This 

repeatedly stresses that any and all decisions taken in regard to the pandemic, and by 

inference here Ferox speciation, must be science led. Most anglers, myself included, 

would undoubtedly love for the Ferox Trout and indeed any or all of its Irish 

counterparts to come out of this as separate species. But we can’t allow our hearts to 

rule our heads. As an evolutionary scientist myself, I am only too aware that 

biological diversity based on adaptation along with in species plasticity is rife 

throughout the animal Kingdom, not the least of which being Charr and large lake 

dwelling piscivorous trout. This unfortunately is not the officially accepted definition 

of speciation.  

Colouration, markings, and slight physical 

differences should be no less expected in 

geographically isolated populations of fish 

kept apart for ten millennia than they are in 

say Darwin’s Finches, or Giant Tortoises 

indigenous to the various islands of The 

Galapagos. Human development mirrors 

this with the many different races it throws 

up to suit specific survival situations, where 

despite rumblings to the contrary, one is 

only better than the other where rapid 

translocation such as modern-day travel 

places people in environments they were 

not biologically adapted to be in.  

White skin is perfect for northern latitudes 

where a lack of sunlight leads to vitamin D 

deficiency which in turn softens bones. But 

it struggles in locations such as equatorial Africa without sunscreen to shield it from 

excessive measures of ultra violet radiation leading to skin cancer, catered for in 

locally indigenous populations by darkening of the skin with additional melanin as a 

natural adaptational coping strategy. And so it is with fish; particularly for some 

reason, variations on the basic Brown Trout model, which as in the case of people, 

all remain the same species. The big question is, have these trout variations diverged 

sufficiently to now be incompatible with each other in fertile breeding terms, able 

only to produce copies of their parents by breeding true, which is the essence of 

genuine speciation? 
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Courtesy of advances in DNA sequencing techniques, it is now possible to measure 

and compare the relatedness of individual animals, including anglers and piscivorous 

trout, right back to their last shared ancestor level, the first fish to leave the water 

sparking off vertebrate colonisation of the land being Tiktaalik around 375 million 

years ago; the point at which aquatic and terrestrial lineages diverged leading right 

through to Human Beings who anatomically speaking are all so alike that at best we 

can only be divided up on the arbitrary basis of race, while still always remaining 

Homo sapiens. If only it was so straight forward with the various piscivorous trout 

variants. The DNA story there still has some way to go before that particular 

speciation argument is finally laid to rest.  

None the less, Andy Ferguson is able to say from his research findings that Irish 

Brown Trout possess around five times the level of genetic diversity, and therefore 

potential variability, to that found in people, adding fuel not only to the ‘multi-

species’ debate regarding the larger Irish loughs, but also to the potential for Ferox 

diversification in the other countries of the British Isles, resulting from amongst other 

things, prolonged geographical isolation.  

Work done on mitochondrial DNA on six Scottish Ferox populations points to them 

having demonstrable species separation from ‘normal’ none Ferox Brown Trout, with 

Duguid et al. (2006) even going as far as suggesting reinstatement of the old Victorian 

scientific name of Salmo ferox. Yet still the question remains; have they diverged 

sufficiently to be considered a completely separate species, or like people, are they, 

too, still all brothers and sisters under the skin? It seems that the deeper you dig 

looking for answers with regard to piscivorous trout, the more complicated it 

becomes. 

IRISH PISCIVOROUS TROUT 

If the term ‘Ferox Trout’ is deserving of species related meaning, why is it then that 

the Sonaghan quoted in some publications as a species in its own right resulting in it 

being given the scientific name Salmo nigrinnis and reputedly indigenous to Lough 

Melvin, is genetically almost identical not only to the ‘Ferox’ species of nearby 

Loughs Erne and Corrib, but also Ferox Trout taken from Loch’s Rannoch, Awe and 

Tay over on the Scottish side of the Irish Sea, which if within species adaptation is 

responsible as opposed to separate speciation cannot logically be the case? Yet it 

remains sufficiently different enough from the other Irish piscivorous lake trout for it 

to be declared a different species.  

Could it be perhaps that like Charr which are thought to have populated their current 

homes in waves separated by time with three separate waves having been suggested 

for the Irish fish, perhaps even having different ancestral origins all courtesy of the 

waxing and waning of the glaciers, these large fish eating trout have some different 

physical, distributional and/or feeding characteristics brought about by specific 
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circumstances of sufficient magnitude that given 10,000 years for further adaptation, 

they could become sufficiently different from each other to be worthy of sub-species 

or even new species designation. Or as with urban myth, are we looking and hoping 

for something which fundamentally just isn’t there. 

Lough Melvin with its three ‘extra’ wild trout species in addition to bog-standard 

Salmo trutta is particularly interesting, while at the same time, also a difficult nettle 

to grasp. Yet more research work done by and quoted from Andy Ferguson, this time 

dating back to 1986, states that each of the three additional trout ‘varieties’ has 

adopted a differentiated feeding preference, ranging from primarily benthivorous 

(feeding on the lake bed), through planktivorous (plankton feeding), to piscivorous 

(fish feeding), and that in each case, even at the parr stage, all three are 

morphologically (physically) different from each other and from ‘outsiders’.  

Based on a different set of research findings using a range of genetic markers while 

working with Mason in 1981; Taggart in 1991, and alone in 2004, Professor Ferguson 

has also demonstrated reproductive isolation between the three named Lough Melvin 

trout ‘variants’. In other words, they ‘breed true’, reproducing replicas only of 

themselves and not either of the other two varieties or the ‘normal’ Brown Trout, with 

Lough Melvin Ferox achieving reproductive isolation by spawning in a single deep 

river which by any definition should mark them out as independent species. 

As my choice of sub heading suggests, with Ireland having more than the usual two 

lake candidates found in England, Scotland, and Wales to pick away at, I have chosen 

to use the term Piscivorous as opposed to Ferox here as a collective way of describing 

large growing Irish lake trout, one of which is also confusingly already tagged with 

the Ferox Trout label as a means of separation between it and for example the 

Gillaroo, rather than have ‘Ferox’ as a general all-encompassing term. But the truth 

of the matter is that not all individual, or for that matter not all populations, and not 

under all circumstances including the fish we regard as being Ferox or ‘Ferox like’, 

do these fish exclusively confine themselves only to preying on other fish.  

At times of alternative favoured prey abundance, prey switching to maximise energy 

intake as an off-set to energy expenditure is quite a common occurrence with fish, 

even if it means switching to a less nutritious alternative should that suddenly become 

super abundant and easier to fill your belly with. Amphibians and even small 

mammals have been found in the stomach contents of Scottish Ferox, demonstrating 

a measure of flexibility to their ravenous predatory nature through a wiliness to adapt 

to changing circumstances as and when that might become either necessary or easier. 

A strategy likely to stand them in good stead if climate continues to change at the 

pace it is currently running at. 

Regardless of where within the suggested trout speciation debate an individual trout 

is ultimately destined to finish up, it is widely accepted that initially all must start off 
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feeding on invertebrates, switching to piscivory only when physically able to do so, 

which relies as much on suitably sized prey availability as predator response. Some 

‘variants’ on the Brown Trout theme, and perhaps even some individuals within 

normally piscivorous populations might continue eating the ‘wrong stuff’ on into 

their adult lives, either through preference, or on a more opportunist basis. Sonaghan 

in Lough Melvin for example are happy to eat even small open water invertebrates, 

with the Gillaroo of Lough’s Derg, Mask and Neagh feeding on a wide range of 

bottom invertebrates, having evolved a stomach wall said to be adapted to the 

crushing of snail shells.  

Other species in other locations can become either more or less dedicated or flexible 

to invertebrate and/or fish feeding, as indeed can be the Ferox Trout of Cumbria, 

Wales, and Scotland’s many lakes and lochs. So as with physical variation and 

adaptation, feeding flexibility can also work on moulding some of these fish, leading 

to them becoming sufficiently different enough internally as well as externally for 

anglers to declare them separate species, which in isolation, does not unfortunately 

fit with the earlier intention of keeping things entirely science led. 

Ferox Trout, and ‘Ferox Like’ trout populations, as we know, are comprised of large, 

fast growing, intermittent spawning lake trout with an ingrained though not totally 

exclusive predisposition towards eating Charr (now absent from Lough’s Corrib and 

Conn from around the turn of the century), along with other small shoaling or 

abundant fish species found across all five countries of the British Isles.  

Dollaghan are quoted as being land locked Sea Trout native to Lough Neagh which 

they share with Gillaroo, Sonaghan, Salmon Trout and Ferox Trout. A lough which 

also contained Charr up to the mid-point of the nineteenth century and still supports 

a profusion of Pollan; Dollaghan being a 

potamodromous species meaning that while 

it migrates, it does so only from still fresh 

water into running fresh water in the autumn 

to spawn, then back again. Similar in both 

appearance and potamodromous habits, 

though I understand has been shown to be 

genetically distinct from it is the Croneen of 

Lough Derg, while Lough Melvin, which 

currently still has Charr, is home to the 

Gillaroo and the Sonaghan, in addition to 

which the Sea Trout of Lough Currane are 

said to have a high frequency of one specific 

genetic marker.  

As for the remainder, and perhaps further 

driving the speciation wedge between Ferox 
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Trout and ‘normal’ Brown Trout, despite some genetic variability which can happen 

both between races and within species, plus obvious amounts of phenotypic 

variability brought about by specific geographical adaptation, we still seem no nearer 

being able to totally refute Ron Greer’s supposition that “while all Ferox Trout are 

Brown Trout, not all Brown Trout are Ferox Trout”. A fact not helped by reports of 

a stocked Brown Trout weighing eighteen pounds being netted from a none glacial 

origin public service reservoir somewhere in the Midlands. An example countered 

with mitochondrial DNA research done by McKeown et al. 2010, and Ferguson in 

1986 and 2004 demonstrating spawning divergence and isolation with independent 

colonisation by the different trout variants in Lough Melvin, suggesting that separate 

species recognition be given to all three.  

As it currently stands, the term ‘Ferox’ remains a concept; a within species tag 

translating as ‘fierce’ as opposed to being a specific species identifier. A term first 

used by Sir William Jardine in 1835 based on comparative anatomy. A lifestyle 

choice, albeit unconsciously driven or perhaps even genetically pre-set in certain 

individuals and by all accounts their offspring, which I have to say sounds very much 

like speciation to me. As fry, ‘would-be’ Ferox Brown Trout have a choice to make. 

Not perhaps a conscious choice, but a cross roads in life none the less, one branch of 

which when mature sees them as ‘normal’ Brown Trout predominantly feeding on 

invertebrates and spawning annually from an early age.  

The alternative also starts with invertebrate feeding then switches to piscivory (fish 

eating), but needs suitable prey shoals sized at around thirty to thirty five cms in 

length, with an ability according to Dr. Niall Campbell, to satisfy a consumption rate 

of as much as 15% of their own body weight in a single sitting, which can include 

Salmon smolts, frogs and rodents, with Scandinavian Ferox even observed taking 

swimming Lemmings which obviously sees them rapidly piling on weight. One Loch 

Awe Ferox weighing in at twenty three pounds for example was just six years old, 

while another specimen reported by Mangel and Abrahams (2001) had put on ten 

pounds in just four years. 

To recap, Ferox Trout do well where suitably sized shoaling prey fish offering a good 

energy expenditure to recovery offset ratio also do well. A relationship demonstrated 

on numerous occasions both by anglers and researchers, which seems to be most 

readily satisfied on the UK scene by the presence of Charr, whitefish, Salmon Parr 

and some coarse fish, with some level of cannibalism also factored into the equation, 

as demonstrated by the cannibalistic ‘Ferox’ Boganid Charr of Russia’s Lake 

El’gygytgyn. A Charr which has, as the scientific name Salvelinus boganidae implies, 

been designated full species status. So why not Ferox Trout and/or some of the Irish 

variations on the Brown Trout theme? 

Large piscivorous trout demonstrate distinct spawning differences too, with a definite 

leaning towards dedicating their early life to feeding and growth, their first spawning 
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event typically coming at a much later age than ’regular’ invertebrate feeding Brown 

Trout. Bigger eggs and lots more of them seems to be an important Ferox strategy 

too, with gaps of one or even two seasons between events demonstrated by the 

catching of large female fish devoid of any spawning intent or evidence of having 

already spawned, at a time when they might be expected either to be full of eggs or 

empty after having recently deposited them.  

With a demonstrated potential life expectancy of twenty years and more, the taking 

of spawning gap years can be a good breeding strategy, if it results in larger, fitter, 

and more numerous batches of eggs, providing the fish in question is not taken out 

by disease, predation, or angling. Less good if a high percentage of the population 

fail to make it through to replacing themselves, with potentially fewer, or worse still 

zero spawning events as a result, compared to ‘regular’ Brown Trout. Along with 

prey choice, early life feeding instead of breeding contributes much to the huge 

maximum weight disparity between the two trout ‘varieties’, Ferox having a ceiling 

set at around fifty and more pounds, with fish of thirty pounds by no means rare across 

their British and Scandinavian range 

Pike and Zander are described as obligate piscivores. When they become big enough 

to predate fish they automatically do so, occasionally also taking other foods such as 

worms, amphibians, and even birds or small mammals, given the opportunity. Most 

other coarse fish species are occasional, even opportunist piscivores, a good example 

of which is my time spent working on an experimental coarse fish farm, in every 

batch there would be a few Carp fry in the hatchery trays which we called ‘shooters’ 

preying on their siblings which would explode in size.  

Salmon and Sea Trout at sea have a more mixed approach to feeding, but in The 

Baltic will prey on fish as large as Herrings given the opportunity. Similarly, Brown 

Trout, which as a species can be highly flexible in their approach to feeding, but in 

all cases, Ferox included start by feeding on invertebrates, with some individuals as 

we know suddenly switching to fish feeding taking them along a totally different 

developmental trajectory. Are any of these examples then worthy of sub species 

designation by adding in the term ferox to give them a trinomial scientific name, or 

even full-blown species designation? Let’s examine the evidence.  

Using legal-speak you could argue that the jury is still out deliberating, but don’t 

expect it to be a unanimous decision. More likely a majority verdict, which could well 

be overturned on appeal. But under cross-examination, do any of the arguments for 

or against fall into the categories of expert opinion or irrefutable evidence, 

particularly in light of the Irish contribution to the case, which further muddies an 

already murky situation? My own take on the situation is that while I would love for 

Ferox Trout to be a species in its own right, having considered all that has previously 

been said, until more evidence is provided, I must reluctantly lean towards the single 
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species argument, using the term ‘Irish Piscivorous Trout’ to separate what’s going 

on over there, and ‘Ferox Trout’ to describe the English, Welsh and Scottish scene.  

In short, with Salmo trutta, there appears to be a number of within species triggers, 

one example of which is the Sea Trout Salmo trutta variant, individuals and groups 

of which feed at sea but must return to fresh water to breed, and can allegedly revert 

over from either designation which I recall reading actually happened some years ago 

to a consignment of fish farm bred Sea Trout sent to New Zealand, then had a ‘change 

of mind’ en route and refused to migrate from the river they were eventually released 

into. A further example is that eighteen pound reservoir Brown Trout ‘stockie’ 

mentioned earlier.  

Putting the entire speciation argument to one side here, regardless of which side of 

the debate the decision finally falls, the five nations of the British Isles need to 

appreciate the fact that collectively they have a World class opportunity to provide 

one of the biggest and most unique wild trout experiences on the planet, which with 

careful management in terms of access and conservation, better scientific 

understanding, and well targeted promotion, could do much in terms attracting 

conservation minded angling visitor numbers. Particularly to the remoter parts of 

Ireland and Scotland where employment opportunities are otherwise thin on the 

ground. But first they must speculate to accumulate by funding more research into all 

the Post Glacial Relict species in order to better understand where they are; what they 

are, and to what extent each can be utilized as a potential resource. 

The dictionary definition of a species is “The major subdivision of a genus or 

subgenus, regarded as the basic category of biological classification, composed of 

related individuals that resemble one another, are able to breed among themselves, 

but are not able to breed with members of another species”. A single sentence fraught 

with so much potential for interpretation that it isn’t difficult to understand why we 

have diametrically opposed camps each pedalling a different take on the subject, both 

of which can’t be right.  

Currently, if or until accepted otherwise by the scientific community, the Ferox Trout 

then is one more within species variation on the officially designated Salmo trutta 

theme.  Just where this leaves the Irish ‘versions’ is beyond my pay grade or research 

level, requiring of more funding to investigate the entire Post Glacial Relict scene and 

all its umbrella species including Charr, whitefish and trout in terms of single species; 

separate species, and sub-species determination.  

Without the aid of genetics or any knowledge of potential divisions between the 

various piscivorous trout of England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales, the great 

pioneering Victorian Ferox anglers such as Malloch and Colquhoun had already 

accepted Jardine’s term Salmo ferox. Were this name to be officially revived, then 

awkward questions would then need be asked, and unambiguous answers required, 
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such as why has it taken fishery scientists 185 years to get back to the point where 

this suggestion was first aired.  

Equally, if the Ferox Trout remains no more than another example of the plasticity 

demonstrated within Salmo trutta, then again there are questions which need to be 

voiced with satisfactory answers offered and accepted in relation to within species 

comparisons regarding spawning age, spawning frequency, longevity, and ‘breeding 

true’. Brown Trout typically reach maturity and start spawning from around two to 

three years of age which they then undertake every year up to a maximum natural life 

span of less than ten years, and more often than not closer to five years, with all 

Brown Trout in excess of five pounds according to Hughes, Dodd, Maitland and 

Adams (2016) said to be showing some signs of piscivory which should therefore be 

deemed to be Ferox Trout by nature, but not necessarily by separate speciation 

definition. 

FEROX FISHING AFLOAT – BOATS & EQUIPMENT 

Knowing or thinking a stretch of water contains Ferox Trout is one thing.  Gaining 

access, either through riparian restrictions or due to the physical geography of the 

location can be another matter. By and large, for England, Wales, and Ireland, this 

does not present the same level of difficulty as it can, and in many cases often does, 

in Scotland. But given that you have all the necessary permissions to fish a venue, 

Ferox Trout can be successfully fished for and caught from the bank as well as from 

a boat, though the latter I think is conceded by most interested parties as something 

of a must to have regular access to for sustained success.  

There are recorded instances by Ron Greer in his 1995 book ‘Ferox Trout’ of shore 

caught trout well into double figures, and of single session catches of up to nine Ferox 

on dead baits fished after dark, which is how the Victorians often fished for them. 

That said, boat fishing will generally provide the  most consistent results, if for no 

other reason than by virtue of the ground and depth coverage it facilitates, which in a 

three dimensional setting on large waters where bank fishing probably couldn’t hope 

to cover even 1% of what might be available to those going afloat, for a fish so rarely 

encountered as the Ferox Trout, fishing the bank must to be seen as a limitation.  

Kayaks and inflatables aside, if for no other reason than physical access, getting a 

boat onto many Highland lochs is often a non-starter. I would add though that as a 

sea angler specialising in small boat fishing, I see no reason whatsoever why a well 

kitted out sea going kayak with stowable rough terrain wheels could not be pulled to 

otherwise inaccessible spots and launched as is often the case around ‘difficult’ areas 

of the coast, providing the owner invests in a decent dry suit and ancillary safety 

equipment, and may even negate some of the arguments against allowing trailed boats 

on some waters due to them being petrol powered. 
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I have fished at sea from my own trailed boat for just short of fifty years. A time 

period in which from an outfit perspective there has been an incredible amount of 

change, pretty much all of it being for the better. During that time, I have owned 

several boats and engines; always brand new. In addition, I have field tested dozens 

more for manufacturers and for sea angling magazines. There have been videos and 

books too. I’ve also gone out, and at times been ‘caught out’ in all manner of sea 

conditions, forced to deal with situations in which you are quite literally on your own 

and have to play the hand you have been dealt. My way of saying that when it comes 

to pitching on the subject of small boat fishing, my opinions are at least as good as 

anyone else’s.  

 

Granted, freshwater is a different situation to being at sea, but in some ways no less 

challenging, and certainly no less dangerous as I’ve detailed in Chapter 3 on Charr 

fishing where I have been involved in some very hairy incidents which could have 

resulted in loss of life. Conditions on some large exposed bodies of water such as the 

English Lakes and Scottish lochs can change in the blink of an eye and quickly catch 

you out, which if you are not prepared for every eventuality could result in disaster, 

and no Ferox Trout in the World is worth risking yours or anyone else’s life for. 

When I fished with Ron Greer and Alastair Thorne on Loch Rannoch some years ago, 

we went out in the Ferox-85 group’s sixteen foot Orkney Longliner fitted with a 

protective cuddy, which in harsh weather is particularly handy. They say that a cuddy 
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causes as many problems as it solves in terms of handling. Essentially these 

‘problems’ come by way of it catching the wind, both at anchor and on the drift; two 

modes of usage trolling for Ferox Trout and Charr are not going to involve. Having 

shelter for yourself and your gear is seen as both handy, and in some cases even 

crucial. Especially in some of the wilder less predictable parts of the country. I’m not 

sure about their hull design choice of Orkney Longliner though.  

The Orkney range of trailed boats originally was primarily based on the displacement 

hull design, which as time went by was ‘adjusted’ to give it more pace under the 

Strikeliner and Fastliner logos. Because of its design, the top speed of a displacement 

hull is regulated by its shape and length, which even if you clamp a bigger engine to 

it, will not, in fact cannot go any faster, but can become dangerously unstable as a 

result causing the bow to ride too high; even clear of the water, particularly if steered 

using a tiller putting your body weight at the stern, thereby making it susceptible to 

getting rolled in heavy wave conditions.  

Unfortunately, when I first started fishing, the displacement option was pretty much 

all we had to go with on the UK trailed boat scene. A traditional design that had stood 

the test of time and proved itself over the years capable of taking anything within its 

capabilities that the sea could throw at it. That’s what was said about the displacement 

design at the time. But if that is actually the case, we need to ask the question as to 

why we so rarely see them in use by small boat anglers at sea today. 

Displacement hulls do ride well into a lumpy sea with everyone sat mid-point along 

the boat’s length. Get up and walk about, particularly in the excitement of dealing 

with a decent fish, and even in flat calm conditions the boat immediately becomes 

unstable. Switch that to excitement on a choppy day and you can add in the word 

dangerous. Furthermore, at anchor in a beam on (side on) swell they also roll like a 

pig. I know, because I ran a sixteen foot Mackay Viking with a six and a half foot 

beam for a number of years, and in displacement boat terms, they don’t come any 

better than that.  

Eventually, being restricted to less than six knots and uncomfortable into the bargain 

I felt the need for a change, which luckily coincided with the first alternative designs 

starting to make their way onto the UK market. So I bought myself a CJR. A high 

sided boat you felt it would be impossible to fall out of, powered by a thirty five hp 

outboard to bring it up on to the plane, which was a revelation. At last, with that sort 

of pace, I was no longer restricted to at best a couple of marks in the same day. But 

in boating, unfortunately, everything you gain in handling terms comes at a cost, 

because the perfect boat has never been built, and take it from me, it never will be. 

That CJR had a full cathedral hull – three keels of almost equal depth forming two 

tunnels offering minimal hull contact with the water for pace when up on the plane. 

With its flat floor sitting on top of the two tunnel arches, and its outer keels 
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approximately the same size as the centre keel, arguably this is the most stable 

platform design you could ever wish to fish from. But again, you need to ask the 

question, that being the case, why are they so rarely seen today, the answer being that 

the trade-off for that stability is the worst hammering ride at pace you would ever 

want to inflict upon yourself, plus constant gurgling and slapping, both at lower 

speeds and at anchor.  

So much so that the designers were ‘forced’ into a very rapid rethink which led to 

them reducing the dimensions of the two outer keels, not only making them higher, 

but also cut back a little, giving the new semi-cathedral hull the appearance of one 

deep centre keel and two reduced tunnels with a degree of flattening out underneath 

towards the stern, which certainly cured much of the slamming and banging, but at 

the cost of some stability. Even so, it was still far more stable than a displacement 

boat. A hull design still regularly seen in use today.  

Next came the deep-V design as used by Warrior Boats pictured below, in this case 

owned by Sven Hille kitted out for Baltic Salmon and Sea Trout trolling. With the 

exception of their now decommissioned 195 model, I have owned every production 

model of trailed angling boat Warrior have ever produced. I have also been afloat in 

other prototypes which for whatever reason needed some modification, and I have to 

say that for small boat angling, this platform design is the closest to that unachievable 

goal of final perfection that I have yet come across. Secure high sides, fast, and very 

stable. Also exceptionally well made in terms of quality finish and lay up.  
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The last one I bought was the stripped back angling version of the Warrior 175 

without the double skin. But I have to say that out of all the Warrior boats I have had 

the good fortune to fish from, all things being considered here, their 165 is far and 

away the best angling boat on the market, and would suit fishing out on large exposed 

bodies of freshwater very well indeed. It handles well at low speed which is ideal for 

trolling; it has excellent pace for switching marks or getting back in in a hurry, which 

on vast areas of water like Loch Awe is essential; plus it offers good stability, as 

demonstrated by three of us plus a 204 pound Firth of Lorne Common Skate at the 

same side of the boat at the same time, which it safely handled with ease. 

To go fast, planning boats require suitably sized engines. If they are not up on the 

plane, they become inefficient ‘gas guzzlers’. But if you are comfortable with that 

fact and cater for it in terms of extra fuel, all well and good. They certainly don’t 

require the ninety hp outboard I had clamped to the back of mine, which I have to say 

did not get used at maximum power output very often for the simple reason that 

choppy waters and pace make uncomfortably dangerous bed fellows. We could 

probably have got up on the plane in the Warrior 165 with a third of that horse power 

provision. A rough planning hull calculation is one hp for around every forty pounds 

or so of laden weight going out on to the water. 

Better still, and certainly safer, would be to fit a pair of ten hp units, or even a fifteen 

hp and five hp, for as reliable as modern four-stroke outboard engines are, they are 

still potentially fickle pieces of machinery that can wrong, which when they do, more 

often than not do so in situations that probably could not get more awkward as 

dictated by the terms of Murphy’s Law, which states that anything that can go wrong 

invariably will go wrong. A statement most regular small boat users will 

unfortunately be familiar with.  

Obviously, in the early days before the four-stroke outboard ‘takeover’ we had to run 

a two-stroke, and there again there are pros and cons, which with four-strokes and 

emissions legislation now dominating the outboard scene and this being a fishing 

book, I don’t intend to waste any more time on here. My last two-stroke, which I paid 

for myself, was a Yamaha. Then Honda stepped in with sponsorship, followed by 

Suzuki, either of which brand I would happily recommend as thoroughly reliable. 

When Suzuki fitted the ninety hp unit to the Warrior 170 we had decided to buy, they 

also gave me a four hp auxiliary which I remember we laughed about at the time, 

looking at it as being a complete waste of money. But it was their money, so on it 

went, and as requested it was put through its paces for a magazine report back, the 

results of which I have to say took everyone, myself especially, completely by 

surprise.  

Using the speed over ground function (SOG) on the GPS, with three of us in the heavy 

Warrior 170, plus all our fishing gear, running both with and into the tide, it pushed 
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us along at a very creditable four mph, which for getting home in an emergency, and 

more especially in this case when trolling lures or dead baits all day in search of Ferox 

Trout, is ideal. Head out on the main outboard, or even both running together, then 

drop down to the four hp unit, gauging the throttle against the SOG on the GPS in the 

knowledge that should you have an engine problem, all is not lost.  

No need to flush it either after every trip when Ferox fishing as we had to after a day 

at sea because you are already running in fresh water. Alternatively for the trolling, 

if you run a smaller boat which I also did in the form of a double skinned eleven 

footer for lakes where large boat access was poor, maybe consider pairing the four hp 

petrol unit for distance travelling with a Min Kota electric outboard for the actual 

trolling, or for everything if petrol engines are not allowed, remembering of course 

to have a backup battery, preferably with pinned plates to withstand the type of 

intermittent charging it is going to receive. 

 

The next consideration is a trailer, particularly when making long runs from your 

home base to the fishing. Under those circumstances the trailer becomes the single 

most important piece of kit you own, because if you can’t reliably bridge the gap 

between home and water, then what use is the rest of the outfit, tackle, and bait. Good 

suspension units; hubs with a waterproof grease reservoir fitted, and decent tyres are 

key in getting to and from any fishing situation requiring that the trailer wheels are 

submerged to get the boat on and off. At least in fresh water, flushing the brakes every 
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trip to keep them in working order should not present the same level of problem as it 

does when used in the sea.  

Equally important is ensuring the fully laden outfit is balanced properly on the trailer 

axle, with at least seventy pounds of weight going on to the car tow ball to help 

prevent it ‘wandering’, particularly when a big wagon overtakes you on the 

motorway, which is the bane of all trailed boat users. Weight balancing along the 

central line of the boat is also advisable, with stuff that is liable to get swept out of 

the boat by the wind on to the road adequately secured, which is where the protection 

of a cuddy really comes into its own. 

A decent, galvanised, swinging cradle trailer is particularly helpful such as those 

made by Indespension as this will automatically centralise the keel along the rollers, 

which is useful with a swell hitting and lifting the boat while you are struggling to 

winch it on straight. And when it’s on, ensure it’s well strapped down at the back end, 

using the paynter – the short rope attached to the bow you need to keep hold of when 

you push it off the trailer – to further secure the front end to the winching post in case 

the winch ratchet ever fails, which without the extra precautions mentioned, could 

see the boat slide off in the middle of the road as I have seen happen. 

At sea we both needed and had a vast array of electronic and none electronic 

accessories, much of which, though not all, could be dispensed with for freshwater 

fishing; particularly trolling. Top of the must have list is an anchor with plenty of 

rope plus a couple of yards of heavy chain to make it lie down properly and grip. If 

you break down on a lake, unless you pop the anchor over while you sort out the 

problem, you will end up being pushed by the wind possibly to some trailer 

inaccessible stretch of shore leaving you even more stuck than ever.  

Lakes also offer better access to visual land marks, which granted, if you are on the 

move trolling, are less helpful or necessary than when anchoring to fish static baits. 

Even so, some electronic backup is always handy. I personally would go for a single 

unit Garmin or Lowrance plotter with echo sounder, mapping, and GPS combined. 

The sounder function is vital for serious Ferox fishing. Less so the GPS, though you 

might want to record specific start and end points, with the plotter possibly coming 

in handy if you plan to undertake specific runs on particularly vast bodies of water 

where the bankside geography can often look very’ samey’; dare I say, even bland.  

For hire boats it’s a slightly different situation. There I would be looking at a portable 

echo sounder attached via a rubber sucker, or bedded on plasticine if the hull isn’t 

double skinned, plus a small hand-held GPS and a mobile phone able to get a good 

signal. Take along your own anchor too, even if you don’t intend to use it. A simple 

‘Fisherman’ style is as good as anything, working on the principle of paying rope out 

to three times the depth under the hull, remembering that Ferox and Charr lakes are 

often very deep. Life jackets too offering at least 150 Newtons of buoyancy, plus 
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flares, as some of these boats are not necessarily going to be up to the standards you 

as a boat owner might set for yourself. 

On the subject of boat hire, availability opportunities are perhaps more widespread 

than a lot of potential Ferox Trout anglers might think. The five ‘Piscivorous Trout’ 

waters in Ireland seemingly all cater for people wanting to hire boats, and in some 

cases also offer the opportunity to hire in a guide. Similarly, the English Lake District, 

with boats available on most of the Charr and Ferox containing lakes, with guiding 

for all aspects of Lakeland fishing provided by Eric Hope of Hemmingway’s who 

operates across a number of lakes by way of having his own sixteen foot trailed boat 

with a cuddy.  

In Scotland, the main Ferox Lochs of Awe, Rannoch, Lagan, Arkaig, Garry and 

Quoich at the time of writing also offer boat hire, and in some cases even guides, 

which if the finances are available is always a good idea, if only for the first couple 

of visits until you get a feel for the techniques and the marks. Hire boats are also 

available at Llyn Tegid in Snowdonia. And in most, though not all cases in England, 

Ireland and Wales, but less so in Scotland, private trailed boats can also be launched, 

not to mention the opportunity if it’s safe enough to go afloat for kayaks. 

As a slight aside here, I often wonder why some of the big deep reservoir fly fisheries 

in the midlands and south of England, all of which to some degree are stocked with 

Brown Trout, appear not have any or many individuals which ‘flick on’ the so-called 

Ferox switch by indulging in a strictly or partially piscivorous diet. Perhaps the size 

of the other stocked potential fish doesn’t facilitate this and there may not be 

sufficient coarse fish alternatives. There is of course that eighteen pounder I 

mentioned earlier. But why not more? Or is it because the fur and feather 

presentations regularly used by fly fishermen are simply never going to entice large 

piscivorous trout, even if they are there.  

One way of potentially providing answers to that question would be to designate a 

few big fish, anything goes, angling days each season, including Ferox and Pike 

trolling. Some large trout waters already allow limited amounts of Pike fishing, which 

so far as I am aware has not resulted in any monster Brown Trout - yet. Then we have 

Kielder Water, which now has a translocated population of Charr. So perhaps some 

of the Browns in there will ‘flip over’ to Charr feeding. Better still, why not hatchery 

rear some fry from known Ferox origins, say from Loch Awe which are known to be 

genetically distinct from ‘regular’ Brown Trout, and release those in to Kielder to 

complete the experiment.  

FEROX TACKLE & TACTICS 

If you are going to try your hand at bank fishing for Ferox, depending on the type and 

size of bait you intend throwing out to them, plus the kind of range required to be in 

with a realistic shot, a visit to either a Carp or Pike tackle specialist in the flesh rather 
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than online for a face to face conversation (Covid restrictions allowing) would make 

a lot of sense. Long range Carp fishing is well catered for these days, and there are 

some highly impressive outfits waiting to be put together to suit pretty much any 

requirement which you need to be hands on with in the shop to get a real feel for what 

it is you are looking for, backed up of course by sound on the spot advice.  

Bank fishing is not something I would contemplate doing myself. I’m a boat man, 

though I have fished for all sorts of stuff including big jacks and tuna from the shore, 

plus big sharks, so I do have some experience which could quite easily be carried 

over. Not that I’m going to do that here. As Pike anglers are the usual accidental 

recipients of scavenging Ferox interest, and bunches of large lobworms have 

accounted for more than a few deliberate bank based Ferox encounters already, 

perhaps some intense scrutiny of Internet and YouTube Catfish and Pike fishing and 

tactics would be the best way forward including radio-controlled bait boats.  

My only comment would be that there are some excellent fixed spool reels out there, 

which from my beach casting days I know are capable both of long-range casting and 

big fish handling. All the shore fishing I did at places like Ascension, plus some of 

the boat fishing, involved top of the range Shimano fixed spool reels loaded with 

braided line, which while this is thinner so you can get more on (or off) and offers 

direct no-stretch contact with the business end of things, can be an absolute pain if 

you slack line it allowing wind assisted line twist bird-nests to form, which can take 

literally hours to unpick, if indeed at all, with all the lost fishing time that involves. 

For the trip I did to Loch Rannoch, the Ferox-85 boys used long rods in the 1½ to 2½ 

pound test curve category set up in a number of back facing and side angled rod 

holders. They favour this setup as a means of separating the baits and lures 

sufficiently well in the horizontal plane, which if you are to avoid tangles or coming 

together as the boat turns is as important as separation in the vertical plane. I get that. 

But coming at it as a specialist offshore small boat angler has given me a different 

perspective on outfit choice, in addition to which, having spent a week afloat in that 

Warrior 165 owned by German angler Sven Hille trolling for Salmon and Sea Trout 

around the Baltic Island of Rügen, in my opinion there are better ways of achieving 

horizontal and vertical separation.  

I appreciate that the rules governing freshwater fishing here in the UK restrict the 

number of rods an angler can use at any one time, and I am in no way looking to have 

people flout any of the rules. But purely to give things a bit of perspective and 

demonstrate the range of trolling options available, it’s worth taking a closer look at 

the way the Baltic Germans approach their Salmon and Sea Trout trolling, with Sven 

at times successfully fishing as many as eight rods simultaneously, four of which had 

pin point precision depth management working a wide selection of spoons and plugs 

in the three to six inch size range, with the spoons also able to double up as attractors 

ahead of a wobbled dead bait, and never once a tangle or a lost fish. 
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‘GERMANY CALLING’ 

If I was restricted to giving would-be Ferox trollers just one piece of advice it would 

be to book a few days fishing out from Rügen with a professional guide to show you 

the tackle, the ancillary equipment, and how it all works in harmony, as Herring 

munching Salmon and Sea Trout are not that far removed from Charr chasing Ferox 

Trout. Alternatively, run the YouTube video Sven and I made, the link for which is 

given at the close of this paragraph. Because besides offering an enormous instant 

learning experience, the fishing there is also amazing, with huge Pike and smaller Sea 

Trout close in; larger Sea Trout (often into double figures) along with Atlantic 

Salmon further off, and Cod on the baits or shads down at the bottom if you drop 

deep, with a sprinkling of Garfish on the lures for good measure. Get your head 

around that species mix. 

Baltic trolling video - http://www.fishingfilmsandfacts.co.uk/?page=vbalticwarrior 

 

 

Rügen was part of East Germany close to the west German border before the Berlin 

Wall came down, with boating there for any reason discouraged to prevent people 

trying to escape from east to west. When restrictions were relaxed at the start of the 

1990’s, would-be anglers quite literally had to start from scratch. One plus point 

however was fish population numbers, though just how they would go about catching 

them was another matter. So with a blank canvas and no preconceived ideas as to how 

they might start to fill it, anglers set about embracing whatever technology was 

http://www.fishingfilmsandfacts.co.uk/?page=vbalticwarrior
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suddenly available to them at the time, to the point that with the help of Danish anglers 

just across the way, they are now World beaters when it comes to the kind of lure and 

bait trolling likely to bring about good Ferox Trout results over here. 

To achieve their depth control, in part the Ferox-85 boys used a combination of online 

weight if required for their baits, and on-lure diving lips. Sometimes they would even 

combine both. From my experience of deep lure trolling on Lake Nasser for Nile 

Perch, I know that thanks to the various diving lip designs available on lures such as 

Rapala’s and generic variations on that theme by other manufacturers, achieving good 

depth unaided is possible, but only down to a point, depending on the lure body shape 

and lip design. To assist in this regard, Rapala have produced a lure diving table, a 

link to which is given below, which contains a couple of lures with the unaided ability 

to get down to around twenty five feet, which for many Ferox situations would be 

ample. Either because you are following the shore contour with thirty to thirty five 

feet of water under the boat, or where the water is deeper, and certainly where it is 

clear to assist visibility and has Charr shoals well up in the water column, Ferox Trout 

can hunt using sight. 

https://www.rapala.com/content/rapala-product-info/rapala-depth-chart.html 

Diving induced by cranking the reel, or trolling a ‘fish bodied’ design lure, which for 

ease of writing I will refer to generically as a ‘Rapala type’ lure, is governed to some 

extent by the shape of the lure body, but more so by the size and angle of its metal or 

plastic lip, though not necessarily in the way you might automatically think. The 

deepest diving lures it turns out have the shallowest angled lips, with wide elliptical 

lips as opposed narrower designs creating instability in the form of ‘wobble’, which 

some predators might be attracted to.  

Lure body shape, and therefore water displacement while on the move, can contribute 

to a lure’s action, which could range anywhere between exaggerated wobbling to 

head shaking, both of which put ‘distress vibrations’ out into the water, and both of 

which on their day can outperform each other. Complicit in all of this is the length of 

running line from rod tip to lure itself. Typically, this can be between twenty and fifty 

yards astern, with the actual figure dependant on a range of variables including water 

depth and lure diving capability, which with so many lures out there to potentially 

comment on is something you will need to sort out for yourself by trial and error.  

Being lure fishing fanatics, the Americans have invested a lot of time, money, and 

effort, into researching this, though in fairness, the Scandinavians, and in particular 

the Finns at Rapala probably deserve the most credit for setting this particular Hare 

running. The Americans however have taken things to another level with a myriad of 

sizes, colours, and action capabilities; even adjustable angle lips, and as such either a 

visit to the US, and more importantly, a visit to a Bass Pro shop over there to discuss 

https://www.rapala.com/content/rapala-product-info/rapala-depth-chart.html
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specific lures and requirements face to face, is well worth doing. Something you 

should probably set aside a whole day for, and even then, may still run out of time. 

In a perfect World with a perfectly balanced centred lure and trolling set up, all the 

water pressure delivered through forward momentum should convert into downward 

force resulting in little or no wiggle, with lip size, shape, and angle, being the key 

design factors in achieving this, which is why time investment at Bass Pro can be so 

useful spent discussing the available options with the counter staff. If not, then access 

to a lure catalogue such as that put out by Cabela’s can to a lesser degree help solve 

whatever lure requirement you might be looking to satisfy. Equally, it can add even 

more confusion in to the mix with an overwhelming array of choice. It can also be a 

problem for the wallet too. 

Rods, reels, lures, and treble hooks are all choices governed by personal taste. My 

only comment regarding hooks, and for that matter swivels, is always to go for a 

quality brand, with treble hooks in the size 2 to 4 range. Trying to save a few bob at 

this point balanced against all the rest of the required investment, including time and 

potential for big fish being lost due to tackle failures, can be a high-risk strategy. Also 

consider changing the hooks on your lures if these don’t appear up to the job. This is 

definitely not a time for penny pinching.  

I would however like to devote a few lines to fishing lines. Cutting to the chase, braid 

versus monofilament. Both have their place, despite braid seemingly having taken 

over on the sea angling scene. When it comes to fishing for Schelly, Charr, and Ferox 

Trout, in my personal opinion, braid has very little to offer. At best, it could play a 

limited role in long range bait fishing for Ferox, particularly if you paddle a big bait 

a long way out using a kayak or using a bait boat. For trolling, despite braid offering 

‘instant feedback’ by virtue of not having any inherent stretch, the stretch that most 

monofilaments have is the type of cushion you could well do to have working for you 

to prevent a large fish ripping itself free during a particularly violent attack on a 

trolled bait or lure. 

Even with the reel drag properly set up to give line under pressure set at around 30% 

of the breaking strain of the line it carries measured by pulling it against a spring 

balance, a hit by a big fish still exerts a tremendous initial load on the entire outfit, 

which braid cannot help to cushion against. Braid also makes demands on the hook 

hold and the degree of care taken when playing a good fish, with too much angler 

pressure potentially responsible for the loss of more than the odd good fish. 

Particularly in the hands of the less experienced, with the excitement of the moment 

only adding to the situation. 

With braids generally being more visible in the water than monofilament you might 

think this would add another tick to the minus category, but I don’t think that is the 

case. In strongly peat stained water, late evening, or even after dark, line visibility 
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ain’t going to matter one jot, and could easily be got around anyway by adding in a 

few yards of monofilament leader, which could also prove useful in its own right with 

the fish close to the boat in helping avoid braid abrasion damage through contact with 

the hull, outboard leg, or landing net. Or you could just spool up with a quality mono 

of around fifteen to twenty pounds breaking strain from the onset, which is what I 

personally would do. 

Because Ferox waters, particularly in Scotland, can often look like tea before you add 

the milk due to peat run-off, reliance on any aspect of visual appearance isn’t 

necessarily always going to bring about or detract from the desired end result. That’s 

what it was like the day Ron Greer, Malcolm Greenhalgh and myself had our first run 

out on Loch Rannoch. A wild, gloomy, freezing cold early spring morning. The kind 

of day you need to be properly kitted out for in the clothing, food, and thermos flask 

department before any consideration is given as to who ties what to the end of your 

line, which in this case, as per Ron’s suggestion in his book, was a mix of baits and 

lures, weighting, and depths, until some sort of feeding pattern might, if you’re lucky, 

eventually emerge. 

 

That ‘mix’ put me on quite a large Powan with a wire down its centre to keep it bent 

so as to ensure lots of vibration as well as visual stimulation. Wiring a dead bait in 

this way gives it controlled rotation as opposed to a smaller arc or wandering wobble, 

depending on the shape and straightness of the bait after rigor mortis has set in. As I 

recall, there was also a couple of ounces of flat ‘D-shaped’ lead backed up by a good 

swivel to help get the bait down to around thirty feet in between thirty five and forty 
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five feet of water, both of which accessories were there to help prevent adding twist 

to the reel line.  

Within seemingly no time at all my bait had been engulfed by a 15½ pound Ferox, at 

which point Ron ‘gunned’ the engine for a second or two to help set the hook, and 

with the boat maneuvered down wind of the fish to help keep it either clear of out in 

open water, it was game on. Next came Malcolm who was on a medium sized 

Rainbow Trout pattern Rapala which claimed the 12½ pounder pictured above, then 

finally Ron, fishing a differently weighted Charr dead bait, which right at the death 

was grabbed by a Ferox of around six pounds. This unfortunately came adrift near 

the boat, then proceeded to launch a couple more attacks in sight of the net, yet 

amazingly still somehow managed to miss all the treble hooks. Three different 

approaches; three Ferox takes. 

With these fish so thin on the ground at times in angling terms, and more than capable 

of not giving even the slightest hint of being present for trip after trip, then catching 

three on different tactics in almost as many hours as detailed above, it can be hard 

based on that sort of intermittent feast or famine fishing to draw any sort of 

meaningful conclusions at times. This is particularly true of some tactics, and of 

certain aspects of others, with environmental factors just as likely to influence the 

result as anything the angler can do with the resources he has to hand.  

Berkley for example, market a lure which in addition to the usual visual criteria also 

boasts two extra attraction features which for some fish species, and in some 

situations, have been shown can make a difference. But with a fish as enigmatic, and 

at times dare I say as garish as a big Ferox Trout when they are hungry, would these 

extras necessarily make any measurable degree of difference. Would any additional 

‘pulling power’, be it visual, audible, or olfactory, increase your chances of success? 

A question I can’t really answer other than to say that in the wider course of my 

regular angling, I have never known a situation in which adding stimulation has 

proved to be counterproductive. 

That Berkley lure is called the Power Bait Rattle, and comes with replacement or 

inter-changeable flavoured soft tails – yes, flavoured. Also beads inside a hollow head 

that make a noise when it moves. Two none visual extra aspects of attraction I have 

come across before under different circumstances, which I know from experience at 

sea and with Rainbow Trout can add much to the catch rate. Whether either, both, or 

neither make any difference when it comes to Ferox is another matter altogether. But 

better I tell people rather than keeping it to myself. 

A friend of mine, John Wilding from Lancaster, invented and marketed an innovation 

known (for obvious reasons) as the Booby Bead. Two connected plastic balls with 

beads inside which when they rotate in the tide make a noise and have caught me lots 

of Cod which I might otherwise not have seen. Obviously then, they were aimed at 
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sea angling. But fresh water anglers, in particular those after Pike were also quick to 

gauge their worth, which prompted me to putting one on my Ferox rigs a short way 

up the wire the trace stopped by a swivel, using the wobble or rotation of a suitably 

wired trolled dead bait to provide the ‘rattle inducing’ movement required in the 

absence of there being any tide. 

I’m not sure about the flavoured tail of the Power Rattle lure though. It certainly 

makes your fingers smell, and again, from my experience, the scent used has trout 

attracting form. Cutting a long story short here, some years ago I was given a couple 

of pots of Power Bait putty by Terry Eustace who was looking for feedback, as he 

was the main importer of Berkley products to the UK at the time. Tested at Esthwaite, 

which is a Cumbrian any method put and take trout fishery, you literally couldn’t get 

the rod on the rests or the indicator on to the line quickly enough. Such was the instant 

attraction of a blob of the stuff to Rainbow Trout.  

Sometime later on ‘assignment’ with two well-known names in the angling 

journalistic World working for one of the main trout magazines, we found ourselves 

on some bleak Yorkshire moorland fishery iced up around the margins and bathed in 

bright winter sunshine. Exactly the wrong conditions for fly fishing. But we needed 

a photographic result, or the venture was likely to fail. Then I remembered I had some 

Power Bait putty and liquid still in my tackle bag, of which the feintest smear was 

rubbed into a small lightly dressed nymph, and I kid you not, the first five casts put 

three Rainbows in front of the camera lens and it was ‘day saved’.  

For some reason, unfortunately, for me at least, Power Bait has been less successful 

with Brown Trout. None the less, in situations where fish are at best hard to come by, 

marinating dead baits for trolling in the liquid Power Bait application has to be worth 

the investment. And of course, there are other potential Ferox marinades too such as 

Pilchard Oil and WD40, both of which have brought me good results across a wide 

range of fresh water as well as salt water situations. Combined with a Booby Bead 

and a wire down the centre of a dead bait to induce exaggerated levels of vibration 

and rotation, how could any fish manage to resist? 

Unfortunately, and more often than we would like, Ferox Trout in particular prove 

themselves experts in the ‘resisting’ department, though Pike can often be easy 

converts, with some very good ones in there at times if you like that sort of thing, 

particularly on Windermere, where more Pike anglers accidentally catch Ferox than 

Ferox anglers accidentally catch Pike. I’ve had some good Pike on Coniston too, 

where even the biggest Ferox occasionally hooked by the Charr plumb liners struggle 

to make double figures, with both species at times even taking my small spinners 

while Charr trolling, which with four pounds bs line and a small landing net means 

there is only ever going to be one winner, which invariably was rarely me. 
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Depending on the source being accessed, information regarding the feeding habits of 

Ferox Trout can at times seem contradictory. That said, it isn’t necessarily the 

movements of the Ferox which are the determining factor in pin pointing their 

whereabouts so much as the prey fish they are stalking. So it pays to get some sort of 

handle on the dominant shoaling prey species, which can differ in habits enormously 

water to water, even within the same species, with Charr seemingly producing bigger 

and better Ferox prospects than whitefish, and whitefish better than coarse fish 

species, if that is, there are any coarse fish present resulting from discarded Pike live 

baits. 

Simply knowing there to be Charr present, whilst this is good news, can still pose 

problems due to the fact that not all populations of Charr feed in the same way. Some 

are planktonic feeders which means they are ‘governed’ by light penetration and time 

of day, as phytoplankton at the very base of the food chain are drawn up in the water 

column late in the day, chasing the last remaining rays of sunlight necessary to drive 

the photosynthesis which fuels their energy provision allowing them to split the CO2 

molecule, retaining the carbon for their own needs, releasing the oxygen into the 

water or the atmosphere for the benefit of the remainder of the animal Kingdom. 

Peat staining, gloomy weather, and day length in Scotland, perhaps more so than other 

part of the UK can all have their part to play. So too does the fact that in some Scottish 

lochs there can be as many as three distinct races of Charr, each tapping in to a 

different energy resource at different levels in the water column. Similarly, whitefish, 

with Vendace and Pollan both being primarily plankton dependent feeders, whereas 

Schelly, Powan and Gwyniad are not. Then there’s thermal stratification and oxygen 
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availability to factor in, with never seemingly enough Ferox to attempt to target in 

the first place. 

With regard to timing suggestions within any particular fishing day, early season this 

doesn’t seem to matter that much. Weak springtime warming at depth at these 

latitudes won’t be a factor either. However, changes in day length thrown into the 

mix, particularly in Scotland over the summer period when in the Highlands it barely 

goes dark at all some at times, can have a very marked effect in terms of predation 

opportunities, with high summer evenings followed by autumn afternoons both 

worthy of careful extra consideration.  

With regard to selecting a starting point, that’s about as predictable as playing the 

party game of pinning the tail on the donkey while wearing a blindfold after having 

been spun around a couple of times for added disorientation. As has been said 

elsewhere in this Chapter, following the thirty to forty foot contour with a vertical 

spread of different baits and lures is as good a stab in the dark approach as any other. 

But in truth, Ferox Trout can quite literally be anywhere both in the vertical and the 

horizontal plane, depending on the movements of their prey. As Geoff Beck put it in 

his 1967 song ’Hi Ho Silver Lining’ – “you’re everywhere and nowhere baby”. 

Ambush and roam is one definition I’ve heard said on more than an odd occasion 

with regard to Ferox hunting tactics. But still you need a starting point.  

Unethical as it might sound, one example could be trolling, or even bank fishing if 

the bank drops away steeply enough in the vicinity of inlet or outlet streams and rivers 

around spawning time, looking for those fish whose year it is to help reseed the 

population. Lake outlets can also be worth targeting if they have a Salmon Smolt run. 

And if Rainbow Trout reared in cramped proximity confinement manage to escape in 

large numbers from their holding cages can be located while they are still hanging 

out together, then working in and around these is well worth a shot, as hungry Ferox 

are far from fussy feeders. Some will even scavenge, hence large static dead baits cast 

from the shore being in with a shout. Fishing late into the evening or even after dark 

should also be considered, with the use of nocturnal dead baits being a particularly 

well used weapon in the armoury of the early Victorian Ferox pioneers. 

In summary, you need to be inventive, and always willing to think outside the box. 

Even if you confine experimentation to just a single rod looking to make meaningful 

comparisons to more traditional tactics over time, with emphasis on the word time, 

which for Ferox Trout there always needs to be plenty of. It doesn’t matter if what 

you are doing doesn’t fully comply with the natural feeding regime of any particular 

water. To borrow and slightly distort a phrase from the fly-fishing fraternity, you 

don’t necessarily have to ‘match the hatch’. Generically suggestive is the way 

forward here. How many Ferox Trout get to see Powan, Charr and Rainbow Trout on 

the same menu, yet during the Loch Rannoch visit detailed earlier, three different 

Ferox Trout were happy enough to dine on them. 
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Because of, and for me at least, to assist in terms of a successful outcome with the 

‘threat’ of Pike, I always incorporate wire down at the business end of any terminal 

rig. You don’t need yards of the stuff. Sufficient to beat the teeth, which with a trolled 

bait more often than not isn’t going to end it down the back of an assailant’s throat. 

Alternatively, monofilament of around forty pounds breaking strain, which if the 

chances of Ferox are greater than Pike (which isn’t saying much), you could drop that 

down to maybe thirty pounds bs. At sea we rarely if ever use wire these days, and 

there are some pretty toothy critters out there.  

Typically, for lure trolling, I use a short length of wire of around nine inches, with a 

decent barrel swivel, or better still ball-bearing swivel at the main line end and a 

quality quick change clip at the other, dozens of which I have in stock bought over in 

America for trolling Rapala’s for Barracuda, Red Snapper and the like. I also us them 

for dead bait trolling, clipping the release link into another swivel on a split ring at 

the top of the rig which I will discuss in detail in a moment. You can never use too 

many swivels when trolling large natural ‘unbalanced’ baits. Fortunately, Ferox may 

also feed not so much in, but over very deep water predating on Charr high up in the 

water column, particularly in the evening or early morning, which if you want to 

avoid Pike is also worth investigating. 

My approach to trolled dead bait rigging is unashamedly copied pretty much verbatim 

from a rig made up for me by Ron Greer. What better recommendation can there be 

than that? It isn’t exactly the same, but close enough to hand Ron the credit, starting 

with a length of stainless steel wire of the type sold at the sea angling counter for 

paternoster making which has a loop twisted into one end and is cut at the other end 

to suit the length of the dead bait it is going to be inserted into. Not the easiest of 

materials to work with, particularly for loop twisting involving pliers and a small 

screwdriver. Also include a fine file in the tool kit to remove sharp line threatening 

edges where the wire has been cut. 

This wire loop goes on to a split ring along with a quality swivel, short wire trace, 

and if applicable with a Booby Bead already in place as shown in the photograph 

below. Two further wire traces with well-tempered sharp trebles mid-point and at the 

end are added to the split ring by way of their swivels. As with the stainless insert 

wire, their lengths are judged to suit the size of the bait. One further treble is then 

added directly to the split ring. This one goes into baits top lips closing the mouth 

after the stainless steel wire has been inserted down the centre of the fish, followed 

by a hook trace along each flank with one of the hooks from each treble being inserted 

in to the baits flank, either with or without an additional attractor spoon a yard or so 

up from the split ring. The bait is then bent like a banana to induce rotation.  
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What you do next is entirely up to you. The photograph shows a whitefish bait that 

has been lightly lashed with strong cotton to help keep the traces and hooks in place. 

A good wrap of bait elastic is another approach. But if you read Ron Greer’s book 

you will see, as I have fishing with him in the boat, that a more durable approach is 

perhaps the best way forward using fuse wire or similar at intervals to hold the whole 

thing together. The thinking being that in the potential ‘violence’ of a big hit from 

either a Ferox or a Pike, particularly if this becomes a repeated attack, cotton or bait 

elastic might snap allowing the hooks to flail around and take hold anywhere and not 

necessarily inside the predators mouth, which for a fish that is scarce at best, could 

result in an expensive missed opportunity. So if the Ferox aren’t put off by fuse wire, 

and by all accounts they aren’t, why then should we be? 

DOWN AND OUT 

Putting a trolling dead bait presentation together is one thing. Getting it to work at 

the desired depth takes more in the way of deliberate planning and ingenuity which 

thankfully technology can lend a hand with, particularly where accuracy needs to be 

combined with consistency. The same goes for lures which either don’t dive perhaps 

as deep as you might like, or in some cases such as with spoons, don’t dive at all. In 

all these situations well considered ‘persuasion’ is going to be required, which could 

be as simple as a flat D-shaped lead to help prevent line twist, or as complicated as a 

top of the range downrigger, with several other interesting innovative options in 

between.  

With ‘add-on’ leads, typically one ounce will take a bait down to around fifteen feet 

when the offering is working at an appropriate distance away from the boat when 
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trolled at approximately walking speed, or three to four mph on the GPS speed over 

ground (SOG) function, with pro-rate weight to depth increases and decreases made 

accordingly. Light weight D-shaped plastic vanes can also be readily homemade with 

holes at either end for a length of stainless steel wire with attachment loops and 

swivels similar to the D-shaped lead, these being inserted between the reel line and 

the trace to prevent line twist in situations where additional lead is not required to get 

an offering down. 

Alternatively, a downrigger incorporating a large lead on a fine wire can be set at 

whatever depth you like, in the knowledge it will stay there, particularly if as on some 

of the more expensive models a depth counter fitted is fitted. The first downrigger I 

used had a bait release clip fitted to the weight which in turn had a rudder to prevent 

it spinning, which otherwise would have led to self-inflicted tangles from which the 

trace would be unable to pull free as intended, leaving just the fish on the end of the 

line and the downrigger weight to be cranked up separately by your fishing buddy in 

case the fish swims into it, either chafing the reel line, or resulting in a tangle. 

Trolling in the Baltic, Sven Hille used online release clips which could be placed 

anywhere on the wire above the weight, either as a single option, or with a second 

lure or bait working above the first higher up in the water column, thereby doubling 

the chances of quickly finding the favoured feeding level for the day. As soon as a 

fish hits, the reel line is pulled free with the whole clip able to be removed or 

repositioned according to need. Fortunately, in the Baltic, there is much more 

potential to simultaneously experiment with options as there are no restrictions other 

than the threat of tangling on the number of rods you can use at any one time. Here 

in the UK in fresh water it’s a different matter, so carefully considered choices will 

unfortunately need to be made. 

Sven had two downriggers, one in each corner at the stern, with single rod holders 

adjacent to other holders in the boat’s gunnel, each allowing him to fish two lures set 

at different depths. In addition to these, though not necessarily used at the same time, 

to increase his spread of trolling capability in both the horizontal as well as the vertical 

plane, he also had available and where applicable used a number of other aides. These 

included various diving and side planning vanes which need to be discussed 

separately.  

Diving vanes, or trolling paravanes which are different names for the same thing, 

work in a similar fashion to a ‘stepped up’ lip on a diving lure. Typically made of 

plastic, they are attached between the main line and the leader, and are reliant on the 

forward momentum of the boat coupled to their angle of tilt to get both them and the 

lure or bait down to depth, with the selected angle setting, distance behind the boat, 

and speed of the boat, all playing their part. Due to the additional water resistance 

they generate, you will require extra test curve capability from your rod blank. Their 

drawback is that unlike a downrigger, you can never be sure as to how deep they are 
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diving, unless someone with a good echo sounder in a second boat runs over the top 

of them looking to pick up a recorded hit on the screen. 

 

Paravanes come in a range of shapes and sizes worked around the same generic design 

concept. This comprises a series of holes in line along the central spine for attaching 

the reel line, usually by way of a clip, and a second series of holes running across the 

back of the device for clipping the trace to. The further back you attach the reel line 

the steeper the dive angle of the paravane, which it is claimed with some designs and 

settings is capable of reaching depths down to two hundred feet, bearing in mind that 

trolling speed and length of running line must also feature in the calculation.  

Another variation on this theme is the trolling board, which on account of its 

increased surface area and considering all the aforementioned trolling criteria, have 

the potential to dive deeper than paravanes. In both cases, expect also to see a 

moulded ballast lead towards the front to keep the device running in the desired 

orientation, which when a fish grabs the bait will invert which might actually assist 

in bringing it closer to the surface.  

The holes across the back or either gadget are there as attachment points for a ten to 

twenty foot leader, which depending on which hole you choose and its distance off 

centre, will encourage the paravane or trolling board to wander off track away from 

either the boat or the other lines, the direction of which being dependent on which 

side of centre you attach to, with the mid-point hole used for trolling directly over the 

stern. Bear in mind that off-setting in this manner will also result in some loss of 

trolling depth.  
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Alternatively, you can employ a purpose designed side planer as illustrated here on a 

pre-set length ‘lazy line’ to control its operating distance, and to get it back in to re-

set the lure or bait after a take  Yet another effective well thought out piece of trolling 

kit fitted with a line clip from which the lure pulls free from on fish impact, designed 

to ‘swim’ away from the side of the boat to achieve controlled line separation. 

Something which, along with all the other trolling gear and techniques, it would be 

helpful to see in action for yourself by booking a guided Baltic Salmon and Sea Trout 

trolling experience operating out from Rügen. 

The Ferox session I had on Loch Rannoch in 1992 with Dr. Malcolm Greenhalgh and 

the Ferox-85 boys was as much about research as it was about leisure fishing, with 

Alastair Thorne, who would go on to take the record on Loch Awe with a monster 

Ferox a shade over 19 lbs 10 ounces, fishing from the second boat. Both Ron Greer 

in our boat, and Alastair in the other, in their everyday lives were at that time scientists 

based at the Faskally Freshwater Fish Laboratory in Pitlochry. So as soon as a Ferox 

made it to the net, it was straight over to the shore and into a large bath of anaesthetic 

to tranquilize it. Only then could the measuring, weighing, tagging and all the rest of 

the science stuff safely (for the fish) proceed, after which it would go into a bath of 

fresh water from the loch to recover. Except that my fish didn’t. Despite a lot of 

concerned effort, it repeatedly went belly up, until eventually it was declared a lost 

cause and taken back to Pitlochry. Malcolm’s fish followed a similar pattern. 

Reflecting on this and subsequent Ferox Trout with both Ron and Alastair, despite 

their efforts on the day, they are now of the opinion that we didn’t give those fish 

long enough to recover. Some fish come around quickly; others take a long time. 

Experimentation has subsequently shown that apparent ‘lost cause’ Ferox can recover 

after extraordinary lengths of seemingly previously unsuccessful recovery time 

effort. They are hardy resilient fish, well able to come through the trauma and rigors 
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of what the angling followed by the science happens to throw at them. The key finding 

here being not to give up.  

Ferox are magnificent fish, with large specimens often, though as we now know, not 

always taking many years in the making. Anyone who fishes for them will know only 

too well that there seemingly are never enough of them to keep everyone happy. To 

lose one needlessly therefore is a pity. A waste. So take your trophy photograph and 

pop it onto the scales which should be sufficient evidence to satisfy even the harshest 

sceptic, after which every effort, regardless of time, should be taken to ensure that 

wherever possible the fish also lives to tell the tale, as tagging has very clearly 

demonstrated is so often the case, even when the odds are seemingly so 

disadvantageously stacked against getting a good result. 

The final word on the subject here is ‘Relentlessness’. A term used frequently by the 

Ferox-85 boys, the definition of which is required by the bucket full, because unlike 

me at Loch Rannoch back in 1992 who under Ron Greer’s tutelage hit the jackpot 

within a couple of hours at the first attempt, in contrast, the group once had to endure 

a dozen or so cold disheartening blanks on the trot, then Alastair broke the record. So 

repeating the words of my second paragraph penned originally by Francis Dyke 

Holcombe when writing his ‘Modern Sea Angling’ Chapter on Halibut fishing back 

in 1921, always remember that “The blanks are many and the prizes but few”.  

But what a prize when one does finally come along. As with women who have just 

endured child birth are often heard to say, the instant you take ‘your baby’ in your 

arms, all the pain, in this case cold, frustration, and living on the edge of calling it a 

day, is instantly forgotten, and you’re ready to do it all over again. 
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CHAPTER 5  - TROUBLED TENANTS 

 

As we know, Ferox Trout, Arctic Charr, and Schelly are species taken by anglers, 

though perhaps not as frequently as might wish, living at the edge of their survivable 

range at a time of unfavourable climatic change from their perspective, and with 

nowhere else to go. As I’ve said elsewhere, unlike salt water fish species, if they find 

themselves ‘out of position’ due to rising water temperatures, they can up-sticks and 

move. The British Isles Post Glacial Relict Salmonids, which also includes the 

Vendace and Pollan which rarely ever feature on rod and line and are therefore 

mentioned here simply for completeness, currently find themselves at latitudes which 

were it not for the depth of the waters they are managing to hold on, in aided by 

thermal stratification, would otherwise be unable to sustain their life requirements. 

The key threat here, though by no means the 

only one to the relict Salmonids and many of 

our other indigenous fresh water species is 

obviously runaway climate change. Some 

call it global warming; others refer to it as the 

climate catastrophe. Take your choice. All 

roads lead to the same destination with this 

one, which is unsustainability for many 

species if things don’t change and quickly, 

with insufficient time available now to adapt 

and change with it, even for those species 

which are normally in a position simply to 

‘go with the flow’, in all cases for the same 

reason, which is the time scale, having 

endured nineteen of the twenty warmest 

years on record this century already as 

demonstrated by the ‘heat-wave’ Charr 

photograph here. And we aren’t even a quarter of the way through the century yet. 

Climate change must be considered a threat to all our Post Glacial Relict Salmonids, 

exacerbated by other environmental pressures such as increased colonisation by non-

native species and nutrient enrichment, particularly in England, with the latter often 

resulting in deoxygenated conditions resulting in contraction of suitable habitat for 

Charr and whitefish species, with a knock on effect to Ferox Trout, particularly where 

Charr are their main prey. Sticking with enrichment, a less appreciated consequence 

of the current climate situation is increased severe storm risk and wetter winters 

leading to increased sediment and nutrient run-off loading from surrounding 

catchments, especially those associated with agriculture, population expansion, and 
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increased ‘staycation’ tourism such as in the English Lake District. Some loss of 

spawning habitat could also result. 

A good example here of these impacts comes from a modelling assessment done by 

Elliot and Bell (2011) looking at the long-term suitability of Bassenthwaite as a 

continued habitat for Vendace, which while it is considered to be the rarest freshwater 

fish species indigenous to the UK, could just as easily apply to the other whitefish 

species and to some Charr populations. An investigation, the findings of which 

suggest Vendace viability in the lake to be extremely low, in contrast to a second 

population in nearby Derwent Water, considered far more sustainable on the grounds 

of its predicted greater resilience to the current impact of climate change because of 

its greater leaning towards both being and remaining closer to the oligotrophic 

(nutrient poor) end of the loading scale, keeping it closer to the nutrient concentration 

limits Vendace are able to tolerate. A factor helped by having a smaller nutrient 

loading catchment for roughly the same surface area of water, allied to the fact that 

is also slightly deeper, clearly demonstrating that you cannot single out any one 

problem as being the sole cause. Some will undoubtedly add more to the overall risk 

than others. But rarely do they work in complete isolation, and must therefore be 

tackled as a combined threat. 

 

Same message, but with a different species now; a broadly similar investigation 

comparing waters containing Charr along a distribution gradient based on latitude 

(north to south) here in the UK found that ten out of the eleven Charr populations 

studied showed significant recent declines in their abundance, with only the most 

northerly population surveyed in  Loch Girlsta on Shetland, which is about as far 

north as you can go in the UK, positioned latitudinally between Iceland and Norway, 
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showing any significant signs of increase, which while this implicates climate 

variation based on latitude by comparison to the more southerly located populations, 

once again needs to be seen as a group component rather than a single cause, with the 

report’s authors quick to point out that where population decreases were observed, 

these are likely to have resulted from a combination of environmental factors, some 

of which may even be unrelated to climate change. However, the hypothesis that the 

observed widespread decline of Charr in the UK can be attributed at least in part to 

climate change remains supported. 

Charr are likely to hang on for some time yet due to their widespread distribution 

throughout the Scottish Highlands, where conditions are still ‘harsh’ enough to mirror 

their Northern European, Scandinavian, and North American haunts. For the moment 

at least anyway, towards the southern edge of their current range. This leaves us with 

the Ferox Trout, which as a ‘within species variant’ of Salmo trutta (again, for the 

moment at least), probably isn’t as directly threatened as either Charr or whitefish as 

Brown Trout in their ‘regular’ genetic form thrive throughout the whole of Britain, 

and given the right habitat, should continue to do so. Whether there is something in 

the specific genetic makeup of Ferox to suggest otherwise remains to be seen. What 

I can say is that if Charr populations, and to a lesser extent those of whitefish contract 

still further, or worse still become lost, Ferox Trout numbers and range could likewise 

become strained as an indirect consequence through food poverty. 

The geological record tells us there have been five major mass extinction events since 

the so-called Cambrian explosion of 541 million years ago, when all the major animal 

phyla first started to appear in the fossil record. There have also been a few lesser 

extinctions here and there along the way. But the Ordovician-Silurian extinction of 

443 million years ago; the Devonian extinction of 359 million years ago; the Permian-

Triassic extinction of 252 million years ago; the Triassic-Jurassic extinction of 201 

million years ago, and best known of all, the one at the Cretaceous-Tertiary border 

which took out the dinosaurs around 66 million years ago, are in the great scheme of 

things the ones that really matter…..well, almost.  

In evolutionary science circles, there is currently a great deal of support for a sixth 

major mass extinction event known as the Holocene extinction. An event that is 

taking place right now with a start date coincidentally correlating to the loss of 

migratory drive in the Post Glacial Relict Salmonids under discussion here. A time 

when, as the ice pulled back allowing re-colonisation of previously hostile tracts of 

land, farming began to replace the previous hunter-gatherer approach to providing 

food which had by that stage already seen off much of the Worlds megafauna such as 

Mammoth and Woolly Rhinoceros, with attentions turned to cropping or ‘adjusting 

the habitat’ of whatever animals and potential crop plants had managed to make it 

through by exploiting anything and everything under the banner of progress.  
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A not unreasonable question to ask at this point might be, “What constitutes a mass 

extinction, and what possible relevance could this have to a book on angling 

anyway?” The definition of the term ‘Mass Extinction Event’ relates to a period in 

the Earth's history when abnormally large numbers of species start to disappear 

simultaneously within a short geological time-scale, the most severe of which known 

as the 'great dying’ being the Permian-Triassic event when a staggering 96% of all 

species disappeared, in all cases caused by some catastrophic event such excessive 

volcanic activity, or that asteroid impact off the Yucatan Peninsula 66 million years 

ago opening up a ‘gap in the market’ for the rise of the mammals which would 

ultimately result in the driving force behind the current extinction event which is us; 

human beings, hell bent on over-cropping, deforestation, greenhouse gas emissions 

and all the rest. All inextricably linked, with each in its different way contributing to 

the current crisis under the single headline banner of Climate Catastrophe. 

The current rate of extinction has been variously estimated to be between 100 and 

1,000 times greater than should be the case in the normal course of events. 

Throughout history, species have come and gone naturally. A natural phenomenon, 

which at normal background levels is nothing to get excited about. You can’t save 

everything in a freeze-framed ideal World scenario, though there are those out there 

who think it is our duty to do exactly that. Evolution marches on and must be allowed 

to do so. The difference here is the ‘helping hand’ we appear only too willing to give 

to it.  

I’m all for letting evolutionary progress run its course. But at the same time, I am also 

concerned with the devil may care way in which we are prepared compound the 

situation. Particularly when it comes to fish, which because the average person rarely 

if ever gets to see them doing their thing naturally in the wild, for the most part 

seemingly don’t matter as much as terrestrial animals or marine mammals which 

periodically pop their heads out of the water to take a breath and entertain. 

The 2019 Global Assessment Report on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services 

published by the United Nations' Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on 

Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services suggests that around one million species of 

plants and animals face extinction within decades as the result of human activity and 

indifference. A very difficult message to get across in terms of positive action, 

particularly in the poorer parts of the World where everyday survival concerns are 

understandably a more immediate priority, the consequence of which is that the wider 

threat is at its greatest there simply because there is no alternative due to poverty, 

corruption, tribalism and all the rest. 

The palaeontological record very clearly shows us that in real time, as a living 

individual, people should not actually see and recognise a mass extinction event 

taking place around them. Typically, these are either drawn out affairs, possibly 

spanning thousands, maybe even millions of years, or as in the dino-destroying 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Assessment_Report_on_Biodiversity_and_Ecosystem_Services
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intergovernmental_Science-Policy_Platform_on_Biodiversity_and_Ecosystem_Services
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intergovernmental_Science-Policy_Platform_on_Biodiversity_and_Ecosystem_Services
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meteorite strike it’s over literally in a geological instant. Yet here we are clearly in 

the throes of what many scientists agree is an unequivocal sixth mass extinction event. 

One which in fact defies all previously established ground rules in that we not only 

know that it's happening, but can also see it happening, and at pace. Then, as with the 

plight of the European Sea Bass, with the exception of the usual vocal angling 

minority, we throw our hands up in the air under a blanket of general apathy and say 

“what the hell” and do nothing. 

Modern humans were ‘forced’ to leave Africa by a very different climate change 

emergency around 60,000 years ago when dry arid conditions reduced our species 

head count down to perhaps as few as 2,000 individuals, putting our own extinction 

very much on the cards. For perspective, this is fewer people than attend say a 

medium sized concert. Some took an ‘escape’ route up into Europe while others 

followed the coastline around to Asia, eventually reaching Australia some 40,000 

years ago, and via either a land bridge, or in the case of colonising The Americas, an 

ice bridge from Siberia to Alaska less than 20,000 years ago, our expansion took its 

final global steps, which just happens to coincide with the loss of virtually all the 

large animal species (plus lots of everything else) which had previously thrived at 

those locations for millennia before we arrived. 

New Zealand followed, and in more recent times, the colonisation of smaller islands, 

many of whose long standing indigenous inhabitants were also quickly lost, the most 

recent and certainly most famous of these being on Mauritius, where Portuguese and 

later Dutch sailors quickly saw off the flightless Dodo through a combination of the 

predators they introduced such rats and pigs, and by eating the birds themselves. The 

first sailors landed there in 1598. By 1755 the Dodo was completely gone, 

highlighting the total disregard we as a species instinctively exhibit as we exploit the 

environment and its other inhabitants to satisfy our own insatiable greed, with our 

live for today sod tomorrow arrogance.  

Back in the 1990's, research scientist Edward Wilson published a statistically 

supported rate of current extinction prediction across all life forms of around three 

species per hour. This equates to a staggering twenty seven thousand species lost 

forever in each and every year. Thirty years later, that figure has been revised to 

several hundred species per day, many of which, such as insect species, we will never 

know even existed, with the caveat that the current free for all, particularly in terms 

of over-exploiting coastal seas and increasingly the deeper ocean, must cease 

immediately to have even the remotest chance of dragging things back from the edge 

of the abyss. An estimate given additional support from work done by the World 

Wildlife Fund stating that populations of mammals, birds, fish, and reptiles, have 

declined by 49% since 1970. 

As a species, human beings see the entire planet and its resources as some huge 

supermarket put there for our benefit and convenience, with the freedom to plunder 
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it at will. We just can’t help ourselves. It's what we've always done, and no doubt it's 

what we will continue to do, despite the best scientific evidence saying that it simply 

cannot continue in this manner. As they say, there is no Planet B; when this one’s had 

it, then so too have we. And never has the threat been greater than in the oceans, lakes 

and rivers of the World where the naked eye literally cannot see what's going on 

below the surface, for which reason most people other than scientists and anglers, 

both camps of which I happen to have a foot planted in, seemingly don't give a damn. 

Especially if doing something comes at a cost. 

Reading the earlier Chapters might suggest the sending out of mixed messages by 

me. I get that, and at times wonder myself which is the best path to tread. As I’ve 

previously said, Vendace in Bassenthwaite are currently teetering on the brink of 

extinction. ‘British’ whitefish and Charr populations have already become extinct at 

some locations within living memory. More worrying still, there are populations, 

particularly of Charr, which could also slip off the radar before anybody knows or 

even knew they were ever there. What we do know is that many populations at many 

locations are currently struggling after ten millennia of continued survival with 

historical natural environmental pressures previously having been placed upon them, 

and that currently, all of the new threatening pressure is coming from us. 

I doubt that anybody goes out with the deliberate intention of doing harm to any of 

these fish. It’s what happens when technology fuels human expansion, while at the 

same time failing to come up with workable answers to allow the expansion to take 

place in ways that are not detrimental to the environment. Population expansion in 

the area around Coniston in Cumbria is one example I touched on earlier. More 

residents catering for more visitors creates more effluent, which even if this were to 

be treated to levels beyond the capability of most if not all septic tanks, if it doesn’t 

end up in a watercourse going directly into the lake will do so by gravity through the 

ground, ‘joining forces’ with agricultural run-off generated by the need to produce 

ever more food with crops and livestock. 

With perhaps the single exception of Ireland’s Lough Neagh Pollan, Relict Salmonids 

such as Charr and whitefish need oligotrophic lakes to meet their regular day to day 

environmental requirements. The term oligotrophic is defined as “poor in nutrients 

and high in oxygen content”, a situation which cannot be sustained by increased levels 

of human population or farming intensity within most waters’ catchment area. That 

is not the same as saying that fish there cannot survive; in the short term at least. But 

as the nutrient status of a water changes, so too does its ability to provide at the same 

support level in terms of oxygen saturation and usage, vegetation provision, and food 

availability. So it isn’t only a problem of direct climate change. The list of ‘knock-on 

offenders’ is long and varied. 

The ’hot topic’ currently, if you’ll pardon the unintended pun, is the phrase Climate 

Change Catastrophe. At the onset of the Industrial Revolution, the Earth’s atmosphere 
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contained 278 parts of CO2 per million (ppm). Today that figure is around 414 ppm, 

and looks set to top 560 ppm by the year 2060, which is more than double, if the 

uncontrolled adding of a range of greenhouse gases to the Earth’s upper atmosphere 

continues at the current rate. These allow the Sun’s rays in, then after we’ve had the 

beneficial side of the deal making the planet habitable, prevent the same rays from 

escaping, eventually leading to a runaway greenhouse effect demonstrated by the 

types of temperature rises previously mentioned coming at a rate far too quick for the 

animals and plants we not only share the planet with, but as inconvenient as it may 

be in some peoples’ eyes, depend on for our very existence, to adapt and continue 

bestowing upon us all the benefits they currently do, such as oxygen, food and 

building materials. 

It is reliably predicted that there is a 20% chance that annual global temperatures 

could well be 1.5°C higher than they were in pre-industrial times at least once by 

2025. This statement is based on data coordinated by the World Meteorological 

Organisation (WMO) provided by the UK and nine other counties including China 

and the USA. The same study also predicts annual global temperatures to be at least 

1°C above pre-industrial levels in each of the years between now (2020) and 2024. 

Yet the Paris Climate Agreement, to which almost two hundred countries signed up, 

has the agreed the target aim of keeping things well below 2°C for the entire twenty 

first century, which with the US having officially notified the UN of its intention to 

withdraw from the agreement on the grounds of ‘unfair economic burden’ on the 

American people, makes hitting any sort of meaningful target at all worse than a 

forlorn hope. 

Saying things should change and offering up a workable alternative with regard to 

climate change are, in the short term at least, literally poles apart. That isn’t the same 

as saying it either can’t or shouldn’t happen. It’s more about the mechanism, with too 

many people in too many poor third World situations understandably concerned more 

about how they will get through the week, never mind putting the woes of the entire 

planet right. One thing the Covid-19 pandemic very strikingly demonstrated was that 

within just days, and definitely within weeks, the global shutdown and its knock-on 

effect to most methods of oil consumption, but in particular air travel, suddenly made 

the skies clear again. Air quality improved by hitherto unimaginable amounts, 

reportedly up by 18% here in the UK, and 24% in China. And with the sudden 

abandonment through lock down of the outdoors, wildlife began reappearing in 

environments normally reserved for people. It was a TV newsworthy revelation. 

With no need for transport coinciding with some incredibly good spring weather in 

terms of heating gas and electricity consumption, oil and gas prices didn’t just drop; 

they went into free fall. Oil in particular, which on the 20th of April 2020, a couple of 

months after the World Health Organisation had declared a public health emergency, 

saw crude prices slump to minus $37.63 a barrel. They literally could not give the 

stuff away and were forced into offering incentives just to get rid of the surplus in an 
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attempt to keep the industry afloat. So redressing the balance quickly is a proven 

possibility, which for cold water adapted fish species out on a limb at the edge of their 

range would be excellent news. Except that as we all know, without being forced to 

or massively incentivised, this is simply is never going to happen.  

But, as the saying goes, “What God giveth with one hand, he taketh away with the 

other”. Everyone stuck at home eating and watching the telly all day brings with it 

different pressures. Particularly in rural areas where the homes of many of our 

indigenous fish species are located. As I know only too well from my job of enforcing 

environmental legislation across swathes of rural Lancashire, home treatment of 

domestic effluent is poor and potentially contributes much to upsetting the balance in 

aquatic environments, as has happened with the Charr in Coniston recently and has 

been happening in Windermere for many years, potentially pushing the oligotrophic 

homes of some of our relict Salmonid populations into the mesotrophic (middle 

range) category, with potentially more plant life, sedimentation, and increased 

demand on dissolved oxygen levels, which when this takes places below the 

thermocline, can have dire consequences.  

 

Add to this additional pressures on farming to fill the temporary restriction driven 

food importation void, and in some cases crops being left to rot in situ because there 

are no migrant workers allowed in to harvest them which is a job the British 

unemployed could but won’t do, and it quickly becomes clear enough for all to see 
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how adverse situations such as a pandemic lockdown has the potential to do lasting 

damage to some of our indigenous species of fish. 

Fossil fuel burning often gets much of the bad press here, but it isn’t working in 

isolation, and nor is it responsible for all out atmospheric ills. Carbon dioxide released 

by the combustion of wood, oil products, and natural gas to name but a few, is one 

constituent of the greenhouse blanket allowing the global pressure cooker to come up 

to the boil. Water vapour is another, as is the estimated 100 million tonnes of methane 

coming out of the rear end of ruminant livestock such as cattle. A figure which takes 

no account of other ruminant species, domesticated or wild, also doing the same.  

Outgassing by volcanos and areas of anoxic marshland provide two further potential 

additions to the greenhouse gas blanket. Then there are the ozone depleting gases 

allowing in potentially cancer-causing UV radiation such as CFC’s from old fridges 

and aerosols, plus nitrous oxide from amongst other sources motor vehicles, and you 

start to get something of a feel for the complexity of the situation driven on by our 

insatiable appetite for consumables derived from harmful processes. 

Climate change, both of itself and as a bit part player in a larger jigsaw, has been both 

implicated and demonstrated to be a growing ‘game changer’, not only to our relict 

Salmonid species, but to all of our indigenous fish species, some of which such as 

Carp might actually turn out to be winners, in the short term at least, with our native 

Salmonids at the other end of the scale in terms dissolved oxygen level consumption 

which can be impacted by a wide range of other environmental factors, with Charr 

and Schelly falling well inside the potential losers category as their required 

environments are so fragile to begin with. Ferox Trout make the frame here on the 

basis of their dependence on the others for food, while at the same time being just as 

susceptible to the other variables making up this web of environmental threat. 

World Meteorological Organisation Secretary General Petteri Taalas pulls no 

punches when it comes to the Paris Agreement on Climate Change within the United 

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change dealing with greenhouse gas 

emissions mitigation, adaptation, and finance, which was signed in 2016 setting out 

a global framework to avoid dangerous climate change by limiting global warming 

to well below 2°C, while pursuing efforts to limit it to 1.5°C. It also aims to strengthen 

countries' ability to deal with the impacts of climate change and support them in their 

efforts. An agreement committed to mobilising tens of billions of dollars every year 

to help poor countries deal with the problem, subsequently (unfortunately) widely 

accepted as being far too costly rendering it totally ineffective, and therefore likely to 

make a zero contribution to the problem. 

To the man in the street with little or no interest in the Natural World, sometimes the 

connection between ‘consumer essentials’ and the potential extinction of anything 

when it comes to a straight forward trade-off is something they quite simply don’t 
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want to hear. This is particularly true of the aquatic environment, where unless you 

are an angler, a commercial fisherman, or a whale watcher, what you can’t see you 

don’t miss. We therefore need to get much cleverer than we currently are at selling 

aquatic environmental protection, by fighting terrestrial battles which have a knock-

on effect to lakes, rivers, and ultimately the sea. Things like deforestation, which can 

be caused by both human activity and natural factors, which through the shedding of 

leaves from deciduous trees in the autumn is a vital provider of nutrients for 

invertebrates to feed on which in turn are predated by fish, though not so much in 

oligotrophic lakes of the type required by Charr and whitefish. 

Acidification caused by amongst other thing carbon dioxide, is becoming a huge 

recognised problem in both fresh water and at sea. A problem in part naturally present 

in many upland lakes and lochs as a result of run-off from the surrounding peat. What 

this does is weaken and in some cases dissolve or prevent shell building in a wide 

range of important invertebrates, some of which are planktonic and either grazed 

directly by Charr and whitefish populations, or as a link in the food chain feeding 

other invertebrates which at some point will be important either directly, such as with 

bottom feeding Charr and Schelly, or indirectly for Ferox Trout, which if their prey 

species suffers, then so too do they. So to sell the prevention of manmade sources of 

acidification as a threat to forests due to nutrient stripping from the soil might raise 

more practical awareness than saying it is harmful to fish. As I say, we need to box 

clever here. 

We also need to be cleverer when it comes to eutrophication. I worked for the 

Environment Agency for many years, prosecuting quite a number of incidents 

involving organic waste. Milk and silage liquor are amongst the most polluting, with 

milk in particular from dairy washing or storage disasters a difficult one for the public 

to get their heads around. “How can a food source be four hundred times more 

polluting than raw sewage?” is one question I was regularly asked. Then you explain 

that because milk is so highly nutritious making its energy resources so freely 

available that bacteria, which multiply by binary fission – in other words dividing 

into two every half hour or so as opposed to sexual reproduction – that it takes no 

time at all to produce literally billions of the things, each requiring oxygen, thereby 

depriving fish and everything else in the water, which then go belly up. 

In light of the Covid-19 pandemic ‘confining me to barracks’ encouraging me to write 

this book, a topical example of how devastatingly fast unchecked Coronavirus 

exploding through a population if left unchecked compares well with the growth of 

bacteria stripping oxygen from a body of water is perfectly well demonstrated by a 

mathematical-rule known as Exponential Growth Bias. This says that if you invest £1 

in an account that subsequently doubles in value each day, sixty days later it will be 

worth a staggering £1,048,576 making you’re a millionaire. By the year end the figure 

has rocketed to £1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000, making you 

a Undecillionaire.  
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Indian legend, the Brahmin Sissa Idn Dahir demonstrated this practically, when after 

inventing an early version of chess, as a prize requested one grain of wheat be placed 

on the first square of the chess board; two grains on the second, and so on, doubling 

in number through to square 64. A request which was laughed off as being way too 

humble, until a mathematician calculated if would require more than the entire wheat 

supply available to make good on the reward. And so it is with the spread of Covid-

19 or the number of bacteria in lakes and rivers consuming oxygen as they multiply 

in response to pollution driven by ‘food availability’. Is it any wonder then that fish 

go belly up with such rapidity if the pollution source is not quickly switched off? 

There is nothing like a ‘good fish kill’ to play on people’s emotions, bystanders as 

well as anglers. But floating fish aren’t always indicative of man-made pollution. 

During hot weather with long hours of sunshine, plants, algae, and phytoplankton can 

also strip out the oxygen at the cost of the fish. Thankfully, pollution driven fish kills 

are quite rare these days. But organic pollution doesn’t have to kill to be a problem. 

It can simply inhibit by progressively preventing those invertebrates and fish that 

require high dissolved oxygen levels from living there, with whatever animals that 

are able to colonise, depending of course on the level of organic input, suffering 

varying levels of stress. A subject I studied for my Ph.D, which for those who might 

be interested can be read Online using the link quoted below, or in the archive library 

of Liverpool University. 

http://www.fishingfilmsandfacts.co.uk/docs/PHDThesis.pdf 

 

http://www.fishingfilmsandfacts.co.uk/docs/PHDThesis.pdf
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Accidents and incidents aside, the bulk of what causes problems for fish in fresh water 

comes either from industrial processes, waste water treatment schemes, and/or 

agricultural run-off. The Environment Agency in England and Wales and its 

counterparts in Scotland and Ireland set strict adherence limits on waste water 

treatment facilities. To discharge to a watercourse, as most do, their final effluent 

must comply in terms of Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) and Suspended Solids, 

plus a range of other determinands if trade effluents are also to be sent to these plants. 

Some commercial companies however, treat and discharge their own effluents, which 

again are monitored. I know because I spent years monitoring and where necessary 

prosecuting these. But in the final analysis, effluent, albeit at a diluted level, is still 

being discharged, and under storm conditions when heavy rainfall maxes out the 

drains, screened untreated waste enters these watercourses via storm sewer outfalls. 

Another strand to my job was calculating and monitoring organic loadings going 

onto, and more importantly, washing off fields into ditches and streams from 

fertilizers and muck spreading. Presenting a much more difficult job than point source 

monitoring, these highly polluting effluents often come off in a diffuse manner, 

particularly in heavy rainfall events, and are therefore more difficult to keep on top 

of. They also tend to occur well away from urban areas in supposedly pristine rural 

settings, whereas the opposite tends to be true of waste water treatment plants, with 

rural domestic waste treated either by septic tanks, which rarely if ever do a 

satisfactory job. Is it any wonder then that watercourse water quality slips below the 

standards if is capable of were these inputs not to be taking place? And that’s without 

any consideration of synthetic estrogen from contraceptive pills affecting the ability 

of male fish to successfully reproduce. 

Fortunately, the types of lakes, loughs and lochs chosen by Post Glacial Relict 

Salmonids tend to be geographically isolated enough to be upstream of most human 

and agricultural effluent threats. But not so in all cases. The lochs of south west 

Scotland are sited in a mainly cattle rearing area and have already lost three Vendace 

populations from Castle Loch, Mill Loch and Loch Maben, with the two remaining 

in England in Bassenthwaite and Derwent Water also struggling, through a 

combination of agricultural and domestic inputs, adding to the problem of climate 

change there.  

Ireland too has not been immune, with Pollan populations in four out of its five loughs 

containing the species considered to be rare and endangered, added to which, as in 

the case of Wales, they have also recently lost Charr populations, as has Ullswater in 

Cumbria, in that case due to uncontrolled pollution from lead mining during the 

1940’s discharging directly onto their spawning grounds. Then we have Windermere 

and Coniston; two towns with expanding domestic and visitor populations, especially 

over the summer months, where changes to the local Charr populations have been 

noted and more are expected in the future. 
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Having spent years working on pollution control with the Environment Agency after 

a couple of years spent experimentally rearing coarse fish for reintroductions, I know 

how easy it is for someone to sit there pontificating about habitat loss, and just how 

difficult it can be for the modellers and ground staff to deliver what we all would love 

to see; pristine habitat everywhere and fish stocks thriving. Unfortunately, as ever, 

there have to be trade-offs in what is a particularly difficult field of work, where 

through well balanced compromises, everyone feels some measure of satisfaction. 

That aside, the water companies need to continue investing in new novel solutions to 

get their load balancing lower, just as farmers and those in the chemical industry 

working on their behalf need to find better solutions. One of course is to go 

completely organic, which when it starts to hit the consumer in the pocket, suddenly 

isn’t such a good idea after all. 

At the risk of yet again repeating myself, the introduction of ‘human influenced’ 

pollution of the types discussed, while these are and will continue to be a problem 

generally, they are less of a problem in isolated upland areas such as the Scottish 

Highlands. Unless there has been any sort of mining in the area such as for metals, or 

less likely for coal, natural acidification tends to be diffuse, attributable to as many 

as three potential sources. Of the three, unless resulting from pumping out tunnel 

workings as demonstrated in the photograph below leading to above surface ochre 

accumulations, acidification from metal deposits is more likely to be a ground water 

issue which can still affect standing bodies of water, and would be nigh on impossible 

to prevent. Similarly, run-off into lakes surrounded by peat, which in upland areas is 

a regular occurrence.  
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Finally, one acid related problem which is avoidable; in theory at least, that of acid 

rain. The result of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOX) from industrial 

processes and fossil fuel burning from amongst other things, power generation, and 

fuelling cars, the fumes from which rise up into the atmosphere. Also from rotting 

vegetation and erupting volcanoes, all of which can react with water, oxygen and 

other chemicals to form airborne sulfuric or nitric acid, which in turn mixes with 

water vapour, eventually falling back to the ground as acid rain and in some cases 

acid snow or even acid fog, often carried many miles away from the initial source of 

the problem by the wind, with a typical pH range of between 4.2 and 4.4. 

Once again I anticipate the reader question – “Yes, but what has any of this to do with 

an angling book specifically looking at a group of fish species normally found in 

pristine habitats?”, the answer to which is that acid rain can affect pretty much any 

environment you can imagine, but none more so than streams acting as transportation 

conduits for volume storage in lakes, having first collected it up via ground run-off 

from the surrounding catchment, in turn causing the water to absorb excess amounts 

of aluminium from the soil which is also toxic to aquatic animals including fish.  

I remember dealing with a site quarrying limestone out in the sticks on the 

Lancashire-Yorkshire border, where discharges to a small watercourse had turned it 

in to what looked like a white calcified stone channel. The pH reading was almost off 

the upper end of the scale which runs from 0 to 14 (acidic to alkaline), with 7 

obviously denoting neutral, and ‘normal rain’ typically having a pH value of around 

5.6. An area which was home to a wide range of fish including Salmonids being so 

far up the catchment, and therefore a priority. A situation which was the complete 

polar opposite to acid rain, but involved a similar process to acid rain to solve it by 

building a hut adjacent to a collecting pond close to the outlet and bubbling in bottled 

CO2, resulting in carbonic acid to neutralize the high pH. Imagine then massive 

amounts of CO2 in the atmosphere interacting with precipitation. An ongoing 

situation which will only be solved by setting and adhering to better air quality 

standards. 

On a global scale, the list of threats to the aquatic environment is seemingly endless, 

with slash and burn clearance of large swathes of forest for short term agriculture, 

plus the growing menace of micro plastics in water being two topical examples. 

Ongoing high-level threats which will directly or indirectly affect all of us over the 

coming decades and centuries if not tackled immediately, but are likely have little or 

no impact on either the upland standing waters of the British Isles or the Post Glacial 

Relict Salmonids, and must therefore be considered additional background reading 

for those who are interested. There is however one final habitat related problem that 

is currently impacting our indigenous species, and one I have touched on elsewhere 

in this volume but worth reiterating here, which is the translocation of fish, be that 

under license, accidentally, or in some cases even done by anglers. 
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Stocking with or moving species such as Carp, which are not indigenous to the British 

Isles and therefore shouldn’t be present in the first place, is not the issue here. I can 

see that statement going down well in coarse fishing circles and amongst the tackle 

trade. But it’s true. So much so that the British Record Fish Committee have even 

discussed the removal of it amongst other none indigenous species, not only from 

their list, but from the entire country.  

Records claims for Grass Carp, Wels Catfish and Walleye have already been 

suspended. Whether they will find the courage to go for the Carp is another matter; a 

big step given its popularity and the money the species generates on a number of 

levels. This however will make not one jot of difference to the wellbeing of Charr, 

Ferox Trout, or whitefish. The Ruffe Gymnocephalus cernuus in the form of unused 

released live baits, with its habit of eating the eggs of other species such as Powan in 

Loch Lomond thereby affecting the local balance is another matter, as is the 

movement of Charr and Vendace both as ‘booster stocks’, or as completely new 

‘reserve’ populations. 

The fact that the Victorians saw the Charr as a number of different species, or perhaps 

sub species prior to lumping them together under the single name Salvelinus alpinus 

is testament to the way these fish, along with the whitefish species and several 

‘variations’ on the Brown Trout theme have adapted over the past ten thousand years 

to ideally fit and survive in the range of standing waters still able to support them. An 

obvious statemen to make, and one which I’ve touched on previously in Chapters 2, 

3 and 4. Within each of these three groups, populations have become genetically 

distinct. Not perhaps to a level that would fit the definition of distinct species, though 

even that is currently up for debate. But enough to make them genetically unique. A 

quality which is lost when you start mixing populations from other sources in some 

misguided attempt to freeze frame evolutionary history instead of allowing things to 

run their natural course. 

I don’t know how things are going to pan out on the speciation front in the future. For 

now, Charr collectively remain Salvelinus alpinus; the same species, but not always 

exactly the same fish. As they don’t get to mix naturally, ten millennia of isolation 

and adaptation has delivered us as many variations on the genome of the Charr as 

there are lakes containing them, each of which is unique; the result of careful long-

term crafting, which when it becomes lost, is gone forever. There is no reverse 

engineering available here. So why would anyone even consider diluting all that 

genetic history for the sake of boosting population numbers in lakes which are failing. 

For despite having the same name, they are not all the same fish. Far from it in fact. 

Why not then look for the cause of the problem threatening and affecting their 

ongoing good health, and try to fix that instead.  

Disease risk aside, physically moving fish across lakes where when the same species 

is involved presents dire consequences in terms of genetic drift. Ten millennia of 
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genetic perfecting goes the moment the new stock and resident population inter-breed 

by introducing genes no longer suited to the body of water in question, which must 

eventually affect the introduced stock too. The only time moving fish between 

locations has any potential value is when you move them to a suitable water able to 

support them that has never previously seen them, such as Charr to Kielder Water in 

Northumberland, and Vendace in to Loch Earn. There are other examples including 

accidental introductions such as Charr fry and eggs from Loch Awe to Cruachan 

Reservoir, all of which are detailed within the earlier Chapters. 

 

Placing Charr and whitefish in suitable locations previously devoid of them is like 

banking a financial nest egg for a rainy day. At face value, it does, I agree, in theory 

make sense. In Kielder it would make even better sense to also introduce Brown Trout 

from known Ferox blood lines too, though it will also be interesting to see if any 

‘regular’ Brown Trout currently in the lake take up the ‘Ferox Call’ when the small 

bite-sized shoaling Charr population takes off, either validating or discrediting Ron 

Greer’s comment to me, that while all Ferox Trout are Brown Trout, not all Brown 

Trout are Ferox Trout. Not something either myself of Ron will live to see the answer 

to unfortunately, as experiments of this type take time, with the current one having 

been running for more than ten thousand years. 
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TERMINOLOGY DEFINITIONS 

 

ANADROMOUS –  migrating up rivers from the sea to spawn. 

LACUSTRINE – Living in lakes. 

FACULATIVE – occurring optionally in response to circumstances rather than by 

nature. 

FLUVIAL – of or found in a river. 

ADFLUVIAL – fish that spawn in tributary streams where the young remain before 

migrating to a lake system and live through to maturity. 

POTADROMY – a fish which migrates but still within fresh water such as lake to 

river and back. 

PISCIVOROUS – feeding exclusively on fish. 

BENTHIVOROUS – feeding on bottom living (benthic) prey. 

PLANKTIVOROUS – feeding on plankton. 

NOMENCLATURE – a scientific system for naming things. 

TAXONOMY – the science of naming, describing and classifying living organisms. 

MORPHOLOGICAL – the form and structure of living organisms. 

SPECIATION – the formation of new and distinct species through evolution. 

LINEAGES – lines of direct descent from an ancestor. 

EXTINCT – a species having no living members. 

EXTANT – a species with surviving members. 

DIVERGE – develop in different directions. 

CONVERGE – develop to the same conclusion from different directions. 

GENOTYPE – the genetic constitution of an individual organism. 

PHENOTYPE – a set of observable characteristics resulting from the interaction of 

an organism’s genotype and its environment. 

DIPLOID – a cell containing two complete sets of chromosomes, one from each 

parent. 
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TRIPLOID – a cell containing three sets of chromosomes. 

TETRAPLOID – a cell containing four sets of chromosomes. 

POLYPLOID – a cell containing more than two sets of chromosomes.    

TELEOST – ray finned fish. 

OSTEICHTHYES – fish with skeletons comprised of bones. 

CHONDRICHTHYES – fish with cartilaginous skeletons. 

OBLIGATE – restricted to a particular function. 

PHYLOGEOGRAPHICS – the geographic distribution of individuals in light of 

genetics. 

BINOMIAL – a scientific name with two parts to it. 

TRINOMIAL - a scientific name with three parts to it. 

GENUS – a taxonomic category to which closely related species belong i.e. 

Salvelinus which refers to all the different species of Charr. 

SPECIFIC EPITHET – the second element of a binomial scientific name denoting 

precise species i.e. Salvelinus alpinus the Arctic Charr. 

STENOHALINE – organisms able to tolerate a narrow range of salinity. 

EURYHALINE - organisms able to tolerate a wide range of salinity. 

REFUGE – a safe place. 

EPILIMNION – the upper layer of a thermally stratified lake. 

HYPOLIMNION - the lower layer of a thermally stratified lake. 

METALIMNION – the layer of water sandwiched between the hypolimnion and 

epilimnion. 

THERMOCLINE – an abrupt temperature gradient in a body of water such as a 

lake, marked by a layer above and below which the water is at different temperatures. 

ISOTHERMAL – constant temperature. 

OLIGOTRPHIC – poor in nutrients and high in oxygen content. 

EUTROPHIC – rich in nutrients and plant life the decomposition of which depletes 

oxygen levels. 

MESOTRPHIC – intermediate between oligotrophic and eutrophic. 
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EPOCH – a particular period of time in history. 

OBLIQUITY – the axial tilt of the earth. 

MORAINE – rocks and sediment carried by glaciers. 
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OTHER WORK BY PHILL WILLIAMS 

 

WRITTEN WORKS 

Dinghy Fishing at Sea (BeeKay Publishing, 1984) by Phill Williams and Brian 

Douglas.  

The Dorling Kindersley Encyclopaedia of Fishing (1994) by Peter Gathercole, Trevor 

Housby, Dennis Moss, Bruce Vaughan and Phill Williams. 

The Complete Book of Fly Fishing (1998) by Various contributors inc. Phill 

Williams. 

Fluctuating Asymmetry as a Measure of Environmental Quality in the Three Spined 

Stickleback Gasterosteus aculeatus (2017). Published on Kindle and Smashwords. 

Copy also available in the archive of Liverpool University (2004). 

The Ultimate Angling Bucket List (2016) by Phill Williams. Self-published as a free 

download eBook with hard bound archive copies held by the Angling Trust, Angling 

Heritage and the British Library. Also available for free download from Smashwords 

at - https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/666261. 

UK Saltwater Fishes: An Anglers Field Guide (2017) by Phill Williams. Self-

published as a free download eBook available from Angling Heritage. 

You Should Have Been Here Yesterday (2019) by Phill Williams. Self-published as 

a free download eBook with hard bound archive copies held by the Angling Trust, 

Angling Heritage and the British Library. Fifty additional hard bound copies were 

printed and given to anglers with book collections around the UK. 

The Post Glacial Relict Salmonids (2020) by Phill Williams: Self-published as a free 

download eBook with hard bound archive copies held by the Angling Trust, Angling 

Heritage and the British Library.  

 

AUDIO RECORDINGS 

This archive of audio interviews with a wide range of top angling figures is available 

both on the website Fishing Films and Facts, and as a collection at the National Sound 

Archive of the British Library under Collection No. C1486 Phill Williams Angling 

Interviews where it can only be accessed and listened to on site. 
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The overall collection entry is 

http://sami.bl.uk/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/5?searchdata1=CKEY7528353 

The angling collection entry is 

http://sami.bl.uk/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/5?searchdata1=C1486{087} 

Copies are also held at the Angling Trust, Angling Heritage, and at a variety of 

regional and county archives according to the geographical location of either the 

interviewee or the interview content. 

In addition, copies are available online at Apple Podcasts 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/audio-angling/id416342028; At Google 

Podcasts, and on YouTube as audio films. 

Podcast Interview 1: Ian Burrett, Luce Bay: Recorded in 2009. Humberside sea 

angler Ian Burrett loved the Luce Bay area so much that he moved home there to set 

up the highly successful Onyermarks charter business. Ian is also a great advocate of 

conservation and a founder member of SSACN. 

Podcast Interview 2: Mick Riley, Sea Rescue: Recorded in 2009. Mick Riley, sole 

survivor of a dinghy angling tragedy off Lancashire's Fylde Coast talks about the 

events leading up to that day, the feeling of isolation and desperation of the situation, 

and of his eventual rescue. Given a hard time later in the press, unjustifiably as it 

would turn out, here he puts the record straight and tries to persuade other small boat 

anglers to be more safety conscious. 

Podcast Interview 3: Gethyn Owen, Holyhead: Recorded in 2010. Gethyn Owen 

is an ex-Welsh International boat angler turned successful charter skipper operating 

out of Holyhead. A measure of that success is anglers fishing aboard his boat 'My 

Way' having successfully claimed the Welsh records for Tope, Spurdog and 

Smoothhound, which in each case was returned to the sea alive. 

Podcast Interview 4: Frank Bee, Morecambe Bay: Recorded in 2009. Veteran 

angler Frank Bee talks about his long commercial and charter fishing career, and how 

that influenced the charter angling scene both at Fleetwood and in Morecambe Bay. 

Later, when he retired from chartering, he bought himself a small boat, which 

amongst many good catches was responsible for the North West Cod record of 42 

pounds. 

Podcast Interview 5: Phill Williams, Fylde Cod: Recorded in 2010. As a dinghy 

angler who was present and participated in the famous Fylde coast jumbo cod fishing 

era between the mid-1970's and mid-1980's, Phill Williams takes a realistic as well 

as a nostalgic look at this probably never to be repeated event. Many huge Cod were 

taken very close in to Lancashire's Cleveleys shoreline. But it wasn't a case of success 

guaranteed, as very often there would days with little or no reward for your efforts, 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/audio-angling/id416342028
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at times in weather and sea conditions at the limit of what the small unsophisticated 

boats back then could handle. 

Podcast Interview 6: Tony Parry, Rhyl: Recorded in 2010. Tony Parry, skipper of 

'Jensen II' based at Rhyl in the summer, and Liverpool over the winter months, talks 

about the history and current status of both fisheries, plus his thoughts on renewable 

energy in the form of offshore wind farms and their direct and indirect effects on 

fishing and fish distribution. 

Podcast Interview 7: Phill Williams, North Lancashire: Recorded in 2010. The 

top side of Morecambe Bay on into the Duddon Estuary was once alive with summer 

Cod, Plaice, Tope and Bass. Vast catches could be made there on a regular basis. 

Then it started to slip into decline. Here we look at the area in its 1970's and 80's 

heyday. 

Podcast Interview 8: Graeme Pullen, Billfish: Recorded in 2010. Graeme Pullen 

has devoted a large portion of his life to the pursuit of huge fish, and in particular 

Marlin. Here he talks openly about billfish species on a Worldwide as well as a 

European basis, explaining some of the developments in both techniques and pin 

pointing new hot spots that he has been responsible for. 

Podcast Interview 9: Stuart Barrett, Dever Springs: Recorded in 2011. Dever 

Springs trout fishery in Hampshire has a well-earned reputation for cultivating and 

producing big and even record sized Brown and Rainbow trout. Its gin clear chalk 

stream fed lakes also make it one of the country’s premier stalking waters. Stuart 

Barrett from the fishery discusses a range of issues regarding big fish rearing, 

stocking, and catching. 

Podcast Interview 10: Jason Owen, Pwllheli: Recorded in 2010. Pwllheli has long 

been a very popular summer charter angling venue, but also has a lesser known full 

year-round potential too where it offers a huge diversity, depending on the size of the 

tides, which includes reef, wreck, bank and open ground fishing. Charter skipper of 

'Haf Aled' Jason Owen explains. 

Podcast Interview 11: Graeme Pullen, Sharks: Recorded in 2010. Big fish expert 

Graeme Pullen talks about all aspects of fishing for big sharks both Worldwide and 

in UK waters. 

Podcast Interview 12: Graeme Pullen, Trout stalking: Recorded in 2010. For 

some, stalking big trout in the gin clear still waters of Hampshire became not only a 

pilgrimage, but an art form. Here Graeme Pullen looks at the history as well as the 

techniques behind the phenomenon. 

Podcast Interview 13: Pete Thorman, Gt Whites: Recorded in 2010. Monster fish 

and Great White shark enthusiast Pete Thorman talks about what it was like to catch 
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huge sharks for a tag and release scientific research program off the coast of South 

Africa. 

Podcast Interview 14: Bill Pashby, Tunny: Recorded in 2010. Between the 1930's 

and 1950's, Scarborough was the hub of big game fishing in the UK. Here Bill Pashby 

recalls his time spent taking out wealthy customers fishing for giant Blue Fin Tuna, 

or as he calls them, Tunny. 

Podcast Interview 15: Ron Greer, Ferox Trout: Recorded in 2010. Ferox 85 is a 

single species research and study group set up in 1985 to look into all matters 

scientific and angling with regard to wild Ferox brown trout. Much has been learned 

about this enigmatic fish by the group over that period, not to mention the fact that 

its members have also taken the British rod caught record to new heights. Now in its 

silver jubilee year, co-founder Ron Greer talks about a wide range of subjects relating 

to the group and Ferox fishing in the UK. 

Podcast Interview 16: Ian Burret, SSACN: Recorded in 2010. As projects director 

of the conservation lobby group Scottish Sea Angling Conservation Network 

(SSACN), Ian Burrett talks about the group’s history, achievements, and future aims. 

Podcast Interview 17: Andy Bradbury, Fleetwood: Recorded in 2010. As the sole 

charter boat left operating out of the port of Fleetwood, 'Blue Mink' skipper Andy 

Bradbury talks about his transition from small boat angler to charter skipper, and the 

prospects for visiting anglers over the year. 

Podcast Interview 18: Zyg Gregorek, Royal and Grand Slams: Recorded in 

2010. Graeme Pullen discusses tackle and tactics for the Tarpon, Bonefish and Permit 

grand slam, then goes on to talk with Zyg Gregorek, the only man in history to achieve 

three different royal slams by catching every species of billfish, every species of tuna, 

and the IGFA's nominated list of nine different shark species. 

Podcast Interview 19: John McAngus, Zander Introduction: Recorded in 2011. 

John McAngus is the last surviving member of the team responsible for the 

controversial introduction of Zander to the Fens back in 1963. A time when fishery 

managers could do pretty much what they wanted. Here we get the full story of what 

he describes as 'that fateful day'. 

Podcast Interview 20: Wayne Comben, Langstone: Recorded in 2010. Graeme 

Pullen joins Solent small boat specialist Wayne Comben for a days mixed fishing and 

boat talk out from Langstone Harbour aboard his 17-foot Wilson flier. 

Podcast Interview 21: Neil French, Littlehampton: Recorded in 2010. Greame 

Pullen interviews Littlehampton charter boat skipper Neil French about the prospects 

for visitors to the Sussex port, and for information on the techniques he uses to get 

the best out of what is available. 
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Podcast Interview 22: Mick Duff, River Mersey: Recorded in 2011. Over recent 

years, the River Mersey, both inside during the winter, and outside over the summer, 

has earned itself a well-deserved reputation for being one of the most consistent 

sheltered boat fishing venues in the country. Here Wirrall small boat club member 

Mick Duff gives us a guided tour. 

Podcast Interview 23: Mick Duff, Peeler Crabs: Recorded in 2011. Arguably, the 

top bait on the sea angling scene is peeler crab. Unfortunately, it has something of a 

mystique surrounding it, particularly in terms of long term keeping and having it 

ready to order. Here small boat expert Mick Duff spells out the whole process of 

trapping, holding and bringing peeler crabs on. 

Podcast Interview 24: John Rawle, Uptide Fishing: Recorded in 2011. As the co-

inventor of uptide fishing along with Bob Cox back in the 1970's in and around the 

Thames Estuary, Essex charter skipper John Rawle explains the history of this highly 

successful shallow water boat fishing technique, and how to get the best out of it in 

terms of tackle, terminal rigs, and approach. 

Podcast Interview 25: John Rawle, Islamorada: Recorded in 2011. Essex charter 

boat skipper and co-inventor of the technique of uptide fishing, John Rawle takes a 

detailed look at both strands of his charter fishing life here at Bradwell in the UK, 

and Florida the USA, comparing and contrasting his US experiences in terms of fish 

catching and conservation to our side of the Atlantic. 

Podcast Interview 26: Frank Shaw, Newhaven: Recorded in 2010. Graeme Pullen 

interviews Newhaven charter skipper Frank Shaw on a range of local topics. 

Podcast Interview 27: Mick Riley & Phil Denham: Recorded in 2009. Mick Riley, 

sole survivor of a dinghy angling tragedy off Lancashire's Fylde Coast talks about the 

events leading up that day, the feeling of isolation and desperation of the situation, 

and of his ultimate rescue. Given a hard time later in the press, unjustifiably as it 

would turn out, here he puts the record straight and tries to persuade other small boat 

anglers to be more safety conscious. His RNLI rescuer Phil Denham also tells the 

story from his perspective. 

Podcast Interview 28: Dick Farrer, Side Winder Trawlers: Recorded in 2011. 

Veteran Fleetwood trawler skipper Dick Farrer talks about his days on the old side 

winder trawlers running up to Iceland, both before and during the cod Wars. 

Podcast Interview 29: Mike Roden, Game Angling Guide: Recorded in 2011. 

Full time fly fishing guide and instructor Mike Roden talks about fly fishing and 

guiding in the north west. 

Podcast Interview 30: Chris Roberts, Salcombe: Recorded in 2010. Salcombe 

charter boat skipper Chris Roberts talks to Graeme Pullen about the inshore, offshore, 

and estuary prospects from the port. 
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Podcast Interview 31: Frank Vinnicombe, The Mako Man: Recorded in 2011. In 

the 1970's and early 80's, Frank Vinnicombe reputedly caught more Mako sharks for 

his clients than every other boat and angler put together, earning himself the nick 

name 'the Mako man'. 

Podcast Interview 32: Martin Bray, Looe Blue Sharks: Recorded in 2011. Martin 

Bray, as did his father Jack before him, operates the tackle shop and one-time boat 

booking office on the quay at Looe in Cornwall which was the hub of shark fishing 

in Britain, adjacent to the headquarters of the Shark Angling Club of Great Britain. 

Then gradually, things slipped into terminal decline. 

Podcast Interview 33: Zyg Gregorek, Anglers Paradise: Recorded in 2011. Zyg 

Gregorek owns the luxury multi-lake and accommodation complex known as Anglers 

Paradise at Halwill in Devon. Here he talks about the initial concept through to its 

completion and its prospects for the future. 

Podcast Interview 34: George Wilson, Highfield Lakes Fishery: Recorded in 

2011. George Wilson is the manager of the widely acclaimed Highfield Fishery at 

Hambleton on Lancashire's Fylde Coast. Here he talks about the construction and 

management of the fishery. 

Podcast Interview 35: Dave Builth & Rodney Burge, Amble: Recorded in 2011. 

Dave Builth skippers the charter boat 'Upholder' out from Amble, while Rodney 

Burge was her previous owner. Both are members of the Amble lifeboat crew, and in 

their different ways, both know much regarding the history of sea angling along this 

part of the Northumbrian coast. 

Podcast Interview 36: Andy Owen, Port Dinorwic: Recorded in 2010. Andy 

Owen operates the angling catamaran 'Morgan James II' out of Port Dinorwic on the 

Menai Strait where he has two contrasting options to offer his clients. The first of 

these is deep water wreck fishing out in The St. Georges Channel, the other being 

inshore reef, bank and open ground fishing for a vast array of popular species 

including Bream, Bass and Tope. 

Podcast Interview 37: Dave Christy, Bait Digger: Recorded in 2011. As a bait 

digger for many years, Fleetwood based Dave Christy has a vast reservoir of 

knowledge on the distribution, gathering and keeping of marine worms for angling 

bait which he shares with us in great detail here. 

Podcast Interview 38: Nathan Lumb, Pole fishing: Recorded in 2011. Pole fishing 

is a very quick and precise approach to catching fish in a freshwater match situation. 

Here, still water pole match fishing expert Nathan Lumb takes us on a step by step 

journey through the technique. 

Podcast Interview 39: Tammy Fisher, Female Charter Deck Hand: Recorded in 

2011. Female sea anglers are quite a rarity, even in todays enlightened times. Women 
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crewing or skippering offshore charter boats in the UK are almost unheard of, making 

Tammy Fisher, who works aboard 'Katie Louise' fishing for Tope and Cod along the 

Norfolk and Suffolk coastlines respectively, something of a different find. A short 

but interesting insight into the work and plans of this 21 year old lady sea angler. 

Podcast Interview 40: Dave Taylor, Aberystwyth: Recorded in 2011. 

Aberystwyth has long been a favourite sea angling destination, particularly back in 

the 1970's and 80's when porbeagle sharks were present in good numbers. As with 

the rays, shark numbers unfortunately have gone into decline. But there have been 

winners too, particularly the Black Bream. And throughout that time, Dave Taylor 

who skippers 'Aldebaran' has been taking parties out looking for them all. 

Podcast Interview 41: Dr. Ed Farrell, Smoothhounds: Recorded in 2011. Dr. Ed 

Farrell discusses his research work showing conclusively that despite claims to the 

contrary by anglers and fish recorders, only one Smoothhound species, the Starry 

variety, is found in northern European waters. 

Podcast Interview 42: Rod Taylor, Coarse Fish Farming: Recorded in 2011. 

Coarse fish farming as a science was introduced to the UK in the wake of the Toxteth 

riots in the 1980's for river restocking, particularly around the Mersey Basin, 

wherever and whenever water quality would allow. At the forefront of perfecting 

these techniques was Rod Taylor, who explains both flow through as well as 

recirculation fish breeding and keeping. 

Podcast Interview 43: Phill Williams & Brian Douglas, Fylde Cod: Recorded in 

2011. As dinghy anglers who were present and participated in the famous Fylde coast 

jumbo Cod fishing era between the mid 1970's and mid 1980's, Brian Douglas and 

Phill Williams take a realistic as well as a nostalgic look at this probably never to be 

repeated event. 

Podcast Interview 44: Phill Williams & Brian Douglas, Fenit: Recorded in 2011. 

A story of an exploratory dinghy trip by Brian Douglas and Phill Williams to Tralee 

Bay in Co. Kerry Ireland which produced a wide variety of ray species including the 

rare Bottle Nosed Ray with specimens of 140 pounds. 

Podcast Interview 45: Mick Duff, Dinghy Six Gilled Sharks: Recorded in 2011. 

Surprising a lot of people, a six gilled shark in excess of 1000 pounds, the first ever 

grand plus fish from around the British Isles, was caught off the Irish port of Kilkee 

in 2009. But years before that, dinghy angler Mick Duff had already found their 

whereabouts. 

Podcast Interview 46: Jeff Carroll & Bill Gibson, Char Trolling: Recorded in 

2011. Plumb line trolling a string of lures over deep water for char on Coniston in the 

Lake District is a tradition that goes back many generations. Here modern-day 
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practitioners Jeff Carroll and Bill Gibson explain the process and talk about the life 

history of the Char. 

Podcast Interview 47: Ian Heaps, Ex World Coarse Angling Champion: 

Recorded in 2011. World and European coarse match angling champion Ian Heaps 

talks about his glittering career, his angling techniques, and his school of angling at 

Holgan Farm in West Wales. 

Podcast Interview 48: Eric Hope, Lakeland Guide: Recorded in 2011. Cumbrian 

angling guide Eric Hope from Hemmingway’s at Keswick talks about his guiding 

throughout the Lake District, and the fishing he offers for Pike, Perch, Salmon and 

wild trout, including some huge Ferox trout. 

Podcast Interview 49: Dave Lewis, Namibian Shore Sharks: Recorded in 2011. 

Dave Lewis and Phill Williams look back at what was arguably the most productive 

shore angling trip ever made which produced in excess of 15,000 pounds of fish to 

almost 300 pounds from the steep surf beaches of Namibia's skeleton coast. 

Podcast Interview 50: Jamie Soons, Kayak Fishing: Recorded in 2011. Kayak 

fishing at sea is one of the fastest branches of fishing in the UK. Here kayak regular 

Jamie Soons talks the subject through thoroughly from buying and kitting out to 

monster Common Skate. 

Podcast Interview 51: Dave Lewis, Guided Sea Angling Trips: Recorded in 2011. 

Over recent years, fully inclusive organised angling adventures to all corners of the 

World have become an integral part of the modern sea fishing scene. One such a guide 

is sea angling journalist Dave Lewis who talks here about the scope, potential, and 

strong points of the trips he accompanies offered by Anglers World Holidays. 

Podcast Interview 52: Mick White & Jack Shine: Recorded in 2011. Jack Shine 

is an Irish shore fishing legend. Sadly, he died in 1997, but his legacy of over forty 

Porbeagle Sharks caught from the shore has never been repeated, not even with one 

fish, and possibly never will be. Towards the end of Jack's life, Mick White spent 

quite a bit of time in his company documenting his achievements which he details 

and shares with us here. 

Podcast Interview 53: Bob Fitchie & Phill Williams, Salmonid Slam: Recorded 

in 2012. Back in the 1970's, Phill Williams and Bob Fitchie set out to catch a Salmon, 

Sea Trout, Brown Trout, Rainbow Trout, Brook Trout, Grayling, Schelly, and Char 

each all in the same season as a salmonid grand slam. Bob Fitchie actually completed 

it becoming arguably the first person ever to do so. 

Podcast Interview 54: Andrew Alsop, Welsh Sharks: Recorded in 2011. Both 

Milford Haven charter boat skipper Andrew Alsop and the port itself are fast making 

their names on the shark fishing scene. Already the British Blue Shark record has 
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been beaten and released as one of a number of fish topping two hundred pounds, 

with hundred pounders a regular occurrence, and fifty sharks taken in a single day. 

Podcast Interview 55: Dave Beecham, Canaries Carp: Recorded in 2011. 

Because the Canary Islands have no natural lakes nor indigenous freshwater fish 

species, local farmers rely on dammed reservoirs for crop irrigation purposes to which 

they have introduced carp to prevent weed growth. In the high temperatures there, 

these fish have thrived and grown big. Ex-pat UK carp angler Dave Beecham guides 

visiting anglers on all inclusive trips to these lakes where fish in excess of thirty 

pounds are regularly caught. 

Podcast Interview 56: Ronnie Campbell, Loch Etive: Recorded in 2011. Much of 

the development of the common skate fishing in the Firth of Lorne, and of the spurdog 

fishery in Loch Etive is down to local charter boat skipper Ronnie Campbell, who 

discusses the fishery, its problems, and his regrets at the way the Loch Etive side of 

things are going, citing his own responsibility in the way things have turned out. 

Podcast Interview 57: Steve Ball, Fylde Coast Shore Fishing: Recorded in 2012. 

Fylde Boat Angling Club shore section member and local shore match angler Steve 

Ball takes us on a tour of the Fylde coast, suggesting features, marks and tactics along 

the way. 

Podcast Interview 58: Mick McCallum, England Shore Fishing International: 

Recorded in 2012. Blackpool shore match angler Mick McCallum charts his 

progression through the ranks to representing England and winning a gold medal at 

the home internationals, then on to the World championships, before becoming totally 

disillusioned with the squad, its south coast bias, and its politics. A no holds barred 

discussion of the entire topic, plus a wealth of tackle and tactical information used to 

get him to the top. 

Podcast Interview 59: Dougal Lane, Guernsey: Recorded in 2012. The Channel 

Islands have long been an extended trip stopover for south coast charter boats. Here 

local commercial skipper/charter boat skipper Dougal Lane looks in detail at the 

wreck, reef and bank fishing within easy reach of his base on the island of Guernsey. 

He also gives an insight into finding and positioning over wrecks, plus details of a 

dramatic rescue. 

Podcast Interview 60: Steve Quinn, England International Boat Squad: 

Recorded in 2012. Ex-England International boat angler Steve Quinn looks at the 

whole boat match angling scene, as well as providing a wealth of top-quality tackle 

and tactical tips which he used to get into, maintain his squad place within, and 

ultimately win medals with, including gold, as well as becoming European cod 

champion. 
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Podcast Interview 61: Clive Gammon, Reflections: Recorded in 2011. Out of all 

the sea angling greats who helped shape today's sea angling scene by helping its 

transition from the old ways of the 1950's and 60's to those of the 21st century, Clive 

Gammon is the one held in the highest esteem by the vast majority of people. 

Podcast Interview 62: North West Boat Club History: Recorded in 2012. Much 

of what we commonly see in small boat fishing clubs today has its origins in 

pioneering work done by a handful of Lancashire small boat anglers more than forty 

years ago. Here we explore the history of the Fylde, Wyre, and Blackpool boat 

angling clubs, with founder members from each. 

Podcast Interview 63: Stuart Cresswell & Willie Kennedy, Tagathons: Recorded 

in 2011. As a response to the Scottish government demanding hard data 

demonstrating the need for marine conservation, the Scottish Sea Angling 

Conservation Network (SSACN) organised a Spurdog tagathon on Loch's Sunart and 

Etive. So popular was this, and so revealing in terms of factual data that it has now 

become an annual event along with others at Luce Bay for tope, and Crinan for 

common skate added to the diary. Here event organisers Stuart Cresswell and Willie 

Kennedy discuss both the concept and the events. 

Podcast Interview 64: Steve Quinn, Coarse Fishing Legends: Recorded in 2012. 

Ex-England International boat angler Steve Quinn actually started his angling career 

as a coarse match fisherman competing, and doing very well, against some of the all 

times greats such as the Ashursts, Ian Heaps and Ivan Marks. Here he gives his 

recollections of what these legends were actually like as people as well as anglers. 

Podcast Interview 65: Alan Sharpe, Boat traces: Recorded in 2011. Ex-England 

international boat squad member Alan Sharpe discusses his trace design and 

manufacturing business. Terminal tackle items are also discussed at length, along 

with his time in the England squad. 

Podcast Interview 66: Morris Clarkson, Spintec Salmon Lures: Recorded in 

2012. Morris Clarkson of the Ribchester based workshop Spintec has been hand 

making bespoke salmon lures since the 1950s, including the flying C, devon minnow, 

and blair spoon. Quality not quantity is the company motto. He also regularly fishes 

with these lures on the River Ribble for Salmon from where he has taken in excess of 

two hundred fish. Both aspects are discussed here in detail, along with a history of 

lure making in the UK. 

Podcast Interview 67: Les Hall, Cod Wars: Recorded in 2012. The last of the three 

Cod wars between Britain and Iceland left the UK fishing fleet banned from within 

Iceland's two hundred mile unilaterally declared territorial limit, and our home ports 

such as Fleetwood doomed to terminal decline. But before the retreat, there were 

many skirmishes and incidents, some of which were never reported. Here Fleetwood 

trawler chief engineer Les Hall recounts some of them. 
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Podcast Interview 68: Stuart McCoy, Barrow-in-Furness: Recorded in 2011. 

Renewable energy such as that from offshore wind farms is supposedly green energy, 

yet here we have the story of Barrow-in-Furness charter boat skipper Stuart McCoy 

being prevented from picking up customers by energy company DONG, and of 

problems caused by electromagnetic fields from their power cables affecting fish, in 

particular Tope. 

Podcast Interview 69: George Hemsworth, Fresh v Frozen Bait: Recorded in 

2012. Throughout the famed Fylde coast jumbo Cod era, besides going out in his own 

small boat rod fishing, Blackpool angler George Hemsworth also set lines on the 

beach on the winter night tides, taking Cod far bigger than anything ever taken on rod 

and line, and always on fresh bait, to the point that he wouldn't even try if only frozen 

bait was on offer. 

Podcast Interview 70: Dave Roper, World Coarse Fishing Champion: Recorded 

in 2012. Against the odds, using maggots under a waggler from a conventional rod 

and reel outfit, Preston pole and bloodworm expert Dave Roper beat the Italians into 

second place on their own patch fishing the River Arno in Italy to be crowned 1985 

World individual coarse fishing champion. 

Podcast Interview 71: Dr. Dave Shultz, Weather Forecasting: Recorded in 2012. 

Understanding and interpreting weather forecasts, while it may well be a science, and 

an inaccurate science at that, is crucial to all who put to sea in boats, including anglers. 

Here Dr. Dave Schultz explains in layman's terms how to get the best out of the 

weather information available. 

Podcast Interview 72: JJ McVicar, Plymouth Wrecks: Recorded in 2012. Though 

not the man who sparked off angler interest in wreck fishing back in the 1970's, 

Plymouth skipper of the 'June Lipet' JJ McVicar is most certainly the best 

remembered name from that period, and rightly so, for his exploits with massive 

catches of record-breaking Pollack, Coalfish and Angler Fish 

Podcast Interview 73: Justin Anwyl, Bass Fly Fishing Part 1: Recorded in 2012. 

Though popular in the USA, saltwater fly fishing is still in its infancy in the UK. 

Here, in a 2 part interview, Chichester bass fly fishing guide Justin Anwyl gives a 

very detailed and all-inclusive insight into the subject from the British perspective. 

Podcast Interview 74: Justin Anwyl Bass Fly Fishing Part 2: Recorded in 2012. 

Though popular in the USA, saltwater fly fishing is still in its infancy in the UK. 

Here, in a 2 part interview, Chichester bass fly fishing guide Justin Anwyl gives a 

very detailed and all-inclusive insight into the subject from the British perspective. 

Podcast Interview 75: Simon Clarke, Wels Catfish: Recorded in 2012. Despite 

being an alien species, unlike Zander, Wels Catfish have been welcomed by coarse 

specimen hunters, tempered by the fact that they have not exploded throughout the 
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UK in the same way that the Zander did. Catfish Conservation Group secretary Simon 

Clarke explores their history, habitat, and feeding requirements, and most important 

of all, how to catch them successfully on rod and line both in the UK and on the 

continent. 

Podcast Interview 76: Roger Beer, Conger: Recorded in 2012. To catch a Conger 

in excess of fifty pounds from the shore is incredible. To catch a Conger in excess of 

one hundred pounds from the boat is equally so. To actually catch both would be 

amazing. Here Devon angler Roger Beer, the only angler ever to have achieved this 

feat, talks about all things Conger, particularly catching them from the shore. 

Podcast Interview 77: Peter Arlott, Kennet River keeper: Recorded in 2012. The 

Aldermaston Mill day ticket stretch of the River Kennet has been in the Arlott family 

for many years. Here river keeper Peter Arlott talks about the many problems the 

Kennet and other rivers in the vicinity currently face from water shortages, predation, 

and alien species. He also discusses fishing for quality Barbel. 

Podcast Interview 78: Ian Gaskell, Fly Fishing Competitions: Recorded in 2012. 

Ian Gaskell, winner of the Lexus European fly fishing championship at Chew Valley 

gives a no holds barred detailed explanation of all aspects of competitive fly fishing 

using the loch style approach from a drifting boat. 

Podcast Interview 79: Chris Ball, Surface Carp Fishing: Recorded in 2012. Carp 

historian and legendary surface feeding carp stalker Chris Ball discusses his favourite 

subject covering everything from tackle and tactics through to baits and feeding. 

Podcast Interview 80: Kathy Barco, Florida Fisheries Commission: Recorded in 

2012. Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission chairman Kathy Barco explains how 

state funded organisation has restored its coastal fish stocks from a very low ebb some 

years ago to a level which now supports a multi-billion-dollar sport fishery, allowing 

it to justifiably call itself the sport fishing capital of the World. 

Podcast Interview 81: Wayne Comben, Rays: Recorded in 2012. Langstone small 

boat angler Wayne Comben talks about the tackle and tactics required to catch his 

favourite fish, rays, five species of which he has caught on several occasions all in 

the same day. 

Podcast Interview 82: Prof. Gerd Masselink, Coastal Engineering: Recorded in 

2012. Quite often, shorelines and their fish holding features, plus water’s edge 

conditions for small boat launching are the result of work done by coastal engineers. 

Sometimes these can be beneficial, while on other occasions less so. Here Professor 

Gerd Masselink discusses specific engineering features and their potential effects on 

sea angling, using examples from Blackpool and Morecambe as specific case studies. 

Podcast Interview 83: Margaret Owen, Haaf Netter: Recorded in 2012. As 

always, there are two sides to every debate, and so far as Salmon and Sea Trout are 
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concerned, anglers think that commercial netsmen are responsible for taking far too 

many fish. Here Salmon Haaf netter Margaret Owen talks about the sustainability of 

her fishing in the estuary of the River Lune. 

Podcast Interview 84: Martin James, Life Story Part 1: Recorded in 2012. While 

angling journalist and broadcaster Martin James may well have originated in Kent, as 

the voice behind BBC Radio Lancashire's At the Water’s Edge, he is well known to 

many throughout the North West for his probing interviews. Here, in a reversal of 

roles, he is on the receiving end of the questions, looking back over his long and 

varied angling career. 

Podcast Interview 85: Martin James, Life Story Part 2: Recorded in 2012. While 

angling journalist and broadcaster Martin James may well have originated in Kent, as 

the voice behind BBC Radio Lancashire's At the Water’s Edge, he is well known to 

many throughout the North West for his probing interviews. Here, in a reversal of 

roles, he is on the receiving end of the questions, looking back over his long and 

varied angling career. 

Podcast Interview 86: Mike Millman, Legendary Journalist Part 1: Recorded in 

2012. Think of the West Country and big fish from those parts, and to some extent, 

veteran sea angler Mike Millman will have been involved. An angling journalist for 

over forty years and now into his 80's, Mike looks back on the many highlights from 

what can only be described as the golden era of sea angling. 

Podcast Interview 87: Mike Millman, Legendary Journalist Part 2: Recorded in 

2012. Think of the West Country and big fish from those parts, and to some extent, 

veteran sea angler Mike Millman will have been involved. An angling journalist for 

over forty years and now into his 80's, Mike looks back on the many highlights from 

what can only be described as the golden era of sea angling. 

Podcast Interview 88: Chris Ball, Reflections: Recorded in 2012. Carp historian 

and legendary surface feeding carp stalker Chris Ball discusses his early formative 

years and his advancement through both the weight ranks and fishery ranks up to the 

present time. 

Podcast Interview 89: Chris Ball, History of Carp: Recorded in 2012. Carp 

historian and legendary surface feeding carp stalker Chris Ball discusses the history 

of the species introduction to Britain, charting its advance in both size and prowess 

through to Richard Walkers forty four pound Redmire record Clarissa. 

Podcast Interview 90: Graeme Pullen, North Cornish Porbeagles: Recorded in 

2012. Graeme Pullen lifts the lid on North Cornwall's inshore Porbeagle Sharks, then 

as an addendum, describes the day he and Wayne Comben caught and filmed the 

largest shark ever caught in British waters in May 2012. 
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Podcast Interview 91: Wayne Comben, Plaice: Recorded in 2012. Plaice are one 

of those species which all anglers love to catch. They are also a species which 

commercial fishermen prize, on top of which, when you do find them, they can be 

there in big numbers and are therefore vulnerable. Here Wayne Comben tells how 

best to approach all aspects of their catching, with a few cautionary examples of how 

best to ensure that they will continue to be there year on year. 

Podcast Interview 92: Tony Bridge, Gantocks Cod: Recorded in 2012. Back in 

the late 1960's to mid-70's, the place to be for monster Cod from a small boat was 

Scotland's inner Clyde, and in particular, a mark known as the Gantocks, 

immortalised by three Edinburgh anglers known as 'The Trio'. Then almost overnight 

it was cleaned out never to be re-seeded. Fishing at that time with 'The Trio' was Tony 

Bridge, who gives us an insight into the fishing over the Gantocks mark, and also 

offers up some reasons for its rapid decline. 

Podcast Interview 93: Bill Briggs, White Water Worming for Salmon: Recorded 

in 2012. While it isn't held in the highest esteem amongst purist Salmon anglers, 

upstream white water worming is not only a very skillful way of catching Salmon in 

low water conditions, but if done properly, as Bill Briggs explains in minute detail 

here, can sometimes be the only way to fish on all rivers some of the time, and on 

some rivers pretty much all of the time. 

Podcast Interview 94: Graeme Pullen, Carp fallacies: Recorded in 2012. New 

comers to carp fishing could be forgiven for thinking that electronic alarms, boilies 

and bivvies are the key requirements for success. Well it would appear not. Here 

Graeme Pullen explores an alternative approach to carp which not only catches lots 

of fish, but often does so when the boilie brigade don't see enough action to get them 

out of their bed chairs. 

Podcast Interview 95: Sven Hille, Baltic Trolling: Recorded in 2012. Due to its 

brackish nature, the Baltic Sea increases in salinity with depth, and decreases in 

salinity the further north and east you go. As a result, anglers are able to catch Salmon, 

Sea Trout, Cod, Pike and Garfish from the same spot, on the same gear, and in the 

same day. Obviously, these fish also have preferences. Here German angler Sven 

Hille lays the whole situation on the line. 

Podcast Interview 96: Phill Williams BBC radio Lancashire: Recorded in 2012. 

Interview by Martin James for his BBC Radio Lancashire angling series At the 

Water’s Edge. 

Podcast Interview 97: Pete Shaw, Exposed Coast Kayak Fishing: Recorded in 

2012. Kayak instructor and angler Pete Shaw gives a detailed insight into kitting out, 

handling, and fishing from a beach launched kayak along an exposed west facing 

piece of coastline. 
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Podcast Interview 98: John Horsey, Pike on The Fly: Recorded in 2012. Fly 

fishing for novel species is anglings big growth area currently, and for the most part 

in freshwater, that means Pike. In particular, Chew Valley Lake in Somerset is the 

place to go, preferably with six times World fly fishing champion John Horsey who 

operates there as a full-time guide. Here, for those preferring to do it on their own, 

John spells out the do's and don’ts that should lead to success. 

Podcast Interview 99: James Pinder, Salmon Perceptions: Recorded in 2012. 

Salmon fishing is seen by many as elitist, expensive, even snobbish, and there are 

many reasons why this might be so. But is it really any or all of those things? Here 

Salmon purist James Pinder explores a wide range of perceptions and misconceptions 

while also delving into the politics of it all to challenge those views. 

Podcast Interview 100: Sandy Armishaw, Angling Heritage: Recorded in 2012. 

Angling Heritage is a bespoke angling history repository with full charitable status, 

the patrons of which are Fred Buller and Chris Yates. Here its founder Sandy 

Armishaw explains fully what the organisations remit is, and how anyone and 

everyone can become involved. 

Podcast Interview 101: Mel Russ, Sea Angler Magazine Editor: Recorded in 

2012. Sea Angler magazine editor Mel Russ talks through the history of Britain’s 

most successful ever sea angling magazine, from its birth in 1972 to present, and from 

its early black and white days to going electronic and interactive in 2012. 

Podcast Interview 102: John Horsey, International Fly Fishing: Recorded in 

2012. John Horsey, England's most successful international fly fisherman ever with 

six World championship gold medals to his credit, discusses the whole concept of 

international fly fishing competitions. 

Podcast Interview 103: Alan Yates, SAMF: Recorded in 2012. Arguably, one of 

the most influential England shore anglers of his day and without equal on the open 

match circuit, Folkestone angler and Sea Angler contributor Alan Yates talks about 

his match angling career, and how he would ultimately become a founding member 

of the Sea Anglers Match Federation or SAMF. 

Podcast Interview 104: Sid Pender, Mounts Bay: Recorded in 2012. Mounts Bay 

Sea Angling society is one of the oldest sea angling clubs in the country, and here its 

elder statesman Sid Pender, who has held most positions of office within the club, 

takes a detailed look at the organisation, fishing generally in the Penzance area, and 

how the future of Cornish sea angling looks. 

Podcast Interview 105: Mike Weaver MBE, Wild Trout Trust: Recorded in 

2012. As a founding member and former chairman of the Wild Trout Trust, Mike 

Weaver talks us through the formation of the organisation, its aims and its successes, 
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plus reflects back on his trout fishing career with some insight into his thinking, tackle 

and tactics. 

Podcast Interview 106: Charles Inniss, Fishing Inns: Recorded in 2012. Angling 

Inns were once a common feature in parts of the UK with none more famous than the 

Half Moon at Sheepwash in Devon run by Charles Inniss. A lifelong Salmon and Sea 

Trout angler, Charles Inniss also ran ten miles of the River Torridge, was secretary 

of the Torridge Angling Association, and knows much regarding the angling history 

of this classic game fishing river. 

Podcast Interview 107: Harry Whiteside, Salmon Netter: Recorded in 2012. 

Anglers and commercial fishermen will always be on opposite sides of the fence. But 

to understand any potential threat, anglers need to appreciate the commercial side of 

things too. This is particularly true of Salmon netting. Here Ribble Salmon netter 

Harry Whiteside talks the subject through. 

Podcast Interview 108: John Holden, Distance Casting: Recorded in 2013. Far 

and away the most influential shore angler/distance caster of the past forty years has 

to be Essex based John Holden. A former distance record holder, casting instructor, 

and current stalwart at Sea Angler Magazine, here is a man who knows everything 

there is to know on this particular topic, and is willing to share that experience with 

us all. 

Podcast Interview 109: Robin Vinnicombe, Falmouth Mako's: Recorded in 

2012. From his first mako encounter in the late 1950's up to the last ever British Mako 

Shark catch in 1971 which was aboard his Falmouth based boat 'Huntress', Robin 

Vinnicombe accounted for one in three of all Mako Sharks ever landed from UK 

waters. Now well into his 70's and wheelchair bound following a stroke, here he 

guides us through a detailed look at how he achieved what he did with this most 

enigmatic and highly prized angling shark species. 

Podcast Interview 110: Dr. Stephen Atkins, IFCA: Recorded in 2013. In 2011, 

Sea Fishery Committee's, which were responsible for policing inshore fishing 

activities, were replaced by Inshore Fishery and Conservation Authorities with seats 

on those authorities being given to various stakeholder groups including angling. 

Here North West IFCA Chief Executive Officer Dr. Stephen Atkins explains the 

working of an IFCA, plus explores measures which could be employed to help boost 

Bass numbers both regionally and nationally. 

Podcast Interview 111: Ken Robinson, Scottish Shore Cod: Recorded in 2013. 

It's not that long ago that fish which would make the angling press these days, even 

from a boat, were regularly being caught from the shore in Scotland. Absolute 

monster Cod in particular. Then suddenly, they were gone. Here Scottish Cod record 

holder Ken Robinson reflects on the fishing back then at Balcary, what happened to 

it, and recounts the day of his record catch. 
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Podcast Interview 112: David Turner, The Last Mako: Recorded in 2013. As the 

captor of the last Mako Shark in UK waters back in 1971, and having thoroughly 

researched the species for his new book The Shark Hunter, David Turner tells us all 

we need to know on the subject of Mako Shark fishing. 

Podcast Interview 113: Mike Winrow, River Ribble Barbel: Recorded in 2013. 

The River Ribble in Lancashire was illegally stocked with Barbel during the 1970's. 

By the turn of the century, it was producing some of the biggest specimens in the 

country. Lancashire Barbel fanatic Mike Winrow explains. 

Podcast Interview 114: Dr. Ruth Thurstan, Commercial Fishing Pressure: 

Recorded in 2013. As anglers, we've all seen change, particularly in the numbers and 

sizes of our more popular fish species. But this has been going on since the 14th 

century. Here, Dr. Ruth Thurstan looks at historical catch data and relates this to what 

we are seeing in terms of fish numbers today, projecting it on to what we can also 

expect in the future. 

Podcast Interview 115: Phill Williams, The Target: Recorded in 2013. Back in 

the 1980's, Phill Williams set himself a target of 100 UK fish species, 300 Worldwide 

fish species, a double figure wild trout, a 100-pound fish in freshwater, a 200-pound 

fish from a trailed boat, a 200-pound fish from the shore, and a 1000-pound fish from 

anywhere. In addition, there was to be a British, a European and a World record fish, 

plus a fisheries based Ph.D. This is the story of that quest. 

Podcast Interview 116: John Wilkinson, River Lostock: Recorded in 2013. Back 

in the 1960's, the River Lostock in Lancashire was devoid of fish. Now in 2013 it's 

full of the things ranging from coarse species to Brown Trout. There's even talk of 

Salmon. Here John Wilkinson talks about the fish and the fishing, while Phill 

Williams explains how they came to be there in the first place. 

Podcast Interview 117: Mike Winrow, Specimen Perch: Recorded in 2013. Perch 

were once a prolific fish. Then in the 1960's, shallow ulcer disease all but wiped the 

species out in the UK. Now nearly fifty years on, from those few resistant survivors, 

the Perch is back. But in the process, the balance of power in terms of which fisheries 

have the ability to produce specimen sized Perch has changed radically. Here Mike 

Winrow explains. 

Podcast Interview 118: Ken Robinson, Shore Big Game Fishing: Recorded in 

2013. Fishing abroad for hard fighting warm water game fish species can be a costly 

business if you fish from a boat or with a guide. Here shore angler Ken Robinson 

gives away a wealth of tips and locations for going it alone in Europe and America, 

with some quite spectacular results. 

Podcast Interview 119: Mike Winrow, Gravel Pits: Recorded in 2013. For still 

water species of coarse fish, far and away the most productive venues in terms of 
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individual growth, particularly for Bream and Tench, are gravel pits left to fill with 

water when extraction work is finished. Here coarse specimen hunter Mike Winrow 

explores their productivity and getting the best from them tactically, with particular 

emphasis on specimen Bream and Tench. 

Podcast Interview 120: Dr. Dietrich Burkel, Scotland's First Porbeagle Shark: 

Recorded in 2013. Controversy has surrounded the catching of Scotland's first ever 

Porbeagle Shark by Dr. Dietrich Burkel off the Mull of Galloway back in 1971. 

Dietrich Burkel gives the definitive version of events which should now lay the issue 

finally to rest. 

Podcast Interview 121: Dr. Dietrich Burkel, Scottish Skate Tagging Program: 

Recorded in 2013. The Common Skate tagging program that has done so much to 

bring the Scottish population back from near collapse is taken for granted these days. 

But back in the early 1970's when the species received no help or protection, even 

from anglers, it was a very different matter. Here Dr. Dietrich Burkel talks about how 

he helped set the program up, then reflects on its success over the intervening forty 

years with SSACN now firmly in control of the project. 

Podcast Interview 122: Ken Robinson, North East Shore Fishing: Recorded in 

2013. Ken Robinson is one of the best know shore match anglers on his native north 

east coast. An area of excellent fishing prospects. But equally, an area of extremes 

with regard to terrain and the tactics, and ability to extract the best from what's on 

offer. Here he discusses tackle, tactics, bait, venues and species, offering advice on 

how to be in with the best shot of a result. 

Podcast Interview 123: Luke Aston, 1000 Pound Irish Sharks: Recorded in 2013. 

The largest verified fish caught around Britain and Ireland was a Six Gilled Shark of 

1056 pounds taken in 2009 aboard Luke Astons boat 'Clare Dragon' based at 

Carrigaholt on Irelands River Shannon Estuary. That said, his clients have caught and 

released at least three bigger fish, plus other Six Gills in smaller weight categories. 

Here Luke Aston talks about his encounters with these enormous fish. 

Podcast Interview 124: Michael McVeigh, Irish Blue Fin Tuna: Recorded in 

2013. Though they had probably been there for many hundreds of years, back in 2000, 

it was suddenly realised that huge Blue Fin Tuna were running up the west coast of 

Ireland very close in to the shore, and that through a process of trial and error, they 

could in fact be caught on rod and line there. Adrian Molloy eventually took the 

record up to 968 pounds. The other key player in all of this was Downings charter 

skipper Michael McVeigh who charts the rise and fall of Tuna fishing for us here off 

the Donegal coast. 

Podcast Interview 125: Mike Roden, Tenkara Fishing: Recorded in 2013. The 

ancient art of Tenkara fishing was developed in Japan for purely practical reasons, 

and again for practical reasons, it has recently been introduced to the UK where it is 
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used to exploit running water wild trout and Grayling situations in a way that 

conventional fly fishing cannot hope to match. Here Tenkara Centre UK director and 

game fishing instructor Mike Roden explains. 

Podcast Interview 126: Keith Philbin, Fleetwood Charter Boat History: 

Recorded in 2013. Fleetwood rose to prominence as the North Wests premier charter 

angling port during the 1970's, a position it held until the mid-1980's, when through 

the recession years of the Thatcher government, and costly fundamental changes to 

licensing rules, it suddenly nosed dived into decline to the point where there were no 

boats at all. That number has now risen to two. Here Keith Philbin who operated two 

of the boats in Fleetwood’s heyday talks about the rise fall of the port’s fortunes. 

Podcast Interview 127: Gerry Foote, Gerry's of Morecambe: Recorded in 2013. 

If you want to know anything worth knowing about angling trends, or the recent 

evolution of fishing across each of its disciplines, the best person to ask is one of the 

big players in the retail fishing tackle trade, and in that regard, few are better placed 

than Gerry Foote, who for many years has owned and operated the tackle shop, mail 

order and Worldwide online tackle business Gerry's of Morecambe. 

Podcast Interview 128: Andy Steel, England shore manager: Recorded in 2013. 

Ex-England shore fishing team member, selector, and manager, plus current SAMF 

secretary, Andy Steele talks over a range of topics regarding international shore 

fishing qualification, selection and duties. 

Podcast Interview 129: Brian Crawford, Freshwater Eels: Recorded in 2013. As 

well as being a big Eel angler and author of two books on the subject of Eels and Eel 

fishing, Brian Crawford has also held a number of posts within both the National 

Anguilla Club and the European Eel Angling Association, and is therefore very well 

placed to talk on all topics related to the subject. 

Podcast Interview 130: Dr. Paul Gaskell, Trout in The Town: Recorded in 2013. 

Why should urban and city centre streams and rivers be effluent channels or rubbish 

dumps, and why should potential fish habitat be deprived of that main ingredient in 

the recipe, the fish themselves? Here Dr. Paul Gaskell looks at an initiative he 

manages, aimed at bringing fish back to city centre locations through the Trout in The 

Town Project 

Podcast Interview 131: James Thorburn, Tope and Spurdog Study Project: 

Recorded in 2013. After working as projects officer for the Scottish Sea Angling 

Conservation Network gathering in and processing tag recapture data from Luce Bay, 

Loch Etive and the Firth of Lorne, James Thorburn was offered the chance of turning 

the project into a full Ph.D. Here he talks about the project and its preliminary findings 

at the end of a day tagging out in Luce Bay. 
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Podcast Interview 132: Alex Wilkie, Everything on Fly: Recorded in 2013. If it 

can possibly be caught on the fly, Alex Wilkie will try for it, both in freshwater and 

at sea. Even fish which many think are impossible on the technique, Wilkie will still 

try for them and has had more than his fair share of success. Here he talks through 

those fly fishing ambitions and successes, with a full run down of the tackle and 

tactics required. 

Podcast Interview 133: Tony Lofthouse, Fisherman’s Friend: Recorded in 2013. 

Fisherman’s Friend is a small medicinal lozenge produced in Fleetwood, originally 

to aid the fishing industry in the 1860's, but more recently as a remedy of global 

marketing importance in a wide range of flavours and strengths. Here MD Tony 

Lofthouse talks about the history of the company and its commercial fishing links. 

Podcast Interview 134: Mike Heylin, BRFC Part 1: Recorded in 2013. Part 1 of 

a two part interview. As chairman of the British Record Fish Committee, Mike Heylin 

knows only too well the depth and breadth of the job his committee faces to drag 

itself into the 21st century, a fact highlighted by an array of often awkward questions, 

all of which he takes here in his stride. 

Podcast Interview 135: Mike Heylin, BRFC Part 2: Recorded in 2013. Part 2 of 

a two part interview. As chairman of the British Record Fish Committee, Mike Heylin 

knows only too well the depth and breadth of the job his committee faces to drag 

itself into the 21st century, a fact highlighted by an array of often awkward questions, 

all of which he takes here in his stride. 

Podcast Interview 136: Dave Lumley, Hartlepool: Recorded in 2013. The charter 

angling boat 'Famous' has operated out from Hartlepool in a number of different 

guises and with different skippers at her helm. Currently a purpose built Blyth Cat, 

here her skipper Dave Lumley looks at the fishing in this corner of the North Sea, and 

reflects back to the boats earliest days in the hands of Tom Williams during the 

1970's. 

Podcast Interview 137: Andy Griffith, Shark Grand Slam: Recorded in 2013. It's 

been the best part of forty years since a Mako Shark has been caught in UK waters. 

Then Andy Griffith comes on the scene fishing with Andrew Alsop out from Milford 

Haven and takes a World first grand slam of a Blue Shark, Porbeagle, and Mako, all 

over one hundred pounds and in the same day. 

Podcast Interview 138: Allan Everington, Pollack Fly IGFA: Recorded in 2013. 

Scotland's Mull of Galloway is a World class Pollack fishery where numbers of 

excellent fish come within range of fly fishing techniques from a small boat close in 

to shore. Here Allan Everington, who has bettered existing IGFA tippet records for 

the species on a number of occasions, talks through the tackle and the tactics required. 
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Podcast Interview 139: John Inman, Canals, Squats & Nationals: Recorded in 

2013. Coarse match angling, and in particular club matches on canals seems to have 

lost its appeal over recent times. Here canal expert John Inman looks back over his 

very successful time match fishing in canals, and in particular with his key bait, the 

squat. 

Podcast Interview 140: John Inman, Commercial Coarse Fisheries: Recorded in 

2013. Small commercial coarse fisheries and smaller numbers of angler’s match 

fishing have led to a real change in match fishing attitudes over recent times. Here 

Bolton match man John Inman assesses the value of these fisheries, and the best 

techniques to extract the biggest number and greatest variety of fish from them. 

Podcast Interview 141: Wayne Comben, Threshers and Porbeagles: Recorded 

in 2013. In the course of just over a year, fishing from a trailed boat, Wayne Comben 

caught a record plus Porbeagle, a record plus Thresher, and along with Graeme 

Pullen, boated Blue Shark on the fly, and the largest small boat single session haul of 

Blue Sharks ever in the UK. Here Wayne relives those experiences. 

Podcast Interview 142: Michael Salmon, Secretary BASS: Recorded in 2013. 

Currently in its 40th year, BASS, the Bass Angling Sportfishing Society is an 

organisation devoted to getting Bass the species firmly re-established in a sustainable 

way on the UK sea angling scene. Here the organisations secretary Michael Salmon 

explains. 

Podcast Interview 143: Prof. Mark Everard, Roach: Recorded in 2013. With 

hundreds of two pound plus and many three pound plus Roach to his credit, Mark 

Everard is the country’s foremost expert on the subject of Roach angling and all 

aspects concerning its biology. Mark is also the author of a number of books on the 

subject, and joins us here to talk over all aspects of his Roach fishing life. 

Podcast Interview 144: Graeme Pullen, Blue Shark on Fly: Recorded in 2013. 

Two Blue Shark trips producing a fly caught specimen and the biggest ever trailed 

boat haul squeezed in between catching a monster Porbeagle and a monster Thresher 

Shark, again both dinghy caught, recalled by Graeme Pullen. 

Podcast Interview 145: Roger Beer, Shore Rays: Recorded in 2013. Shore ray 

expert Roger Beer discusses his tactics and tackle for catching an assortment of big 

rays from a variety of Devon rock marks, catches that have included shore records 

for both the Small Eyed and Spotted Ray. 

Podcast Interview 146: Dick Clegg OBE, MBE, England manager: Recorded in 

2013. Without doubt, Dick Clegg has been not only the most successful national team 

manager in coarse fishing history, but also most successful manager in any sport 

engaged in by participants representing this country, resulting in an OBE and an MBE 
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to add to his many trophies and gold medal wins, all of which, along with other 

aspects of his life, he discusses in candid detail here. 

Podcast Interview 147: Richard Peirce, Shark Trust: Recorded in 2013. Shark 

Trust and Shark Conservation Society Chairman Richard Peirce discusses sharks in 

UK waters, looking at the role anglers both can and do play in the science behind the 

trust's work. Suggestions for better handling and conservation generally by anglers is 

also discussed. 

Podcast Interview 148: Alan Scotthorne, the World’s Top Coarse Angler: 

Recorded in 2013. With five World individual titles and numerous team titles, Alan 

Scotthorne is without equal the greatest coarse angler in the history or international 

match fishing. 

Podcast Interview 149: Sandra Scotthorne, World Champion Female Coarse 

Angler: Recorded in 2013. Ladies in angling are quite a rare commodity. Ladies in 

coarse match angling well capable of taking on and beating their male counterparts 

are almost unheard of. Here five times World team gold medal winner and twice 

individual World champion Sandra Scotthorne takes an in depth look at the lady’s 

international scene. 

Podcast Interview 150: John Bamford, Friends of The River Yarrow: Recorded 

in 2013. While the group, Friends of the River Yarrow formed primarily to ensure 

the entire environment on and around the River Yarrow in Lancashire has been 

restored, there is no denying that fish have probably been the main beneficiaries. It 

has quite literally gone from running sewer to running Salmon, and stands out as an 

object lesson to others who may want to restore lost fisheries to their former glory. 

Podcast Interview 151: Dave Trafford, Canal Match Fishing: Recorded in 2013. 

Back in the 1970's, Dave Trafford was a keen and successful coarse match angler 

who took a time out from angling, twenty five years in fact, before coming back onto 

the canal match angling scene, by which time so much had changed. Now able to 

compare and contrast the two era's which are a generation apart, here he takes a look 

at those changes, plus his current match situation. 

Podcast Interview 152: Didier Dellanoy, French coarse angling World 

champion: Recorded in 2013. French 2013 World coarse fishing individual gold 

medal winner Didier Dellanoy offers his thoughts on his win, his behind the scenes 

preparation including practice here in the UK, and the current England set up during 

a stay with multiple World champions Alan and Sandra Scotthorne. 

Podcast Interview 153: Paul Maris, Big Fish UK: Recorded in 2014. Paul Maris, 

who is one of the Essex Boys, talks here about his big saltwater fish exploits in the 

UK, including the biggest ever one man one day Common Skate haul which saw him 

constantly playing big fish for well over four hours. 
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Podcast Interview 154: Eddie Mounce, MD Fish Thailand: Recorded in 2014. 

Eddie Mounce set up Fish Thailand as a business while back packing after graduating 

from university with a degree in fisheries management. Here he talks about the 

wonderful fishing, the fisheries, and the future of targeting some of the biggest 

freshwater fish in the World. 

Podcast Interview 155: Ally Gowans, Scottish Salmon: Recorded in 2014. Ally 

Gowans is arguably the most inventive and skilled angler on the current Salmon 

fishing scene. His fly the Ally Shrimp was voted by Salmon anglers as the fly of the 

millennium. Here he discusses this and some of his other patterns, plus the fish weight 

calculator, conservation, fly fishing history, and of course Salmon fly fishing itself. 

Podcast Interview 156: Paul Maris, Marlin World Championships: Recorded in 

2014. Part two of a two part interview with Essex Boy Paul Maris. This episode looks 

at the Essex Boys big fish exploits abroad, and in particular the Marlin World cup 

and completing the billfish royal slam. 

Podcast Interview 157: Leon Roskilly, Mullet: Recorded in 2014. To most sea 

anglers, Mullet are looked upon as either uncatchable or hardly worth the massive 

amount of effort required for precious little return. But with the right approach, that 

need not always be the case. Leon Roskilly explains. 

Podcast Interview 158: Leon Roskilly, Angling politics: Recorded in 2014. Most 

anglers prefer to leave their hobby related politics to a small number of able 

volunteers who tirelessly work on our behalf. The least we could do then is support 

them. But to do this, we first need to understand the issues. Here Leon Roskilly 

explains IFCA's, MCZ's, and the Sea Angling 2012 survey. 

Podcast Interview 159: Alex MacDonald, Redgill Lures: Recorded in 2014. The 

most iconic lure of the twentieth century has to be the Redgill. A small rubber eel 

devised by Alex Ingram of Mevagissey which revolutionised the World of wreck 

fishing. Now a part of the Sakuma portfolio and still catching lots of fish, particularly 

from the shore, here Sakuma MD Alex MacDonald looks at the lure and its history. 

Podcast Interview 160: Tommy Flower, Carp: Recorded in 2014. Carp are the 'in' 

fish currently on the coarse fishing scene, and while it hasn't always been that way, 

Tommy Flower wasn't around in the pre-boilie commercial fishing era, so who better 

to ask for a different perspective on the subject. 

Podcast Interview 161: Alex MacDonald, Gilthead Bream: Recorded in 2014. 

Gilthead Bream first appeared on the scene in the 1980's, initially as occasional 

migrants, but eventually establishing themselves as regular visitors to certain 

estuaries in the west country where a targeted fishery has sprung up tapping into their 

hard fighting capabilities. Here Alex MacDonald of Sakuma Tackle sings the praises 

of the species. 
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Podcast Interview 162: Tim Macpherson, Kingmere Bream: Recorded in 2014. 

Black Bream and their habitat along the iconic Kingmere Rocks in Sussex are 

currently under so much threat that a campaign group has been set up to try to reverse 

the trend before all is lost. Instrumental within that group is Tim Macpherson who 

joins us here to explain the problem, and how both it and the potential remedies could 

have profound knock on consequences for other ailing fisheries around the UK. 

Podcast Interview 163: Jim Whippy, Boat Fishing Monthly Editor: Recorded in 

2014. Arguably the most widely capped England boat fishing international ever, Jim 

Whippy talks about his sea fishing and his time at the helm of some of the country’s 

best known sea angling magazines. 

Podcast Interview 164: Alex MacDonald, Sakuma: Recorded in 2014. Alex 

MacDonald, MD of hook designers, manufacturers and importers Sakuma, talks 

about all aspects of hook design, choice and usage. 

Podcast Interview 165: Sarah Collins, GhoF: Recorded in 2014. Get Hooked on 

Fishing CEO Sarah Collins discusses the aims and successes of a charitable project 

designed to promote fishing to younger people, and in particular those with social 

problems. 

Podcast Interview 166: Danny Parkins, Nocturnal Pike: Recorded in 2014. When 

you talk about lure fishing for big Pike, probably the last thing you would expect to 

hear is a recommendation to do it after dark. Here Pike enthusiast Danny Parkins puts 

the case for nocturnal lure fishing. 

Podcast Interview 167: Danny Parkins, LRF & HRF: Recorded in 2014. Light 

Rock Fishing (LRF) and Heavy Rock Fishing (HRF) are two lure based techniques 

which have really grabbed the shore fishing scene over recent times. HRF in 

particular for big Ballan Wrasse, which regular practitioner Danny Parkins talks about 

in great detail here. 

Podcast Interview 168: Dave Pakes, Commercial Bass on Rod and Line: 

Recorded in 2014. Commercial rod and line fishing for Bass is no different to 

recreational fishing up to the point of selling the fish, which if all the necessary 

paperwork is in place, is the most sustainable method of commercial fishing out there. 

One other key difference is that the commercials also catch more fish, something we 

anglers could perhaps learn of a few lessons from. 

Podcast Interview 169: Chris Ogborne, Bass Fly Fishing Guide: Recorded in 

2014. Chris Ogborne is one of those rare people to make the grade as multiple World 

champion fly fisherman, then switch codes to take up guiding fly fishermen at sea. In 

particular for Bass, though the game fishing side of things for pleasure hasn't been 

entirely dropped. 
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Podcast Interview 170: Brian Harris, Angling Magazine & Creel Part 1: 

Recorded in 2014. Ask anglers of a certain age which was the best fishing magazine 

ever published and most will say Creel, which later evolved into Angling edited by 

Brian Harris, a man who along with most of the contributors he recruited, is held in 

equally high esteem. Here Brian joins us for a two part interview about all things 

connected with his angling life. 

Podcast Interview 171: Brian Harris, Angling Magazine & Creel Part 2: 

Recorded in 2014. Ask anglers of a certain age which was the best fishing magazine 

ever published and most will say Creel, which later evolved into Angling edited by 

Brian Harris, a man who along with most the of contributors he recruited, is held in 

equally high esteem. Here Brian joins us for a two part interview about all things 

connected with his angling life. 

Podcast Interview 172: Carl McCormack, Coarse Angling Coach: Recorded in 

2014. Once seen as something you might consider on say a foreign holiday, these 

days, more than ever before, the services of coarse angling coaches are being sought 

by youngsters, beginners, and people returning to fishing after a long break. 

Satisfying that demand are people like Carl McCormack, who besides helping his 

customers, has also coached his twelve year old son Callum to gold in the junior 

national championships. 

Podcast Interview 173: Steve Souter, Scottish Boat Match Champion: Recorded 

in 2014. Steve Souter has had, and continues to have a glittering international career 

fishing for Scotland, where he has won, often on multiple occasions, all that has been 

put in front of him. But being so successful is no accident, as he explains, along with 

his thoughts on a range of other topics. 

Podcast Interview 174: Neil Farnworth, CAST: Recorded in 2014. CAST North 

west is a Lancashire based charitable organisation set up and operated by Neil 

Farnworth with the aim of bringing dis-affected youngsters into education and 

training by using angling as a primary tool for grabbing their interest. 

Podcast Interview 175: Terry Moseley, Disabled Angling Part 1: Recorded in 

2014. Disabled in a sports accident while serving with the parachute regiment, Terry 

Moseley has almost singled handedly dragged the provision of access for disabled 

anglers kicking and screaming into the 21st century. He's also won his share of 

national and international medals in the process. 

Podcast Interview 176: Terry Moseley, Disabled Angling Part 2: Recorded in 

2014. Disabled in a sports accident while serving with the parachute regiment, Terry 

Moseley has almost singled handedly dragged the provision of access for disabled 

anglers kicking and screaming into the 21st century. He's also won his share of 

national and international medals in the process. 
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Podcast Interview 177: Dave Taylor, Off the Shelf: Recorded in 2014. With the 

writing on the wall for distant water trawling, back in the 1970's, the Whitefish 

Authority financed a number of experimental trawling trips along the edge of the 

continental slope looking for new fish species to eat. The last of those trips was made 

by the Fleetwood trawler 'Jacinta'. On that trip was Dave Taylor who talks about the 

experience. 

Podcast Interview 178: Mike Thrussell, Angling Journalist: Recorded in 2014. 

Ever since the 1970's, Mike Thrussell has made a wide range of contributions to sea 

angling through magazine articles, books, TV, radio, and as an angling tackle 

consultant, and as such, he has had a say in the success of a lot of other anglers along 

the way. And being of that generation, he is also fortunate to have mixed with several 

of the sea angling greats of the past - something he reflects on here. 

Podcast Interview 179: Dr. Malcolm Greenhalgh, Life Story: Recorded in 2014. 

Dr. Malcolm Greenhalgh is one of the most respected names on the game angling 

circuit, with particular emphasis on wild running water fishing. Here he talks about 

his early formative years and expresses a wide range of views in a manner best 

described as a real down to earth no nonsense reality check. 

Podcast Interview 180: Dr. Malcolm Greenhalgh, Fly Fishing Characters: 

Recorded in 2014. Behind the names accompanying books and articles in the World 

of angling are a range of characters which the reading public by and large get to know 

very little about. Here Dr. Malcolm Greenhalgh enlightens us on a few of those he 

has come across on the game angling scene. 

Podcast Interview 181: Paul Kilpatrick, Whitby: Recorded in 2014. After a dip 

in fortunes during the late 1990's, offshore boat angling at Whitby is right up there 

again with the best. But tactically speaking, it now bears absolutely no resemblance 

to what went before. Gone are the jiggers and muppets replaced now by shads, bait, 

and uptide fishing, pioneered for the most part by 'Sea Otter 2' skipper Paul 

Kilpatrick. 

Podcast Interview 182: Tony Kirrage, Tony's Tackle Part 1: Recorded in 2014. 

Tony Kirrage of Tony's Tackle in Eastbourne has represented England on both the 

carp and the saltwater shore angling scene. He has also won the Carp World 

championships. Here he talks openly about all aspects of his angling and business 

including almost going to the wall with the shop. 

Podcast Interview 183: Tony Kirrage, Tony's Tackle Part 2: Recorded in 2014. 

Tony Kirrage of Tony's Tackle in Eastbourne has represented England on both the 

carp and the saltwater shore angling scene. He has also won the Carp World 

championships. Here he talks openly about all aspects of his angling and business 

including almost going to the wall with the shop. 
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Podcast Interview 184: David Kent National Federation of Anglers & Angling 

Trust: Recorded in 2014. The National Federation of Anglers governed coarse 

angling, and match angling in particular, for just over one hundred years. Here ex-

NFA Vice Chairman David Kent looks at the history of the NFA and its new role 

within the Angling Trust. 

Podcast Interview 185: Warren Harrison, World record Carp Haul: Recorded 

in 2014. In September 2014, a trip by Manchester Carp angler Warren Harrison set 

the media on fire. Two carp topping ninety pounds apiece, plus others in the seventies 

and eighties as part of a 2.5-ton haul is the stuff of carp angling dreams, as Warren 

himself explains here. 

Podcast Interview 186: Jason Owen, Charter Boat Outboards: Recorded in 

2014. Recent times have seen an increasing degree of interest amongst charter boat 

operators in switching from inboard diesel power to large petrol driven outboard 

engines. Here, Jason Owen from Pwllheli discusses the pros and cons of making the 

switch, and explores some of the new opportunities this should open up for him and 

his customers. 

Podcast Interview 187: Mark Bowler, Fly Fishing & Fly Tying Magazine: 

Recorded in 2014. Mark Bowler, editor of the prestigious Fly Fishing & Fly Tying, 

talks about his amazing rise to owner-editor of the magazine after initial rejections 

and no formal journalistic training. 

Podcast Interview 188: Bob Fitchie, Irish Tuna: Recorded in 2014. Around the 

turn of the century, the west and north coast of Ireland was treated to a short-lived 

run of huge Blue Fin Tuna with fish caught approaching a thousand pounds. Here 

Bob Fitchie recounts his memories of one such trip. 

Podcast Interview 189: Wendy Patchett, England Ladies Fly Fishing Team 

Captain: Recorded in 2014. Ex-England team captain and multi-medal winning fly 

angler Wendy Patchett talks about her life in competition fly fishing, offering a range 

of tips to other up and coming lady anglers. 

Podcast Interview 190: Dr. Mike Ladle, Science & Bass: Recorded in 2014. 

Besides being a zoologist and fishery scientist, Dr. Mike Ladle is an acknowledged 

expert in the art of lure and fly fishing for Bass and Mullet, though other techniques 

are also discussed. 

Podcast Interview 191: Chris Boagey, FRV Scotia: Recorded in 2014. Chris 

Boagey is deck boss aboard the Scottish fisheries research vessel Scotia. Here we 

discuss a range of research topics which will be of interest to sea anglers across the 

UK. 

Podcast Interview 192: Dave Steuart, Coarse Fishing Legend Part 1: Recorded 

in 2014. Brian Harris, the renowned editor of the still highly regarded but now sadly 
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no longer with us Angling Magazine, has described Hampshire angler Dave Steuart 

as the best all-rounder this country has ever produced. Here in part 1 of a 2-part 

interview looking at all aspects of his angling life, we explore Dave Steuart's coarse 

fishing credentials. 

Podcast Interview 193: Dave Steuart, Coarse Fishing Legend Part 2: Recorded 

in 2014. Brian Harris, the renowned editor of the still highly regarded but now sadly 

no longer with us Angling Magazine, has described Hampshire angler Dave Steuart 

as the best all-rounder this country has ever produced. Here in part 1 of a 2 part 

interview looking at all aspects of his angling life, we explore Dave Steuart's coarse 

fishing credentials. 

Podcast Interview 194: Dave Steuart, Discusses Kay Steuart: Recorded in 2014. 

Brian Harris, the renowned editor of the still highly regarded but now sadly no longer 

with us Angling Magazine, has described Hampshire angler Dave Steuart as the best 

all-rounder this country has ever produced. In addition to that, Dave's late wife Kay 

who he talks about here was widely regarded as the best female all-rounder the UK 

has ever produced. 

Podcast Interview 195: Tim Harrison, Welsh Bass guide: Recorded in 2014. Full 

time New Quay Bass guide Tim Harrison takes a look at Bass population numbers, 

Bass tactics, and his own pathway from leaving school without qualifications to 

heading up the Environment Agency's fishery department in Wales, which he then 

walked away from to concentrate on fishing for Bass. 

Podcast Interview 196: Chris Clark, Top England Shore Angler: Recorded in 

2014. Chris Clark is in numerical terms the biggest international medal winner ever 

representing England on the shore angling scene, but rates his best win as one 

particular bronze after a farming accident threatened to leave him wheelchair bound. 

Podcast Interview 197: Keith Linsell, Angling Encounters: Recorded in 2014. 

Back in the 1960's and 70's, angling journalists rarely carried cameras, and magazine 

illustrations were mainly line drawings or artwork. Heavily involved at that time was 

artist and angler Keith Linsell who as part of his job had to fish with many of the 

names we now regard as legends today. Here Keith reflects on a few of those big 

names. 

Podcast Interview 198: Keith Linsell, Angling Artist: Recorded in 2014. Back in 

the 1960's and 70's, angling journalists rarely carried cameras, and magazine 

illustrations were mainly line drawings or artwork. Heavily involved at that time was 

artist and angler Keith Linsell who as part of his job had to fish with many of the 

names we now regard as legends today. Here Keith reflects on his artwork, his 

fishing, and the future. 
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Podcast Interview 199: Brian Crawford: Power Generation. Recorded in 2014. 

As a race of people, we need energy. That can come in many forms including fossil 

fuel burning, nuclear, and natural green energy. Unfortunately, each is not without its 

potential problems to aquatic environments. Physics teacher and IFCA member Brian 

Crawford has studied the implications of each and gives his verdict here. 

Podcast Interview 200: John Quinlan: Irish Bass. Recorded in 2015. For years 

the Irish have led the way in Bass conservation with bag limits, size limits, and 

recreational only fishing. Bass guide John Quinlan discusses the politics and its 

implications on the Irish Bass fishing scene. 

Podcast Interview 201: Mike Thrussell Jr.: WSF. Recorded in 2015. The 

availability of top notch up to the minute angling information has come a long way 

since the introduction of the Internet. Arguably the biggest player in all of this has 

been the website World Sea Fishing, or WSF. Here its creator and MD Mike Thrussell 

Jr. talks about the concept, history and future of WSF. 

Podcast Interview 202: Steve Yeomans: Winter Trout. Recorded in 2016. 

Contrary to widely held opinion, Rainbow Trout are actually a cold-water species, 

seasonally better suited to the spring autumn and winter months. Fly fishing school 

instructor Steve Yeomans explains. 

Podcast Interview 203: Mark Bowler: Sea Trout. Recorded in 2014. Sea Trout 

numbers in systems draining to Scotland's west coast have slumped dramatically over 

recent years. Here Fly Fishing and Fly Tying editor Mark Bowler discusses the 

implications, and arguably the main reason behind the problem. 

Podcast Interview 204: Andy Copeland: LRF Matches. Recorded in 2016. Light 

Rock Fishing or LRF combines species hunting with light tackle fishing. Here LRF 

match angler Andy Copeland explains the tactics and rewards around his native north 

east coast. 

Podcast Interview 205: Alastair Wilson: Big Fish Small Boat. Recorded in 2016. 

For most people, big fish in small trailed boats means at best Tope and Conger, and 

more likely Huss or Rays. Not over on the Irish small boat scene. Here Alastair 

Wilson discusses encounters with Blue Sharks, Porbeagles, Common Skate and Blue 

Fin Tuna aboard his Warrior 165. 

Podcast Interview 206: Eddie Weitzel: Essex and Lancashire. Recorded in 2016. 

Now residing and fishing in Lancashire, Eddie Weitzel, son of 1970's Essex charter 

boat skipper Arthur Weitzel on whose boat John Rawle and Bob CodBob Cox devised 

uptide fishing, talks of his earliest recollections of the boat and shore fishing on his 

old home patch, and now along his adopted north-west coast. 

Podcast Interview 207: Ross Johnson: Species Hunting. Recorded in 2016. With 

a monster Skate in excess of 170 pounds and Tope topping 50 pounds from the shore, 
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Ross Johnson could be labelled a shore specimen hunter. But that is some way from 

the truth. In fact, he's just as much at home with his LRF gear chasing mini species 

in an attempt to catch 100 species in UK waters, and 1000 species Worldwide. 

Podcast Interview 208: Stephen Lamont: Lure Fishing. Recorded in 2016. The 

freedom and drop of a hat potential, not to mention the successes of lure fishing in its 

various forms has taken sea angling by storm over recent years. So much that some 

devotees do little else. Lure fishing fanatic Stephen Lamont explains. 

Podcast Interview 209: Mike Dennehy: Kinsale. Recorded in 2017. Kinsale 

charter boat skipper Mike Dennehy discusses the recent explosion in Blue Fin Tuna 

numbers to add to the Albacore and Sharks he already regularly fishes for. Prospects 

for Swordfish and a number of lesser known open oceanic species are also explored. 

Podcast Interview 210: Wayne Thomas: Mullet. Recorded in 2017. Mullet tend 

to be regarded by most sea anglers as uncatchable, and while they are the most widely 

seen fish swimming around in British coastal waters, they are also the most widely 

ignored. But not by everybody. Wayne Thomas explains the process of fishing for 

them. 

Podcast Interview 211: Steve Mills: Thresher Sharks. Recorded in 2017. Anglers of 

my generation will be familiar with the name Steve Mills. England international, Sea 

Angler Magazine columnist, dinghy angler, and holder of the Thresher Shark record. 

Here he talks about all things Thresher Shark. 

Podcast Interview 212: Peter Bagnall: The ABU Atlantic 484 Zoom. Recorded 

in 2017. It isn't often that one angler makes an advance in technology so great that it 

quite literally is a game changer. Peter Bagnall is one such a person. The man 

responsible for the iconic ABU Atlantic 484 which quite literally took the distance 

casting and beach angling scene by storm during the 1970's. 

Podcast Interview 213: Mick & Matt Coker: Dover & Folkestone. Recorded in 

2017. Some of the most outstanding Cod catches of the 1980's and 1990's were taken 

aboard the angling boat 'Royal Charlotte' fishing out of Folkestone and Dover 

skippered by Mick Coker. With his son Matt now at helm and Mick aboard 'Portia', 

the pair reflect on the amazing fishing they have provided and shared along their 

corner of the Kent Coast. 

Podcast Interview 214: Magni Blastein: The Faroe Islands. Recorded in 2017. A 

live recording on the boat with Magni Blastein looking at the fishing the Faroe Islands 

have to offer, in particular for monster Plaice 

Podcast Interview 215: Andy Griffith: Six Gilled Sharks. Recorded in 2018. 

Having completed a unique IGFA grand slam for Sharks in British waters including 

taking the Welsh Mako Shark record, it looked unlikely that Andy Griffith would be 
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able to top that achievement on home turf. But top it he has with two Sharks in excess 

of 1000 pounds both taken on the same day. 

Podcast Interview 216: Sam Harris: ‘Gone Fishing’. Recorded in 2018. 'Gone 

Fishing’ radio show host Sam Harris is used to being the one dishing out the 

questions. In a reversal of roles here he is put on the receiving end in an examination 

of his long and varied angling life.  

Podcast Interview 217: Andy Griffith; Thresher Sharks. Recorded in 2018. 

Completing the shark fishing trilogy, Andy Griffith talks in detail about a three day 

session which produced a staggering five Thresher Sharks, three of which came on 

the first day, following up on a promise made by Portsmouth based boat angler Stuart 

Newell to help Andy tick the final missing UK shark species from his ever-growing 

list of big fish achieve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


